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ABSTRACT 

A survey of the literature of grinding and surface texture 

shows the influence of dressing and wear on surfaces involved 

in the process and the advantages of stylus profilometry for 

data collection from both grinding wheels and ground surfaces. 

Statistical analysis is favoured for surface profile 

characterization and, of the various parameters used, power 

spectral density alone offers some prospect of effective 

comparison between these surfaces. 

Work on grinding with single crystals of natural corundum was 

eventually discontinued in favour of experiments with conventional 

bonded grinding wheels subjected to a dressing operation and 

some wear in grinding steel surfaces. Statistical parameters 

representing the surfaces are computed using data obtained 

from profilograms. Results in terms of power spectral density 

are presented showing progressive improvement following upon 

developments in apparatus and methods which facilitated the 

use of larger surface profile samples. Transfer functions are 

used to relate power spectra representing corresponding pairs 

of surfaces. 

The significance of power spectral density applied to surface 

profile characterization is discussed and, in this context, it 

is suggested that these should be described as variance spectra. 

Attention is drawn to certain disadvantages of variance spectra 

applied to grinding wheel and ground surface profiles. 

Methods designed to improve presentation of variance spectra 

lead to development of a proposed new and more suitable spectrum 

in which density of standard deviation of surface profile 

ordinates with respect to frequency is plotted against frequency. 

Transfer functions calculated from related pairs of these 

standard deviation spectra show a strong linear correlation 

with frequency and offer prospects of convenient comparison 

between the profiles of the various surfaces involved in 

grinding. 
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IrTI-':ODt'CTION 

This work is concerned with the finish or surface 

texture produced on the workpiece as a result of 

grinding. Grinding, in the context of this study, 

refers to operations carried out on machine tools with 

provision for controlling the geometry and dimensions 

of the wor~'.i'iece, such as cylindrical and surface 

grinders. The object of the investigation is to obtain 

better understa.nding of the influence on the surface 

texture of the ground surface exerted by the surf2ce 

of the grinding wheel. 

The nature of the grinding wheel surf2ce is determined 

not only by the structure of the wheel but, to a 

considerable extent by dressing carried out preparatory 

to grinding and also by ~ear during a grinding operation. 

J. .. study of the relationship betHeen the ground surface 

and that of the grinding wheel requires means for 

char2cterizing both surfaces in terms suitable for 

q uC'.nti ta ti ve cOr1parison. ;:;tandardized s urfE.ce te::~ture 

para~eters are calculated on the basis of a continuous 

surface profile. Also, numerical assessment by means 

of such D2rameters does not uniquely represent a 

surface Drofile and is tterefore unreliable for 

detailed study or accurate COMparisons. 



Furthermore such parameters are unsuitable for 

application to a discontinuous profile such as that 

of a grinding wheel. 

In order to relate the surfcce profile of workpiece 

and grinding wheel it is necessary to identify sone 

narameter or parameters ap:9lica.ble to both types of 

surface and capable of effectively co~paring them. 

Heaningful comparison indicates the need for better 

surface characterization than that provided by any 

standard surface texture parameter such as the 

arithmetical average roughness ~alue Ra. Also the 

method or methods adopted must'be applicable to 

a pair of surfaces one of which has a discontinuous 

profile. 
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Some preliminary work, devoted mainly to surface 

relationships in grinding has already been carried 

out by the author. This was submi tted for the a~"lard 

of an M Tech degree and,since the same title is used, 

this earlier thesis will be referred to as Part 1 and 

the present work as Part 2. 

Part I contains an outline history of the grinding 

process. This includes notes on the abrasive and 

other materials used in r-rinding and the composition 

of bonded grinding wheels currently in use. Vitreous 



bonded grinding wheels containing aluminium oxide 

abrasive synthesized in the electric furnace were 

found to have been is use since about 1900. These 

represent the type of wheel in most widespread use 

for the grinding of ferrous materials and were used 

exclusively throughout the investigation. 

In Part 1 the mechanism of dressing and wear of 

grinding wheels is discussed with some emphasis on 

the facts, not then universally recognized, that 

asperities of different heights exist in the active 

zone of a grinding wheel and that there are a number 
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of such asperities on that surface of a grit interacting 

with the workpiece. Since these asperities are 

involved in the process of removing material from the 

workpiece and are also affected by wear of the grinding 

wheel their number and distribution has to be considered 

in studying the surfaces concerned in the process. 

One of the objectives formulated in Part 1 was to 

repeat experiments described in an earlier publication, 

designed to estimate the heights of asperities by 

measurement of scratches produced on the ground 

workpiece by the action of the grinding wheel. 

These experiments provided some idea of the probable 

nature of the distribution of asperities with respect 

to height and confirmed the need for methods capable 

of measuring the heights of asperities directly from 

the grinding wheel. 
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Most of the papers examined during the Part 1 invest-

-igation were published during the nineteen-fifties and 

early nineteen-sixties. These contain much information 

on the mechanics of grinding but relatively few deal in 

any detail with surface texture of the ground workpiece. 

However, some information was found on obtaining traces, 

by means of a stylus, from the surface of a grinding 

wheel rotated at extremely low speed, and in presenting 

the distribution of heights in histogram form. 

Developments of the first method were later used by the 

author for experiments carried out in Part 2 while 

histograms had been used in Part 1 to represent profile 

height distribution. 

In part 1 asperity heights were determined by measurement 

of profilograms obtained from the surfaces of grinding 

wheels. From these measurements relative frequencies 

were calculated and plotted to define the corresponding 

distribution curves. These distributions are compared 

with their counterparts obtained from the corresponding 

ground surfaces and a measure of correlation is 

demonstrated. 

Profile height distribution curves were recognised as 

providing a limited description of any surface whether 

of the grinding wheel or the ground workpiece. Once 

again, attention was directed to the fact that not only 

was it necessary to cope with problems peculiar to the 
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grinding process but also to seek parameters capable of 

more completely describing the surfaces, which might 

also be useful in investigating the nature of any 

relationship between grinding wheel and workpiece 

surfaces. 

Average roughness parameters such as E", sometimes 
L_ 

failed to differentiate between surfaces with very 

different characteristics, mainly by reason of relative 

insensitivity to the frequency of surface features, and 

were probably of less value, for the purnoses enviseged, 

than profile height distribution curves. 

SOle use ~las also made ir F2rt I of sC2_nning electron 

microscopy in order to nrovi~e visusl evide~ce of the 

nature of grindinR wheel surfaces. ror this nur~ose, 

specimens weI'€- taken fro:!1 the periphery of grinding 

Bheels which had nreviouslv been subiected to dressin? 
..;. • .l L' 

and rrinding onerations. 

Since these results vere ohteined at a late st2~e of 

the PErt I investigatior., the:.~ 1·;ere -:;resented in an 

a~pe~dix showing the effects of wear on 2rit surfpces. 

Prenaration of eBch specimen for Gxa:,"ina tio!] n(Ce2 si t~ teo 

its re~oval from and destruction of a grinding wheel. 

~it this noint it is 2:r'rrot'I'ia t e to explc in the nur.'1;·eTi nr 

~?stem adonted in P?rt 2 ,·Jhich follov's consecutive]y 
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from Part 1 to facilitate reference to the earlier work 

and to avoid possible confusion between the two parts. 

Chapters in Part 2 are therefore numbered from 8 to 13, 

pages from 90 to 261, and the bibliographical references 

(20) to (42). Illustrations and tables are nUl.bered to 

identify them ,Ali th chapters, and apnendices to correspond 

with those chapters to which their content primarily 

relates. 

Apart from the wastage of grinding wheels resulting 

from the procedure adopted in Part 1 for the preparation 

of specimens for electron microscopy, cutting specimens 

from a bonded grinding wheel excluded the possibility 

of re-examining the same grits, or the same area of 

wheel sLITface at, for example, a more advanced stare 

of wear. A further point in favour of some alternative 

to the use of a bonded grinding wheel was the need to 

facilitate identification of individual grits in the 

surface under scrutiny. These considerations led, in 

the Part 2 investigation, to design and construction 

of the composite grinjing wheel described in Chanter 8. 

In the event, work with this composite grindinf vheel 

was confined to its use with large single grits of 

n2tural corundum. The results ".:ere regarded as somel.'.rhat 

unreliable by reason of nroblems with the a~~aratus, 

some of vlhich reo ained unsolved. 
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There is reason to believe that further develonnent 

of composite grinding wheel methods could yield worth

-while results and the justification for not pursuing 

this line of investigation is that information and 

facilities becaGe available for nrofile measurement 

and statistical characterisation of surface nrofiles 

which appeared more likely to yield annlicable 

quantitative results than electron microscopy. 

Of the twenty-~~o published papers dealt with in 

Chapter 7 a high nroportion consider grinding wheel 

surface nrofile and contain results obtained fro~ 

actual grinding onerations. Surprisingly few take 

account of the effects of grinding 'wheel dressing and 

wear on the surf2ce concerned, despite the fact thet 

dressing is ali"Jays necessary and 1",heel wear inevi tab 1;," 

takes place in grinding operations. 

Stylus profilometry was apparently used for some asnect 

of surface n~easurement in eighteen of the "OaDers 

examined. Descrintions of two versions of an oscill~ting 

stylus profilo~eter were found in the literature an1 a 

furthEr tl.oJO pc~pers dealing vIi th o~cillatin[! stylus 

:::;rofilometry applied to grinding IITheels. 

:ncoutaging results had been obtained i~ Part I using 

stylus t;rofilometry aDDlied to both ground surfcce and 

grinding wheel. Also r.ot o!1lv did recent ;-ublications 
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indicate widespread use and further develonment of 

stylus profilometry but also provided evidence that 

its cauacity for resolution of surface detail is ~ore 

than adequate for the study of surface texture (40). 

On the basis of this published information and the 

exnerience gained in Part I it was concluded that 

stylus profilometry would be the most adantable and 

Dotentially informative method of studying the surfaces 

involved in the grinding process. 

In the present work considerable effort has perforce 

been concentrated on the grinding wheel: due solely to 

the special problems met- with in the production of 

profilograms from its surface and their subsequent 

characterisation. Since the ground surface has a 

continuous profile the nroduction of profilograms is 

straightforward and although so~e aspects of the 

characterisation nroblem are common to both surfaces 

those relating to the grinding wheel present gre2ter 

difficulty because of its discontinuity. As a resrlt 

the text contains relatively little on the subject of 

the ground surf2ce notwithstcnding that its roughness 

reuresents that outnut of the nrocess with which this ... ... 

work is primarily concerned. 

Reference has already been ~ade to those applicptions 

of oscillating stylus profilometry to grinding wheel 

surfaces found in the literature. The oscillating 

stylus could penetr2te deeply into the voids and rlore 
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accurately follow tte steeply sloping outer sides of 

grits than the conventional stylus with its large 

included angle. However, ttese deeper levels withi~ 

the grinding wheel obviously did not interact with the 

workpiece and it was decided that profilometry using 

more conventional non-oscillating stylus eqUipnent was 

adequate for the purpose of the current investigation. 

The optimum choice of means to analyse and Dresent 

surface profile data is by no means imJ,ediately apPE..rent 

fro£l the literature. In addition to standardised 

measures of surface texture such as arithoetical average 

(Ra~ a variety of alternative para~eters for surface 

characterisation are to be found. These include the 

first and second derivatives of fa' surface density, 

height distribution, mean radius of curvature of 

asperities, slope variance, second-order autoregressive 

models, and bearing area curves. Shinaishin (27) makes 

use of power spectral density curves for surf2ce end 

grinding force analysis 'vlhile Peklenik (:21), (2?), (24), 

(~5) e~ploys autocorrelograms and rOi,'er snectra for 

surface profile analysis and introduces slone vEriance 

in tte sa~e context. 

Particular interest on the part of the author in power 

spectra for the study of surfaces \oJas first stir.lulatEd 

by information in one of these papers (21) on the L:se 

of autocorrelation ft~nctions and dispersion spect!~ci for 

characterisation of [rinding '''heel rrcfiles. I=-: l~ter 
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papers by the same author, 'dispersion snectrum' is 

replaced by 'po,\·!er spectrum f in reference to the same 

function: described as the Fourier transform of the 

autocorrelation function. 

In the author's opinion, and in the context of surfcce 

profile analYSis, the earlier terminology is preferEble 

because 'dispersion' being synonymous with 'variance' 

has self evident relevance to the description of a 

profile defined by ordinates while 'power' has no such 

apparent relevance. Furthermore the use of variance 

explici tly defines the neaning of a spectrum in v,1hich 

variance density is plotted against frequency of surface 

profile heights, as in Fig 7.1. 

The total area beneath a curve such as that of Fig 7.1 

represents the variance of the profile for the total 

ra.nge of frequencies considered; assuming this curve 

to be a good estimate of some trLJe spectrum. The 

variance associated with narticular frequency bands 

can also obviously be obtained from such a curve. 

In the same naper (21) transfer functions are DPe~ to 

comnare surfeces (Fig 7.2) the points defining these 

curves beine the ratios of corresponding pairs of 

variance density ordinates. Each noint on such a curve 

is e transfer coefficient obtained by dividinr the 

ordinate of the snectral density curve representing t~e 
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output surface by the corresnonding spectral density 

ordinate for the in~ut surface: corres~ondinr in the 

sense that both ordinates relate to the same freqlJ.enc:~. 

These transfer functions represented the most explicit 

attempt found in the literature to demonstrate the 

relationship between the roughness of different surfeces: 

complementary perhaps to comparison of average roughness 

values but providing significant additional information 

in graphical form on frequency relationships. 

l,~eaningful comparison of dissimilar surfaces is clearly 

essential to the present investigation and transfer 

functions were potentially suitable for this nurpose. 

The fact that they were derived from dispersion spectra 

provided an incentive to further study of snectral 

densi ty as a means of surface description. HOvTever, the 

nature of the associated problems were by no means 

apparent at this stage because the available nsblications 

gave little information on the techniques of surfFce 

measurement and computation used. 

More recently, surface profile ordinate distribution, 

autocorrelation, and spectral density have again been 

used as parameters for surface characterisation. So~e 

adver se cri ticis;n has been levlled a t the las t two, b;' 

tl~e salDe author, including st:atements to the effect 

that CO!l:Dutation of both autocorrelation and Si'ectral 
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density functions is slow and that interpretation 

requires special abilities; these features rendering 

the functions unsuitable for practical measurement. 

However, no information is nrovided as to the equi~ment 

used or the time taken. 

Despite the criticisms, information obtained from 

published data was interpreted as encouragement to 

Droceed further with autocorrelation and s~ectral 

density functions as parameters applicable to the 

investigation of both ground surfaces and grinding 

wheel surfaces. Spectral density was particularly 

favoured from the outset because interpretation of 

the curve appeared more straightforward thaD for the 

autocorrelogram and there was the additional nrospect 

of useful comparison by means of transfer functions. 

From the foregoing it will be evident that the decison 

to concentrate on profilometry for surface measurement 

was influenced by a number of publications while tLE 

strongest influence towards spectral an21ysis is 

derived from Peklenik's work. 
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Chapter 9 contains some information relating to the 

statistical parameters; the apparatus and methods used 

to obtain profilograms. A brief account of abortive 

attempts to produce autocorrelograms using a 'package' 

program is followed by the writing of nrograrrs for 

comnuting various parameters including no~rer spectral 

density. 



Chapter 10 contains results obtained fro~ surfece 

nrofi1e samples defined by 1000 ordinates presented 
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in the form of power spectral density curves. The 

greatly increased sa~ple size re~ulted in spectral 

curves with a much higher standard of smoothness and 

consistency than those previously obtained from 

samples of only 100 ordinates. Comparisons bet"Jeen 

spectra obtained from different surfaces are presented 

in the form of transfer function curves defined by 

ordinates calculated as the ratio of correspondins 

pairs of ordinates from the spectra representing the 

inrut and outnut surfaces. 

It will be seen that power spectral density plotted 

on a natural scale does not provide for effective 

visual comparison between those narts of the two 

curves associated with the shorter wavelengths. This 

is seen, for example, in Fig 10.~0. H01,.!eVer, the 

transfer function curve in the associated Fig 10.21 

does nrovide an informative visual co~rari3cn between 

the profilE-s of a g110und surface and the corresponding 

grinding \·Jheel. 

Plotting power snectral density on a logarithmic scal~ 

resulted in improved differentiation between srectral 

density curves. The same technique anr1ied to the 

transi'er fLmction curves indiceted that the share of 

these for the nairs of surface rrofil~s consi~ered is 

fairly constant. 
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1·1<3 terial presented in Cha.pter 10 inc1 udes ini tial 

attemrts to present results in terms of what ~ere now 

considered to be good estimates of the power spectra 

representing surface profiles. It also contains 

the first attem~ts to establish the nature of any 

relationship which ~ight exist between input and output 

profiles. 

As indicated by the title, Chapter 1] is concerned with 

the search for some alternative presentation of snectrFl 

densi ty curves in a for:rr: better adapted to the D\]rl~Oses 

of the investigation. The first step tGken in this 

direction was to consider the units in which the 

parer"jeter kno;,ln as nO~Ter spectral densi ty should be 

expres2sd; having regard to the fact that in the 

context of surface profile study, it is comDuted from 

an array of ordinates measured in units of length. 

On the basis that the area beneath the power spectr2l 

density curve represents variance e~pressed in linear 

units to the second power, the horizontal axis m2~ be 

sc~led in terms of frequency expressed as the reciDrocal 

oft he un ito fIe D g t h . ~'r 0 El t his i t folIo 1.; S t h 2 t 

DoWer spectral density ordinates will be i~ length 

uni ts to the third nOI'Jer. 
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!~ore detailed discussion in Chapter 11 along the li~es 

indicated is followed by results expressed in arpropriate 

units (Table 11.1). Examples of spectral curves scaled 

in terms of these units are ShOv.ln as Figs 11.10 and 

11.11 and it will be seen that these are described as 

variance spectra: 'power spectral density' and 'power 

spectrum' having been discarded as inappropriate 

terminology for use in the context of surf2,ce nrofile 

measurement. 

The remainder of Chapter 11 is devoted to nresentation 

of results i~ the form of snectral curves obtained by 

plotting the square root of 'variance spectra density' 

as defined above, versus frequency. These modified 

spectra are better differentiated than their v2r~ance 

sl'ectral counterparts and transfer' functions calcn12ted 

from pairs of these modified curves are nearly linear. 

However, further examination reveals that tl".c un:_ts 

relating to the area beneath the curve are inconsistent 

with any recognised nara~eter of vari&~ility. 

recognition of this shortcoming led to formulation of 

the alternative snectrllll proposed in C~arter 12 . 

. -..11 results given in Chapter 17. are rresented in terms 

of a neH spectrun, the area beneath this curve 

representing standard deviation expressed i.:1 units 

of length appropriate to the surface ~rofile data 



from 'VJhich the spectrt1.":l is comnuted. These will be 

referred to as standard deviation spectra. 
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Standard deviation spectra renresenting related surfaces 

differ more, one from another, than variance spectra 

~articD1arly in respect of the hiEher frequencies. 

This is seen to particular effect in the case of those 

representing rather similar surfaces as for example 

Figs 12.3, 12.5 and 12.7. 

In order to demsonstrate the extent to which transfer 

functions relatine surface profiles may appropriately 

be represented by straight line graphs, linear regression 

and 95 per cent confidence limits are applied to those 

obtained from several pairs of profiles. Finally these 

regression lines are compared in order to show that 

the~r clearl~T distin~uish not only bet'VJeen 'Crofiles 
t,! .J '- " 

differing considerably in character but also bet1·:een 

very si~ilar profiles. These trarsfer functions are 

therefore suitable for comparing the widely differinr 

surfaces typical of Erinding wheel and grounj surface 

and also the more si::nilar surf2ces tY'Dical, for e~'a!'1pl~, 

of the grinding wheel surface at different st~ces of 

vlear. 

The effects of grinding wheel wear on the transfer 

fW1ctions relating the standard deviation sueetra for 

nairs of profiles are discussed ir Chanter 13· 
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The simplest interpretation of the change due to v!ea.r 

being that it results in a di~inution in the stE~d2rd 

deviation of profile heights. This also applies to 

the change in the ground surface associated with 

grinding wheel wear. This simple conclusion provijes 

confirmation of similar results in P~rt I using 

estimates 'of standard deviation obtained from as~erity 

distribution curves. 

Detailed interpretEtion of standard deviation s~ectra 

and the transfer functions relating these T'rovides 

considerably more information as follows. 

(a) In addition to nroviji~g an esti~ate of standard 

deviption the p~oposed spectra 21so sho~·7 the distriblJtion 

of this parameter ~n relation to freqlJency for a given 

profile. 

(b) Transfer functions obtained from compar2ble snectra, 

for example those associated I'lith a specified amount of 

grindin~ wheel wear, provide an estimate of the change 

in standard deviation associated Hi th this ',,'ear and 

also the change in distribution of this parameter~ wit~ 

resnect to frequency, as a result of wear. Similar 

rer::arks apply to comnarison in the Seune terms bet,·'een 

the nrofiles of pTound slJrf~ce a~d ~rinding wheel. 
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Descriptive treatment of the conclusions reached from 

this investigation has caused rroblens in the choice 

of terminology, particularly that applicable to the 

original methods of presentation. However, results 

exPressed in graphical form are believed to be explicit 

and, w hen the vJ 0 r k \.,1 a s umd e r t ak en, t his \.J as the fir s t 

time a detailed set of data connecting the surface 

profiles involved in the grindinR process had been 

evolved. 
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CHAPTER 7. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In order to investigate the ground surface as a function 

of grinding wheel surface topography it is necessary 

to describe and compare two very different surfaces. 

The usual means of characterizing surfaces are not 

sufficiently comprehensive for this purpose. For 

instance, the arithmetical average value (Ra) defines 

a surface in terms of a single number which must be 

supplemented by additional information in order to 

provide a more adequate description. For specification 

purposes it may suffice to state the manufacturing 

process and the required Ra value. Alternatively a 

surface profilogram may be used in conjunction with Ra · 

In either case the characterization is part quantitative 

and part descriptive. 

Similar limitations apply to surface texture parameters 

alternative to Ra , none of which provide a surface 

description suitable for an investigation of this type. 

Therefore the assistance of the literature was sought 

to find the extent to which more suitable parameters 

and methods existed or could be developed. These had 

to be applicable on the one hand to the ground surface 



and on the other to the grinding wheel with its 

characteristic features including structural voids 
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of such depth as virtually to represent discontinuities 

in the surface. The need for effective quantitative 

comparison of these dissimilar surfaces had to be 

considered and therefore most of the papers examined 

deal with some aspect of finishing surfaces by grinding 

although material on the wider treatment of surface 

measurement is also included. 

In the following pages twenty-two papers (excluding 

Part 1 of this Thesis) are considered, approximately 

in order of publication date. Extracts are used to 

facilitate discussion and the survey is summarized at 

the end of the chapter. 

The earliest paper examined, due to Myers (20) is 

devoted to surface roughness characterization and 

therefore appeared likely to contribute to solution 

of the problems which have been outlined. This author 

dismisses autocorrelation techniques as inadequate 

for surface characterization but adds that power 

spectrum analysis would collect most of the information 

necessary to describe a surface. On the latter point 

the meaning of this statement is obscure since in 

both cases the input information is identical, namely 

a series of ordinates, and the difference lies in the 

subsequent mathematical processing and presentation of 

data. 
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Myers next outlines what is described as a more straight-
-forward procedure in terms of three new mathematical 

characteristics of a surface profile. These are respect

-ively the first and second derivatives (designated Z 
2 

and Z'3) of the standard r f .m.s. sur ace texture parameter 

(Zl) while the third is defined as 

where l =(6Xj)p+2;(:ilXj) = total profile distance 

X i = segment of l 

p = positive slope 

n = negative slope 

Examples are given of the application of Z , Z , Z and 
1 2 3 

24 to hypothetical surface profiles and it is shown that 

certain features are emphasised by one or other of these 

parameters. However, all the profiles are based upon 

regular waveforms and no account is taken of the random 

character of real surface profiles. Comparisons are made 

in general terms between two of the hypothetical profiles 

and real surfaces but these appear to be conjectural. The 

only experimental verification offered is obtained by 

plotting experimental values of fricticnal coefficient 

against Zl' Z2 and Z3- All three diagrams sho~ consider

-able scatter but rather less in the case of Z than for 
2 

Z and Z _ Regression lines are drawn for each of the 
1 3 

three plots and correlation coefficients calculated. The 

largest correlation coefficient (0.84) occurs for 22 and 



from this it 1s concluded th t 1 a s ope of the surface 
93 

profile is most important in influencing friction and 

that friction can best be predicted by Z Th1 1 
2· S conc usion 

is self evident since Z2 being the first derivative of 
the r.m.s. surface t 

parame er does in fact represent its 
average slope. 

This treatment of surface texture in terms of a 

frictional characteristic is of interest but apart 

from the above result the paper contains no information 

on the roughness of real machined surfaces. Also the 

methods described did not appear to be applicable to 

ground surfaces because the 'characteristics' employed 

take little account of the predominantly random nature 

of such surfaces. 

A more revealing paper is provided by Peklenik (21) 

who defines the random input of a grinding process 

as the cutting elements of the grinding wheel and 

its outputs as surface roughness of the workpiece and 

grinding wheel wear. The influence of the physical 

properties and geometry of grinding wheel for the 

dressed and worn cutting space is determined in terms 

of averages, correlation functions, and dispersion 

spectra. The transfer function of the grinding 

process in terms of surface roughness of the workpiece 

and wear of the grinding wheel is developed, and the 

cutting ability of the grinding wheel is defined and 

investigated. 



The elementary cutting profile is defined as the profile 

obtained in the cross-section of the cutting surface 

perpendicular to the cutting speed vector. The grinding 

process results from the interaction between the work

-piece and a succession of elementary cutting profiles. 

The shape of such a profile can be expressed as a random 

function X(b) capable of being defined by its average 

and autocorrelation function. 

Investigation of cutting profiles for grinding wheels 

having abrasive grains of different materials, size, 

and hardness show that X(b) is stationary and ergodic 

and therefore one elementary cutting profile is 

representative of the random function in a certain 

section of the cutting surface. 

For the cutting profile to be ergodic the cutting surface 

must be produced without systematic errors which implies 

optimum dressing conditions. 

The average value of an elementary profile 1s given by 

b 
m) b) = l1X (b)d b 

b 0 

where b = width of the cutting space. 



The random shape of an elementary cutting profile is 

characterized by the autocorrelation function K (~) 
x 

where ~ =b-b' (lag) betvJeen ordinates x(b) and x(b+~) 

If (3=0 ISt(O) = Dx(b) 

where ~ = number of cutting edges per unit length 
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and Dx = dispersion of the elementary profile considered 

as a random process. 

The average value ~(b) and dispersion Dx are the 

characteristics of the ele~entary profile of a grinding 

wheel. 

Individual profiles may be obtained by scanning methods 

which were developed in conjunction with methods to 

determine the number of cutting edges on the cutting 

surface. 

The average value mx and the dispersion Dx were 

calculated for the following values of grinding 

wheel depth of cut: 2.5, 5, 10 and l;~m. Results 

showed that the averages of the elementary cutting 

profiles were influenced by the hardness and grain 

size of the grinding wheel. 



Three graphs representing the computed autocorrelation 

~unctions for grinding wheel surfaces are presented 

and it is mentioned that for convenient analysis it 
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is necessary to normalize these curves (divide by the 

dispersion). Autocorrelation functions for the three 

different grinding wheels are shown to be quite different. 

Characterization of the grinding wheel surface in 

terms of the average and autocorrelation function 

derived from the elementary cutting profile is said 

to include all features which must be considered in 

investigation of the cutting process. Characteristics 

previously used, namely the number of cutting edges 

per unit length and the shape factor are included in 

the mean and autocorrelation function. 

Frequency characteristics of the elementary cutting 

profile are defined by the dispersion spectrum or 

spectral density which can be obtained when the 

correlation function is known. Figure 7.1 shows the 

dispersion spectrum for a specified grinding wheel. 

It is stated that dispersion spectra for other wheels 

were found to be of similar form and that the relation

-ship between dispersion and frequency depends strongly 

on the geometrical and physical properties of the cutting 

space of the grinding wheel. Also the dispersion spectrum 

may be used to determine the wear and roughness transfer 

functions for the grinding process. 
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Fig 7.1 Dispersion spectrum of aluminium-oxide 

grinding wheels; grain size 60, hardness Pb = 1.35 kg, 

level a = lO~m (after Fe11enik). 
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Cross correlation applied to successive elementary 

cutting profiles indicates very weak correlation between 

individual profiles which means that these are statistic

-ally independent for the cases investigated. 

Surface roughness of the workpiece and wear of the 

grinding wheel are said to be the important outputs 

of plunge grinding without spark-out. The grinding 

process being represented as a linear transfer system 

which creates the surface on the workpiece and on the 

cutting space of the grinding wheel. 

The input of the grinding process is a stationary 

random process representing the cutting space of the 

grinding wheel characterized in terms of its mean level 

and autocorrelation function or dispersion spectrum. 

Corresponding outputs are surface roughness of the 

workpiece and change in shape of the elementary 

cutting profiles as a result of wear and brittle 

fracture. Both of these are also stationary stochastic 

processes capable of being described by the same 

characteristics as the inputs. 

The transfer function represented by the ratio bet~een 

output and input dispersion spectra serves to character

-ize the grinding process in relation to frequency. 
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When a grinding process generates a surface roughness 

or a wear pattern it follows that some frequencies will 

be amplified and others will be reduced or attenuated. 

Actually it is necessary to establish the interactions 

of the grinding wheel and the workpiece material and 

the grinding conditions. Solution of this problem 

should make effective control of the grinding process 

possible. 

Correlation functions representing input and output 

surfaces for a specified set of conditions are presented 

and also surface roughness and wear transfer functions 

(Fig. 7.2 ) derived from the corresponding dispersion 

spectra together with the transformation coefficient 

representing the ratio of the averages for the two 

surfaces. 

The cutting ability of the grinding wheel decreases 

with wear and can be defined as the inverse of the 

wear transfer function. Cutting ability is a maximun 

if the spectral characteristics of the cutting profile 

remain constant over the whole frequency range. The use 

of worn cutting profiles which have cbanged in these 

terms by reason of wear causes the cutting ability to 

fall below unity. 

One of the future problems 1s to determine which factors 

influence the surface roughness and wear transfer 

functions respectively. 
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Fig 7.2 Surface roughness and wear transfer function 

of grinding process (after Peklenik) 
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The foregoing summarizes a paper of some comrlexity 

which on close examination reveals an underlying pattern 

of concepts for characterizing and relating the surfaces 

of grinding wheels and workpieces ~hich appear relatively 

simple. In order to appreciate this an understanding of 

the information contained in a dispersion spectrum is 

necessary. Such a graph (known alternatively as a 

power spectrum or power spectral density curve) can 

be obtained when the correlation function 1s known, 

although it may also be directly computed. Figure 7.1 

shows such a spectrum on which areas beneath the 

curve represent the distribution of dispersion or 

variance with respect to angular frequency. Any 

ordinate therefore represents the density of variance 

associated with the corresponding frequency. 

For the purpose of characterizing a surface profile 

it is convenient to plot spectral density against 

frequency f (cycles/mm) instead of the angular 

frequency w where f = ~rr and to show only that part 

of the spectrum corresponding to positive values of f. 

Peklenik ' s paper tends to emphasise the validity of 

representing physical and geometrical properties of 

grinding wheel and workpiece surfaces in terms of 

averages and autocorrelation functions together with 

dispersion spectra, the last named being given rather 
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less prominence. It 1s clearly indicated that the 

autocorrelogram and dispersion spectrum are represent

ed as alternatives. Both are calculated from the same 

data and one is a Fourier transform of the other. 

Of the two parameters the dispersion spectrum appears 

to offer a more explicit description of surface profile 

than the autocorrelogram. However Peklenik implies a 

preference, not clearly accounted for in the author's 

view, for the autocorrelogram while mentioning the 

need for an additional calculation (dividing the auto

-correlogram ordinate by the dispersion) to facilitate 

analysis. 

In the author's experience, calculation of po~er 

spectral densities occupied significantly more computer 

time than autocorrelation but rresented no additional 

problems. The overall result was a preference for power 

spectral analysis based to some extent on the following 

reasoning. 

It is generally accepted that a population may be 

described in terms of the average level and dispersion 

(variance) of the random variate. If the ordinates 

defining a surface profile form a distribution subject 

to random variation with respect to height that profile 

may similarly be defined in terms of its mean level 
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and dispersion about that level but such a description 

is clearly inadequate because it takes no account of 

the distribution of heights with respect to frequency 

or spacing of the features making up the profile. 

The information which variance fails to express in the 

context of surface profile characterization is precisely 

that which is contained additionally in the dispersion 

spectrum. It therefore appears that a surface profile 

can be adequately and explicitly characterized in terms 

of its average and dispersion spectrum with respect to 

frequency. 

The relationship between the grinding wheel cutting 

zone and the elementary surface profile of the work

-piece is expressed in terms of the transfer function 

and transfer coefficient. The first of these takes the 

form of a curve Figure 7.2 obtained by dividing the 

output dispersion spectrum by the corresponding input 

dispersion spectrum; the second is the ratio of the 

two averages. Similar transfer curves are used to 

express wear and cutting ability of the grinding wheel. 

Clearly these transfer curves and coefficients may 

provide potential means for prediction of output 

surface characteristics and this throws light on the 

concluding remarks in the paper. 



Conclusions are drawn to the effect that the method 

of analysis makes it possible to define the grinding 

process mathematically and that one of the future 

problems in grinding is to determine which factors 

influence the transfer functions. 

Peklenik's paper of 1965 (22) has some relevance to 

l~ 

the present investigation since it deals with the 

characterization of various machined surfaces including 

some finished by grinding. Unlike the paper previously 

discussed (21) it contains no information on the surface 

of the grinding wheel. The structure of surfaces produced 

by d1fferent processes but having equal roughness 

characteristics is investigated as a two-dimensional 

problem. 

The practise of categorising the components of surface 

texture as roughness and waviness is said to be at least 

questionable because its properties and behaviour cannot 

be allocated to these two arbitrarily defined types of 

deviation. Profiles can however be classified in accord

-ance with two characteristic forms, which may be 

regarded as limiting types, as follows. 

1. The periodic profile comprised of one or several 

cosine or sine functions. 

2. The purely stochastic profile containing only 

random components and no periodic components. 



Surface profiles rarely correspond with type 1 but 

purely stochastic profiles, as defined under 2, do 

occur under certain conditions, mainly on polished 

surfaces. 
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The majority of surface profiles are said to lie between 

the two types and it is therefore necessary to consider 

the whole profile spectrum. Composite profiles can be 

defined as periodic carrier profiles on ~hich are super

-imposed stochastic components, the latter exhibiting 

no clear periodicities. 

It was considered necessary to establish whether a 

given profile is (a) stationary, (b) ergodic and (c) 

whether it is normal or otherwise. 

Tests were said to have confirmed that the mean level 

of the profile and its variance were statistically 

constant confirming that the measured results did not 

depend on the commencement of reading. 

It is stated that a single scan of the surface is 

representative only when the profile can be termed 

ergodic. This condition was sho~n to be fulfilled 

since the correlation functions of the profiles 

approac~ zero as p (the lag) approaches infinity. 
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Carrier profiles with superimposed stochastic components 

are said to be stationary and ergodic except when 

defects of shape affect the random profile. 

Recent investigations had shown that surfaces with only 

random components, ground surfaces in particular, exhibit 

a normal distribution while turned, milled, honed, and 

lapped surfaces did not. 

A series of parameters widely used in connection with 

surface measurements are listed in a table together 

with their formulae. These include the mean value, 

arithmetical deviation (R a ), geometrical mean rough

-ness value (R s )' and peak to valley height. It is 

pointed out that these describe the profiles only in 

the ordinate direction and surfaces with equal values 

of Ra' Rs etc. may differ widely in structure. 

In the last few years there had been attempts to 

find new parameters providing a more complete 

description of surface profiles including those 

proposed by Myers (20). 

In this paper surfaces are characterized in terms of 

the normalized autocorrelation function computed from 

a two-dimensional surface profile and unlike the 

earlier work (21) no mention is made of the mean and 

dispersion spectrum as parameters for surf8.ce 

characterization. 
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It is pointed out that surfaces with equal roughness 

value in terms of Ra' Rs' Rz etc. may differ widely in 

structure. Differentiation of such surfaces by means 

of autocorrelation functions 1s shown to be possible. 

However this does not necessarily show autocorrelation 

functions to be superior because all the ground surfaces 

had widely differing values of meen and standard 

deviation, these being the only parameters previously 

recorded for comparing these surfaces. 

Expressions representing the autocorrelation functions 

for two ground surfaces are tabulated. The first of 

these relates to a ground surface described as having 

only random components: 

k (' -16P 
x p) = e 

while the second has periodicity due to the dressing 

feed 

o 525 R -100P _1·01p 
k x ( p) = O·g 3 e _. I"' - O· 0 05 e + 0·0 75 e COS 4 o· 5 ~ 

where p = the 'lag' or displacement measured parallel 

to the surface for the purpose of calculating the series 

of correlation coefficients which constitute ordinates 

defining the autocorrelogram. 
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In conclusion, Peklenik mentions practical limitations 

on the use of autocorrelation functions but adds that 

they are indispensable because they provide important 

information about surface structure. 

The profile of a ground surface free from periodic 

components can, apparently, be represented by the 

simple exponential expression of which an example 

taken from the paper appears on the previous page. 

However, the complexity of the corresponding expression 

for a ground surface with random and periodic components 

is such as to convey no impression of surface profile 

or shape of the correlation function representing 

that profile. Nonetheless the validity of the information 

contained in the expression seems unquestionable and any 

lingering doubts relate to the practical usefulness of 

expressing a surface characterization in such terms. 

Both the papers by Peklenik so far considered contain 

information of direct relevance to the present study. 

The earlier paper (21) in particular demonstrated 

that it is practicable to compare the roughness of 

two ground surfaces, or of two grinding wheel surfaces 

worn to a different extent, by means of transfer 

functions. These transfer functions '~lere derived 

from power spectra and in view of this the greater 

emphasis accorded to the autocorrelation function 



appears somewhat anomalous. However, the overall 

impression remained that here was material with 

potential for further development directly applicable 

to the problems of this investigation. 

A paper on surface microtopography by Williamson (23) 

is included because it contains material on various 

methods of surface measurement and surface texture 

parameters. The author's summary is as follows. 

This paper describes an approach to the 

study of surfaces based on the digital 

analysis of data obtained from profilo-

-metric examination. This technique is 

used to determine several new surface 

texture parameters including the surface 

density, height distribution, and mean radius 

of curvature of the asperities. Recnt theories 

have shown that these are the parameters which 

control the nature of surface contact. The 

implications which these ideas have for the 

science of metrology are discussed. 

The study also shows that many surfaces have 

height distributions which are Gaussian, and 

in particular that the heights of the upper 

half of most surfaces closely follow a 

Gaussian distribution. 
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By combining data from many closely spaced 

parallel profiles it has been possible to 

reconstrnct detailed maps of the surface 

texture. Two examples are discussed: bead

blasted aluminium, and a glass surface 

lightly blasted with alumina. One of the 

advantages of microcartography is that it 

permits the geometry of the contact between 

rough surfaces to be studied in detail. 

A map 1s given showing the manner in which 

the contact area between two bead-blasted 

aluminium surfaces splits into sub-areas 

and how these sub-areas are distributed with 

respect to the surface features of the contact

-ing solids. 

Although the summary refers to only two surfaces the 

paper includes results derived from a third, namely, 
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a surface finished by abrading a mild steel specimen 

on 400 grade carborundum paper and then sliding this 

against a copper block flooded with oleic acid at 

approximately lOkg force and l30cm/s velocity for 30s. 

It is stated that cumulative height distribution 

curves snch as those in Figures 7.3 and 7.4are a 

particularly helpful method of describing a surface. 

The author quotes authorities in support of his 

contention that such curves represent 'bearing area 

curves', i.e. the contact areas which would exist if 
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the horizontal magnification. 
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the surface was worn down to a certain height. He 

also mentions suggestions of others to the effect 

that these are only 'bearing line curves' and that 

two such distributions trom perpendicular profiles 

must be 'multiplied together' to produce a genuine 

height distribution for a surface. He adds that the 

latter suggestion is misleading and that a height 

distribution can, in principle, be obtained from an 

infinite number of closely spaced parallel sections 
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- the usual process of integration over a surface. 

For the purpose of producing maps representing the 

microtopography of surfaces 25 parellel profiles were 

recorded and synchronized by methods described in the 

text. The author adds that it is relatively easy to 

programme the computer to search such data for true 

summits: a summit being defined for this purpose as 

a spot height higher than its eight nearest neighbours. 

Results are presented in the form of these maps and 

a table based apparently upon the height distributions. 

Williamson's dismissal of the suggestion made by other 

investigators to the effect that two distributions from 

perpendicular surface profiles must be 'multiplied 

together' to produce a genuine height distribution is 

not easily reconciled with other information contained 

in the paper. Figures 7.3 & 7.4 show different 

distributions for 'peaks only' and 'all heights'. 
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In the terminology of the paper 'peaks' appear to 

be synonymous with 'true summits' and the latter are 

arbitrarily defined as points higher then their eight 

nearest neighbours. Since there is no evidence that 

anyone profile contains real maximum heights or 

summits it follows that the 'peaks only' distribution 

is also arbitrary and perhaps less accurately represent

-ative of the surface than the alternative idea of a 

distribution based upon two perpendicular profiles. 

The second paragraph of the author's introduction 

states that the study shows that many surfaces have 

Gaussian height distributions and that in particular 

the heights of the upper half of most surfaces closely 

follow a gaussian distribution. These statements 

clearly cannot be justified on the unsupported 

evidence of this paper in isolation which certainly 

includes Gaussian distributions on the lines indicated 

but for only three types of surface one of these being 

produced by the rather unusual method of abrasion with 

coated abrasive paper followed by frictional wear. 

It would be invidious to detail other less obvious 

discrepancies between introductory claims and the 

results presented. Some claims may be based upon 

results from the author's earlier joint publications 

two of which are mentioned in the bibliography but, 

if so, the facts are not clear from the text of this 

paper. 



Nonetheless inclusion of this paper is justified on 

the basis that results presented in the form of 

cumulative distributions provide an interesting 

comparison with results similarly presented in Part 1 

of this investigation. The surfaces were produced by 

different methods but there are similarities between 

the distributions and, at this stage, profile height 

distribution curves were still being considered for 

possible future use. 

Two further papers by Peklenik were next considered. 
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The first of these (24) proposed a surface classification 

system outlined in the following terms. 

After at least three or four decades of 

intensive research into surface description, 

we are still not in a position to provide the 

designer with comprehensive information 

about surfaces. 

Previous investigations (3) show that quite 

different surface profiles may have similar 

values of R or other parameters. The recent 
a 

introduction of the random function approach 

for characterizing surface profiles yields 

new techniques for a more comprehensive 

statistical description of the surface. 



Correlation functions or their Fourier 

transforms, the power spectra, provide an 

excellent new tool for the fundamental 

investigation of surfaces. 

It is well known that in many cases the 

surface profile contains periodicities 

together with random components. One of 

the prerequisites for accurate surface 

characterization 1s the detection of this 

deterministic component and that portion 

which 1s random noise. 
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The concept on which the present investigation 

and the proposed typology is based, has been 

developed from the premise that every surface 

profile may be described by basic autocorrelation 

functions and/or a combination of these functions. 

In what follows some attempt has been made to clarify the 

content of this paper in terms of arrangement and emphasis. 

Autocorrelation functions are used throughout as the 

basis of surface classification but in the terminology 

of the original text correlation and autocorrelation 

are synonymous. 
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Investigation of a large number of surfaces has shown 

that their correlation functions can be divided into 

five groups. The first and fifth groups are defined 

as follows. 

Profiles considered in Group 1 are the straight line 

and sine wave withont any random distortions. These 

do not occur in practice but their correlation functions 

are defined since these represent elements for inclusion 

in Groups 2, 3, and 4. 

Group 5 represents wide band random n01se. Its correlation 

function approximates to an exponential function which 

simUlates the delta function corresponding with the 

autocorre10gram 

The surface correlation length P is defined as the 
o 

average length of the surface over which the correlation 

moment is at least 0.0,; for machined surfaces this is 

usually about A "= 0.05mm. Smaller values are taken 
t-'Omln 

to indicate that no correlation exists in the surface. 

The a value defines the decay of the rxx(p) function and 

is one of the parameters which characterize the type of 

random profile. If a decreases the correlation length Po 
increas"es, the limi ting case being a straight line 

(Group 1) for whicha = 0 and the correlation function 

15 constant. 
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In Group 2 are classified surfaces in which a random 

wave is superimposed on a sine wave or other determ1n

-istic function. The autocorrelation function of Group 2 

is defined as the sum of two r (A) functions and an xx t-' 

example is given based upon the combination of a sine 

wave and a random wave. 

Correlation functions of this type do not decay to zero. 

Group 3 is described as a carrier profile with super

-imposed random function and is said to represent the 

most common type of surface. It's autocorrelation 

function is a product of the autocorrelation functions 

of the carrier profile r
1
(p) and the superimposed 

-

random profile r (p). Numerous surface measurements o 
have shown that the carrier profile 1s a harmonic 

wave of frequency o. It's autocorrelation function 

1s expressed by 

r (A)=COS op 
x x t-' 

and falls within Group 1. The rolp) of the random 

component corresponds with the approx1amte formula 

for Group 5. Therefore the autocorrelation function 

for Group 3 is given by 



The shape of the function depends on the ratio Jl = !! 
o 

If Jl ~ 0 the function rx x {p) approaches cos 0 p. 
If Jl increases the function tends to the shape 

expressed by the formula for Group 3. The decay 

of correlation with increasing profile length is 

a characteristic of this surface type and the 

correlation length Po defines basic surface elements. 

Group 4 is introduced to provide for surfaces ~hich 

cannot be described by elementary autocorrelation 

functions and therefore cannot be assigned to the 

groups already defined. The autocorrelation function 

of Group 4 consists of the sum of the elementary 

correlation functions of Groups 1, 2, 3, and 5. 

The provision of five groups for classification of 
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the surfaces under consideration is clearly unnecessary 

because, as the author points out, machined surfaces 

corresponding with Group 1 do not arise in practice. 

Also it is stated that Group 4 has been introduced 

because real surfaces cannot always be described by 

elementary correlation functions. In other words, 

surfaces exist which do not fall within Groups 2, 3, 

or ,. However, none of the 34 surfaces considered are 

assigned to Group 4 and for the purposes of this study 

it may be neglected. 



Correlation analysis of a wide range of machined 

surfaces yields two unique parameters, the 

correlation length and/or the periodicity. 

The correlat1on length P and the correlation o 
wavelength P represent additional information w 
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which provides for classification into sub-groups. 

A surface profile will be classified first 

into one of the basic groups 1 - 5 on the 

basis of the shape of it's autocorrelation 

function. Further classification within the 

group involves estimation of Po and Pw. 
Numerical evaluation of Po and P w for a 

large number of surfaces shows that Po varies 

between 0.05 and 2.5mm and Pw between 0 and lmm. 

To establish reasonable intervals for the sub

groups the R5 series of preferred numbers 

(DIN 323) were applied. 

Numerical values for the surfaces classified have the 

following meaning e.g. 3/0.1/0.04 = basic group No 3, 

Po= 0.1, and Pw= 0.04. The numerical classification 

for 34 surfaces is set out in three tables. Three of 

these surfaces are assigned to Group 5, five to Group 2 

and the remaining 26 to Group 3. 
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Finally it is pointed out that analysis of the surfaces 

classified within each group shows that surfaces 

manufactured by different methods may be classified 

as the same type even though their R. or Ox values 

differ. Also, surfaces with similar R or a values 
• x 

differ in their type classification, as characterized 

by different Po and p w values. 

Of the 34 surfaces considered ten were produced by 

grinding and a further six by honing, lapping, or 

linishing. Eight of the gro~d surfaces are assigned 

to Group 3 while Groups 2 and , each contain one of 

the remaining cylindrically ground surfaces. The six 

surfaces produced by abrasive processes other than 

grinding are in Group 3. 

Group 3 1s said to represent the most common type of 

surface and, of the eighteen surfaces produced by 

abrasive processes considered in the paper, sixteen 

fall into this category. 

The foregoing paper is of interest as providing for 

effective classification of ground surfaces in terms 

of autocorrelation theory. In effect it represents a 

f earll·er T.fork by the same author (22) 
continuation 0 an w 

which has already been considered. However, these two 

d t have less direct relevance to the papers appeare 0 

d th t he first of this author's papers 
present stu y an 
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to be examined (21). These works are followed in 1968 

by a fourth contribution (25) on surface characterization 

which includes power spectra as one of the statistical 

parameters for surface profile description along with 

profile height distribution curves and autocorrelograms. 

As in the earlier paper (21) the use of transfer functions 

for comparison of surface profiles represented by power 

spectra is envisaged. 

The summary of this paper (25) restates that statistical 

description of a surface by means of the first and 

second moments of the ordinate probability density 

distribution such as Ra or Rs is inadequate. The paper 

also deals with a number of aspects of surface character

-ization already outlined in this survey and the author 

claims priority in introducing the concept of identifying 

the manufacturing process from the surface using 

correlation theory. 

The introduction includes a statement to the effect 

that the grinding process may be defined by a transfer 

function computed from power spectra representing the 

cutting surface of the grinding wheel as the input of 

the system and the generated surface as the output. 

Because the generated surface represents the output of 

the manufacturing system it is conceivable that this 

surface reflects the dynamic behaviour of the machine 
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tool under actual cutting conditions and may also serve 

to characterize this dynamic behaviour. 

The author enumerates surface quality parameters and 

states that from a geometrical viewpoint a surface 

represents a three-dimensional random structure. 

Autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions, power 

spectra, and slope probability distribution parameters 

are applied to surface characterization considered as 

a two-dimensional and/or three-dimensional random process. 

Surfaces manufactured by a variety of metal-removal 

processes were investigated in order to differentiate 

between surfaces with the same Ra and Rs values, and 

secondly, to separate the periodic and random components 

in the surfaces. 

The actual configuration of real surfaces extracted by 

two-dimensional surface measurement reveals the probabil

-istic characteristic for surface deviations of both 

large and small orders of magnitude. The measured 

profiles represent random functions X,(!), X 2 (R), 

... x (i) as indicated in Figure 7.5 
n 

A real :surface, ho~ever, represents a three-dimensional 

random structure characterized by a system of inter

-related random functions X, (1), x2 (i) ... ,xn (P) 

designated as a vector random function, Figure 7.6 
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b 

Fig 7.5 Large- and small-scale devis.tions in tbe 

two-dimensional case (after Pel:lenik) 

a Large-scale deviations 

b Small-scale deviations 
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Fig 7.6 Three-dimensional concept of a surface of 

inter-related profiles repres€'nting the random function~. 

X 1 (P), X 2 (j-> , • • • • •• X n (i) (after Peklenik) 



A three-dimensional flatness measuring machine by 

Peklenik 1s illustrated and a brief description 

indicates that by means of this it was possible to 

explore a surface of maximum size 150mm x 150mm; 

beights being determined by a pick-up interposed 

between a reference plane and the surface under 

examination. 
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Surface characterization is said to be incomplete 

unless the third dimension of the surface is considered. 

Reference is made to a concept for three-dimensional 

assessment using cross correlation analysis. The paper 

then proceeds to deal with two-dimensional analysis of 

surface texture. 

The autocorrelation function RxxCX) of a surface 

profile XCi) involves the coherences which could 

not be derived from the distribution function. 

one of the major problems in surface texture 

identification 1s the separation of the periodic 

and random content in a profile. Considering 

the surface profile XCi) as a stationary and 

ergodic random function it's autocorrelation 

function R (X) is generally estimated as x x 

follows: 

N=A 

R (X)=--L ~x(£ )x(£ +x) xx N-XL..J 1 1 

i = 1 



o 
where XCP,) is equal to Xj-mx ' N is the number 

of sampled data, and A is the displacement 

between two ordinates XCi) necessary for 

computing the correlation function. 

The Rxx(O) value represents the variance Dx 

of the surface profile XCi) that is 

and -V D x = Ox = R 
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It is convenient to normalize the autocorrelation 

function 

and all experimental results will be discussed 

in the normalized form. 

In some cases it is more convenient and desirable 

to present the surface profile XCl) in frequency 

domain. Using the correlation function the power 

spectrum is expressed as 



The relationship between the power spectrum 

Sx (w) and the variance Dx of a stationary 

surface profile XCi) is given by 

D =f~,(wldW=R, ,(0) 
o 

where w= 2 IT f 1s the angular frequency and f 

1s the frequency (cycles/mm or cycles/cm) 

Analysis of experimental results follows and this 

relates to surfaces produced by shaping, spark 

erosion, electrolytic machining, milling, fine 
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turning, surface grinding, and superfinishing. 

Computed results are summarized in terms of statistical 

characteristics of which the following result relating 

to surface grinding is an example (Figure 7.7 ). 

This shows (a) the surface profile XCi), (b) the distrib

-ution function f(x), (c) the autocorrelation function 

rx x (X) and (d) the power spectrum Sx (w). Statistical 

moments are tabulated for the various surfaces and for 

the ground surface these include the following values: 

Ra = 1.O~m, ax CBs) = 1.3~m, peak to valley height 

= l5.0~m. The correlation length Xo = O.15mm, and the 

correlation wavelength Xw = O.2mm. 
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Fig 7.7 Profi1ogram and characteristics of a surface 

ground surface, c.I.a. = 1.0~m (after Pek1enik) 



The distribution function for the ground surface 1s 

described as having ordinates x forming a Gaussian 

distribution. The normalized correlation function is 

said to be of the type represented by the equation 

rex) = e-ax 
x x 
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Where investigation of surface systems by means of transfer 

functions is envisaged the surfaces are represented in 

frequency domain. The Fourier transforms of the experiment

-ally determined correlation functions were calculated 

using the expression 

Sx (w) = ~~ x (X) cos w X d X 

The ~naracterist1c carrier frequency of a given profile 

is represented by the pronounced peak of the function S x (w). 

The disadvantage of frequency analysis is 

that there is no possibility of determining 

the correlation length of the surface from 

the power spectrum. 

The introduction of correlation functions, 

or power spectra, as practical measurements 

is limited for two reasons. First, compututation 

by analogue or digital computer takes too long, 

and second, interpretation of these functions 

requ~~res skill and understanding not necessar

-ily available at shop floor level. 
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As an additional pa~ameter to existing Ra and Rs values 

the slope standard deviation t was proposed in an 

earlier paper. The slope of the profile changes 

randomly at every point owing to the stochastic nature 

of the process. It 1s assumed that surface profiles 

having the same arithmetic average mx (m x = Ra) and 

variance Dx (0: = Dx = R: ) may have quite different 

values of average m. and variance D. for the slope. 
x x 

This property of the profile is expressed in the shape 

of the autocorrelation function Rxx(X) by stronger or 

weaker correlation moments between the profile 

ordinates. 

From the theory of random functions the second derivative 

of Rxx(X) for a random process XCi) yields the slope 

variance D. if X = 0 
x 

d
2 I D. = - - Rx x (X) 

X dX2 )..=0 

This equation enables the Dx parameter to be introduced. 

this fulfils two of the important requirements in 

characterization and practical application. 

(1) D. is directly connected with the autocorrelation 
x 

function R x x (X) and 

(1i) D. is a number and not a function and is 
x 

therefore easy to understand at shop floor level. 
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Three-dimensional surface texture assessment is next 

considered. In principle, only a numerical assessment 

in all three dimensions can provide comprehensive 

descriptions of surfaces for fundamental investigation 

of the various problems mentioned at the beginning of 

the paper. 

Figure 7.8 shows various directional patterns of 

surfaces resulting from different manufacturing 

processes classified as follows: 

(1) pronounced d1rection a, b, and c, 

(il) less pronounced direction d, and 

(iii) without any or with very weak directional 

pattern e. 

Two measuring methods were developed to obtain 

the necessary information as follows. 

First, parallel tracing in which the surface should be 

traced twice, the distance a y between the surface 

Profile X (f) and X (1) being chosen accord1ng to 
1 2 

requirements a condition being that both traces should 

have the same start1ng axis. 

Secondly, radial tracing in wh1ch the number of 

profiles are taken, originating from a point 0 on 

the surface, at various angles ±~1' ±~2···±~nin 

relation to the coordinate axis OY. 



o 

c 

a, b Shaping. 
d Grinding. 

b 

d 

c Milling. 
e Spark erosion. 

Fig 7. g Directional pattern of surfaces generated 

in various manufacturing processes (after Peklenik) 
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The micro-geometrical isotropy is characteristic 

of the surface under investigation. The directional 

pattern which characterizes the third dimension 

of a surface may be expressed analytically by 

the cross-correlation function R (A) as follows 
1,2 

N=A 

R',2 (A) = N:A2:'X1(i) ~2 (£+A) 
;=1 

o 0 

w he re X 1 = X i 1 - m x; X2 = X i 2 - mx 

The peak value of the cross-correlation 

function R .. (A) related to the distance 
I J 

a y between the two parallel traces is 

convenient for the evaluation of the 

directional surface pattern. It is 

therefore 

R .. (A)max = f(a y ) 
I J 

For surfaces with pronounced parallel 

directional pattern the cross-correlation 

function R .. (A) should correspond to the 
I J 

autocorrelation functions R .. (A) or R .. (A) 
I I J J 

within the confidence limits. The peak 

values of R .. (A) are, in this case over 
I J 

the whole range of profile distances a 



near unity. In a theoretical surface with 

strictly deterministic characteristics and 

absolutely parallel directional pattern, the 

following condition must be fulfilled. 

= Ro 0 (0) = Roo (0) = 1 
" J J 

Consequently the functional relation 

between the distance a and Rof(A) 
y I max 

is a straight line parallel to the a y axis. 

Experimental results are given for milled, shaped, 

ground, and spark eroded surfaces and the degree of 

anisotropy found in the surfaces is expressed in 

polar coordinate form. 

It is suggested that the radial tracing method 
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proposed for three-dimensional assessment of surface 

structure may be suitable for surfaces with weak or 

non-directional patterns. The method may also be 

applied to surfaces with circular or spiral patterns 

produced by plain turning, face milling etc. where the 

parellel tracing method would not provide meaningful 

results. 

One of the basic problems in surface 

identification, apart from those already 

discussed, is the determination of the 

type or family to which the generated 

surface belongs. The following topography 



system has been developed from the premise 

that every surface profile may be descr1bed 

by a basic autocorrelation function. These 

functions have previously been shown to 

have the ability to separate the random 

and periodic components in a surface. 

Investigations on a large number of surfaces 

indicate that the autocorrelation function 

generated by various stock removal processes 

may be classified in five groups. Graphical 

representations of the autocorrelation 

functions and their analytical formulae 

for the proposed fro ups I - V are summarized 

in Table 7.1 

Furthermore, a classification system based 

on estimates of the correlation length Ao 

and the correlation wavelength Aw has been 

developed and incorporated within the 

framework of the topographical surface 

system. In other words, a surface profile 

will be classified first into one of the 

basic groups (I - V) on the basis of the 

shape of the autocorrelation function. 

Further classification within the group 

involves estimation of the correlation 

length Ao and the wavelength~. Details 

and results of this investigation are given 

in (24). 
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Table 7.1 (after Peklen1k) 
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Peklenik states that in some cases it 1s desirable to 

represent the surface profile in frequency domain 

making nse of the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation 

function. Use of the resulting power spectrum is 

proposed for the purpose of investigating surface 

systems as transfer functions. In the context of 

grinding, this refers to relating the surfaces of 

grinding wheel and workpiece or alternatively, to 

the comparison of surfaces representing different 

stages of grinding wheel wear. The author mentions, 

as disadvantages of frequency analysis, that it is 

impossible to determine the correlation length of 

the surface from the power spectrum, that computation 

of power spectra takes too long, and also that 

interpretation of these functions presents difficulty 

for shop floor personnel. 

Peklenik apparently considers the separation of 

random and periodic elements in a profile to be 

essential in characterizing the corresponding surface. 

He also appears to have considered the autocorrelation 

function to have advantages over the power spectrum 

for the purpose of this separation. Attention is 

also drawn to difficulties associated with producing 

and interpreting both correlation functions and power 

spectra. However the following notes attempt to show 

that the justification for these views is not entirely 

adequate. 
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Separation of periodic and random elements in a 

surface does not appear to be fundamentally necessary 

for it's characterization, although it is to some 

eytent, practicable. From results presented in the 

paper it is clear that the characteristic carrier 

frequency in a surface profile gives rise to a 

pronounced 'peak' in the power spectral density 

curve while the corresponding autocorrelogram shows 

a periodicity of the same wavelength as that present 

in the profile. As means of identifying periodicity 

in a profile it seems therefore that there is little 

to choose between the autocorrelation and power 

spectral density functions. 

The random content of a profile is characterized by 

the correlation length which, as the author points 

out, is obtainable from the autocorrelogram but not 

from the power spectrum. However, if it is borne in 

mind that the power spectral density representing 

'white noise' is a constant this, together with the 

fact that carrier frequencies are represented by 

'peaks', provides an indication of the way in which 

the random content of the profile contributes to the 

power spectral curve. 

In the case of the pOv!er spectral density curve 

representing an electrical Signal, an elemental 
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area beneath the curve represents the po~er associated 

with that frequency band contained between the limiting 

ordinates. In the case of the power spectral curve 

representing a surface profile, such an area represents 

the variance associated with the heights contained 

within the frequency band. 

Visual inspection of the power spectral curve therefore 

provides clear indication of the contribution made 

by carrier frequencies, as represented by pronounced 

peaks. The contribution to the spectrum made by all 

other frequencies is represented by areas of greater 

band width not necessarily associated with well defined 

peaks. These represent the random content in a form 

visually descriptive of the surface profile although, 

admittedly, the correlation length has the advantage 

of expression by a single number. 

Peklenik states that the time required for computation 

of correlation functions or power spectra by an analogue 

or digital computer is too long for convenient practical 

measurement. In the absence of any indication of the 

time taken to produce the results presented in the 

paper no comparison with the results of the current 

investigation is possible although comments on this 

point will be made at a later stage. 
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Peklenik also expresses the opinion that interpretation 

of correlation functions or power spectra requires skill 

and understanding not necessarily available at shop 

floor level. However, this problem would appear to be 

a matter of explanation and training. His proposal to 

use slope standard deviation as a surface texture 

parameter additional to arithmetic average value (R ) a 

or geometric roughness value (Rs) is of interest. The 

fact that this is a number and not a function although 

convenient does not necessarily support the statement 

that the parameter itself will be easily understood 

at shop floor level. 

Finally the fact that power spectral density curves 

representing different profiles may be compared and 

related by means of transfer functions appears to 

considerably enhance their usefulness over auto

-correlation functions as a means of surface 

comparison. 

Information obtained from Peklenik's work was interpreted 

as encouragement to proceed further with the application 

of power spectra to characterize surfaces involved in 

the grinding process, bearing in mind the additional 

possibility of relating the surfaces so represented by 

means of transfer functions. 



The next paper to be considered (26) is devoted to 

the statistical characterization of grinding wheel 

profiles. This too was published during 1968 by 

Stralkowski, Wu and De Vor on the basis of work 

carried out in the United states. The abstract is 

as follows. 

The cutting profiles of three common grinding 

wheels, 32A8-H8, 32A8o-L8, and 32A60-J8 were 

analysed by Box-Jenkins autoregressive-moving 

average models. The analysis involves three 

stages, i.e., identification, estimation, 

and diagnostic checking. It was found that 

second-order autoregressive models represent 

the profiles of the three wheels fairly well. 

An analysis of replicate profiles taken from 

each wheel indicated that the profiles were 

ergodic. The models and their parameters 

were related to the qualitative characteristics 

of the profiles. The analysis was achieverl 

through the use of many charts developed for 

engineering applications. 

The paper's conclusions summarize the procedure and 

results as follows:-

1. Three grinding wheel profiles were 

characterized as second-order autoregressive 

models, AR(2), using the Box-Jenkins 
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autoregressive-moving average model 

approach. 

2. The two parameters of the AR(2) model 

were estimated by maximum likelihood 

principles, and confidence regions for 

the parameters were constructed, Parameters 
o e and C were also estimated and their 

confidence interval calculated. (Parameter C 

is a measure of the variation in the 

observations unaccounted for by the model. 
~ 

C = error sum of squares 7 total sum of 

squares) 

3. The fitted model was diagnostically 

checked by examination of the residuals. 

No significant difference was found 

between replicates of each wheel, confirming 

the ergodic nature of the cutting space. 

4. The distinguishing characteristics of 

the grinding wheel profiles were interpreted 
o 

by the parameters of the model: amplitude a , 
modulus r, and variance ~o. 

5. The three-stage procedure of identification, 

estimation, and diagnostic checking was 

achieved by using charts developed for 

engineering applications. 
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The results of the analysis have some relevance to 

the present study in providing further confirmation 

of the ergodicity of grinding wheel surface profiles 

and the fact that statistical parameters, including 

autocorrelation functions, are capable of characterizing 

such surfaces. 

Brief reference is made to Peklenik's characterization 

of grinding wheels using autocorrelation functions (21) 

and he is credited with having introduced the idea of 

modelling the grinding process as a linear transfer 

system. 

The only information given about the three grinding 

wheels examined is contained in the manufacturer's 

coded specifications and there is nothing to indicate 

whether the profiles were obtained from surfaces 

prepared as for a grinding operation. If the surfaces 

were not subjected to some form of dressing operation 

they would be unrepresentative of those encountered 

in actual grinding and doubt would be cast upon the 

validity of results obtained from them. 

Those comments seeking to relate grit size and the 

amount of bond material on the one hand with statistical 

paremeters on the other also appear to be based upon 

some concept of grinding wheel structure neglecting 

the effects of dressing and wear. 



The interest of the paper lies mainly in the application 

of particular statistical models to abrasive surfaces. 

A paper by Shinaishin (27) published in the United 

States during 1969 deals with stochastic processes 

in grinding and is summarized as follows. 

The mechanism that links the grinding wheel 

surface profile to the forces generated 

during grinding is discussed in the case 

of surface grinding. A method of describine 

the profile as a stochastic function in 

terms of parameters that are pertinent to 

the grinding operation is also given. The 

mechanisms by which diamonds in a grinding 

wheel deteriorate are discussed: these 

include attrition, fracture, and bond 

failure. The extent of this deterioration 

relative to the surface profile, forces, 

and time parameters is discussed. A 

relation is suggested betwen the po~er 

spectral density, mean square, and number 

of zero crossings of the profile at any 

time and their values at an earlier time. 

This relation includes the forces ~hich 



are functions of the profile, and time; it 

assumes controlled and stable grinding 

conditions. 

Examination of the paper indicated less relevance to 
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the present study than had been assumed from the summary. 

For this reason it is not proposed to enter into a 

detailed description but several points arise which 

call for comment. 

The paper discusses at some length the abrasive profile, 

kinematics of grit-surface interaction, the profile's 

effect on force generation, the forces generated during 

grinding, wheel/workpiece stability, abrasive surface 

wear and the failure mechanisms associated with wear. 

The surface profile of the grinding wheel was recorded 

on polar graphs said to represent waviness, roughness 

and total profile and also on magnetic tape. 

A surface grinding dynamometer was used to measure the 

low frequency forces during grinding while it appears 

that accelerometers attached to the workpiece were 

used to measure high frequency forces. 

The results of a correlation analysis to determine the 

relationship between the cutting forces and the normal 



forces are described. These results apparently bore 

no relationship to what was expected on the basis of 

diamond grit distribution and suggestions are made as 

possible explanations for this discrepancy. 

The results of a frequency analysis of the wheel 

surface profile are shown in Figure 7.9 It is 

pointed out that profile A before grinding has it's 

peak at 6.5 Hz or about 100 cycles per inch which is 

near the number of diamonds per inch. Profile B shows 

a shift to 16 Hz or about 256 cycles per inch and it 

is suggested that this may indicate the exposure of 

more cutting edges per diamond by reason of some 

fracture in the abrasive. 

Power spectra are also used in attempts to analyse 

cutting and normal forces in frequency domain but 

spectra presented are so complex that generalized 

description is impracticable. 

The author admits that the experimental results did 

not cover all the objectives. This it is said, was 

due mainly tb the difficulty of recording spindle 

vibration during grinding and also because of the 

frequency limitations of the accelerometers. However, 

several conclusions are drawn including the following. 
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PSD 

20 

10 

Fig 7.9 Power spectral density of wheel-surface profile 

(A) before grinding 

(B) - - - - - - - - - - after grinding for Bhr at 1 mil 

depth of cut. 1 c.p.s. = 45/rr cycles per inch 

(diagram and notes after Shinaish1n) 



Firstly the grinding wheel surface profile changes 

considerably even while the radius of the wheel has 

changed O.5~m or less. 

~9 

Secondly, as the depth of cut was increased progress

-ively from l~m to 2.5~m a rise in the total energy 

was demonstrated by the general increase in the power 

spectral density of the cutting forces. 

Next. when grinding began, there was a relatively low 

energy in the frequency range 700Hz to 8kHz but as 

grinding progressed, the energy expended in the 2kHz 

band increased very fast until it reached a value at 

2.5~m depth of cut nearly 30 times that at l~m. This 

is attributed to the development of six lobes on the 

surface of the wheel increasing progressively with 

depth of cut. 

Finally a difference in the forces generated after 

eight hours grinding can be seen, especially at 1·3 

and 2.6kHz suggesting that the process of imbalance 

in the wheel and the development of lobes is self 

generating due to the grinding process. 

Topics dealt with relevant to the present study 

include some treatment of surface profile and analysis 

by statistical methods including power spectral density. 
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However, only surface grinding of tungsten carbide by 

means of diamond abrasive is considered, there is no 

information on workpiece surface profile and attention 

is focussed mainly on the system of forces acting 

between wheel and workpiece. 

The elements in a grinding operation are described in 

the following terms: 

(1) the grinding machine, which is mounted 

on elastic supports on the floor of the workshop, 

(2) a grinding wheel mounted at the end of 

the grinding machine spindle and 

(3) the workpiece, which is mounted on a 

work table which, in turn, is isolated from 

the floor by elastic mounts. 

The resulting system is said to be represented by the 

two primary systems coupled by a means for transmitting 

the forces (Figure 7.10). 

It 1s not clear why elements (1) and (3) in the grinding 

operation are described as being independently mounted 

by means of elastic supports on the workshop floor. In 

typical grinding machine construction the work table is 
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Fig 7.10 Hodel of grinding operation (after Shinaishin) 
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mounted on slideways integral with the machine. Therefore 

in such a machine direct coupling and transmission of 

forces exists between machine frame and worktable. 

The model illustrated in Figure 7.10 appears to be over 

simplified since it is based upon an unusual description 

assuming that machine and workpiece are isolated except 

for transmission of forces through the grinding wheel. 

In all power spectra presented in the paper, power 

spectral density is plotted against a logarithmic 

frequency scale. All dimensions are in inches with the 

exception of depth of cut expressed in 'mil' (~m). 

To facilitate comparison with material from other 

sources, the power spectra representing wheel surface 

profiles in Figure 7.9 have been re-plotted against a 

natural scale on which frequencies are expressed in 

cycles per linear unit of surface (Figure 7.11). 

Shinaishin's paper deals with a specialized aspect of 

grinding technology very different from the present 

study in that it is confined to the grinding of 

tungsten carbide by means of diamond abrasive. 

However, grinding wheel surface profiles are represented 

in terms of power spectra and a suggestion to the effect 

that wear appeared to produce more cutting edges per 
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Fig 7.11 Power spectral density of wheel-surfece profile 

(A) before grinding 

(B) after grinding for 8 hours at l~m depth of cut 
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diamond is consistent with findings elsewhere relating 

to other abrasives; including the author's in Part 1. 

Also the presentation of results in terms of power 

spectral density and the general character of these 

curves indicated by Figure 7.11 provided further 

confirmation of the potential usefulness and validity 

of this parameter. 

A paper by Deutsch and Wu (28) published in 1970 deals 

with the selection of sampling parameters for the study 

of grinding wheel surface profile and is summarized as 

follows. 

Autoregressive-moving average models are 

developed to represent grinding wheel 

profiles for different combinations of 

sampling parameters including the sample 

interval, the number of observations, and 

the length of record. Using 46 and 120 

grinding wheels the effects of the choice 

of sample interval and number of observations 

on the appropriate model form are discussed. 

A new criterion is proposed for the selection 

of the sample interval, based on observations 

per grit (OPG), to achieve comparable discrete 

approximations of the wheels and to maximize 

discrimination between models of different 

wheels. 
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In their introduction the authors point out that 

statistical techniques used in the analysis of abrasive 

tools share one common entity - the approximation of a 

co~tinuous record. 

In such situations, the choice of sampling 

parameters (sample interval, number of 

observations, length of record) is of 

paramount importance. The sample interval 

must be small enough not to miss any 

appreciable detail in the continuous 

record. Likewise, for efficiency, it should 

not be so small that little additional 

information is gained. The length of 

record analysed should be chosen to ensure 

that all representative characteristics of 

an abrasive tool profile are captured. 

Furthermore, when a comparison of the 

statistical results of dissirri1ar abrasive 

tools is made, the inherent differences 

should be elucidated. 

In order to select sample interval the average particle 

size of the aluminium oxide abrasive grains (obtained 

from a table supplied by the Norton Co~pany) is 

divided by a number depending on the intended use 

of the fitted model. 



If a true representation of the qualitative 

characteristics of grinding wheels on an 

individual and comparative basis is desired, 

then approximately 6 - 7 OPG should be used. 

However, if only models to discriminate 

between grinding wheels are desired, then 

a large range of OPG can be considered for 

which the discriminatory power is constant. 

A reasonable lower bound can be as low as 

2 or 3 OPG. When using a smaller level of 

OPG, the general characteristics of the 

profile become lost in the approximation 

since there 1s a greater chance to miss 

grits due to the large sample intervals. 
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Referring to the use of the OPG criterion the following 

claims are made in the conclusions. 

(a) Parameter discrimination is constant for 

the range of OPG values where good approxim

-ations to the continuous profile are 

obtained. 

(b) The efficiency of the models in uniquely 

representing the different ~heels is improved. 

(c) The theoretical interpretation of the 

models appears consistent with the wheel 

characteristics contained in the continuous 

profiles. 



The following represents the only information on 

the profile measuring system contained in the paper. 

The abrasive tool profiles are traced by a 

stylus which oscillates across the snrface. 

The oscillating mechanism permits the 

reduction of the stylus dimensions, which 

reduces the distortion in the measured 

abrasive tools. 

Neither the dimensions of the stylus used nor it's 

mode of oscillation are stated. However there is 

reference to currently unpublished information which 

appears to correspond with a paper published about 

three years later (33). 
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It 1s stated that the partial correlations cut off 

after one lag when using a sample interval of O.005in. 

Around a sample interval of O.005in an autoregressive 

model of order one can be chosen for reasons of 

parsimony1. 

Over the range of sample interval from O.OOlin to 

O.005in an order one model is inadequate and a model 

1.Concise Oxford Dictionary. Law of Parsimony: that 

no more causes or forces should be assumed than are 

necessary to account for the facts. 



of order two should be used to provide an adequate 

representation of the sampled profiles. In this 

context reference is made to the use of parsimonious 

models in an earlier paper (26). 
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Areas of particular interest and apparent relevance to 

the present study in Deutsch and Wuts paper were 

identified as follows. 

(a) The discussion of the problems of grinding wheel 

surface profile sampling. 

(b) The application of oscillating stylus profilometry 

to grinding wheels. 

(c) The use of autoregressive models to represent 

abrasive surface profile. 

Considering the foregoing points in reverse order, 

the use of autoregression provided further indication 

of some concensus of opinion with other authors 

relating to the utility of statistical models of this 

type applied to abrasive profiles. 

Claims made for the improved accuracy of the profile 

record obtained by means of an oscillating stylus 

were noted but very little information is provided 

and details were eventually obtained from a subsequent 

paper (33). 
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Two ideas emerge in the context of grinding wheel 

surface profile sampling. One of these relates to the 

frequency of observations within the sample so as to 

relate this to the size of individual grits and the 

amount of detail to be recorded in o'rder to define 

their profile. The second point is that the use of 

a small number of observations per grit results in 

loss of information regarding general profile character

-istics because the chance of missing grits is increased. 

These ideas clearly indicate recognition of discontin

-uities as an integral feature of the grinding wheel 

profile not to be neglected in its analysis. 

Information is lacking on the surface condition of 

the grinding wheels examined. There is no mention of 

any dressing operation neither is there any indication 

of whether or not the wheels had been subjected to 

wear in a grinding operation before profile measurement 

of their surfaces. 

From this it appears that results presented in the 

paper are intended to discriminate only between 

grinding wheels of differing grit size and structure. 

In order to compare grinding wheels differing in 

surface condition it is suggested that profile samples 

should contain a larger number of observations per 

grit but no such comparisons are included in the paper. 
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The paper serves to draw attention to the significant 

fact that detailed study of the grinding wheel surface 

by profilometry requires definition of the profile by 

ordinates spaced at intervals chosen so as to adequately 

define the shape of individual grits and also to 

represent those areas ~here grits are virtually absent 

from the profile - namely within the voids. 

A more specialized paper published in 1971 by Masashi 

Harada and Akira Kobayashi (29) deals with the 

production of mirror-finish ground surfaces making 

use of an ultrasonic dressing method. The summary 

is as follows. 

In order to produce evenly sized micro 

cutting edges of uniform height required 

for mirror grinding, a flattened head impact 

at ultrasonic frequency dressing (abbreviation: 

FL-USD) has been developed, using normally 

directed impacts from an ultrasonically 

vibrating dressing tool with a flat-faced 

Tungsten Carbide 52 (5 x 5 x 3mm) surface 

on the rotating grinding wheels. 



The analysis of cutting edges made by the 

FL-USD method, as observed under an electron 

microscope showed that the height of cutting 

edges made by general dressing (DD) methods 

was usually about 2~, whereas the FL-USD 

heights were found to be O.2~, situated 

between O.;~ depth and wheel surface. Use of 

this wheel resulted in obtaining a mirror 

finish with a surface roughness of Hmax = 0.05 • 

A study is made of the cutting edge production 

process by FL-USD from the crushing load of 

a single grain, the impact force of the 

dresser on to the grinding wheel, stock 

removal and observations on the shapes of 

cutting edges under the electron microscope. 
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The paper provides an explicit description of the 

ultrasonic dressing technique and the surface textures 

produced using grinding wheels dressed by this method. 

Comparisons are made between these results and those 

surface textures produced by grinding wheels dressed 

by conventional methods with a single diamond. However, 

there are indications that these comparisons may tend to 

underrate the potential of diamond dressing. 

Neither the nominal diameters of the grinding wheels 

nor the shape and mode of application of the dressing 

diamond are specified. Dressing diamond traverse rates 
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of 80mm and 90mm per minute and a surface speed of 

30m/s are specified. Assuming the grinding wheel 

diameter to be 150mm these feed rates are equivalent 

to 22~m and 25~m per revolution of the grinding wheel 

which is a fairly high traverse rate when a primary 

objective of dressing is the production of fine 

surface texture on the workpiece. 

The dressing method described in the paper is very 

unusual and the results obtained in terms of surface 

roughness correspondingly exceptional. Results serve 

to demonstrate the very large extent to which the 

surface profile of the grinding wheel and the surface 

texture it produces on the workpiece can be influenced 

by the method of dressing. Inclusion of the paper in 

this survey is justified on the basis that it serves 

to emphasise the importance of wheel dressing as a 

primary factor affecting surface texture not always 

fully recognized as such elsewhere in the literature. 

The influence of dressing on the quality of ground 

surfaces together with the effects of grinding wheel 

wear are the subject of a paper by Bhateja, Chisholm 

and Pattinson (31) who carried out experiments in 

which medium carbon steel was ground on a precision 

surface grinding machine using a vitrified bonded 

alumina grinding wheel. The wheel was dressed by 

a single pass of a single point diamond tool at a 



depth of cut O.025mm (O.OOlin) at feeds of 

0.025mm/rev and O.325mm/rev (O.013in/rev) chosen 

to represent fine and coarse dressing treatments 

respectively. 

-
The grinding operation was interrupted at intervals 
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corresponding to the removal of one cubic inch of 

workpiece material. At these intervals the radial 

wheel wear was measured and prof1lograms taken of the 

wheel surface in a direction parallel with it's axis 

using a specially adapted profilometer. Corresponding 

profilograms were obtained from workpiece surfaces 

using a standard profilometer. The stylus used for 

grinding wheel surfaces had a 90 degree pyramid shape 

with a tip radius of O.025mm(O.OOlin) while that used 

for workpiece surfaces had a tip radius of O.0025mm 

(O.OOOlin). These profilograms were digitized to 

provide input data for a computer programme written 

to evaluate: 

(a) the cumulative frequency distributions 

of the asperity peaks and valleys with 

increasing depth in the profile, 

(b) the bearing area characteristics of the 

surfaces. 



A feature of the paper is that no attempt 1s made to 

express surface roughness in terms of anyone of the 

more usual parameters. Instead both grinding wheel 

surfaces and workpiece surfaces are represented by 

means of cumulative peak and valley distributions and 

bearing area curves. 

l~ 

When these distributions were used to compare grinding 

wheel and workpiece surfaces, they appear to reflect 

the influence of dressing conditions. Only when wheel 

wear had progressed to an advanced stage suggesting 

bond failure was the shape of the distribution ogives 

significantly affected by this cause. 

A coarse dressing feed was found to produce greater 

bearing area but a rougher surface than a fine feed. 

In this context it is pointed out that the grinding 

conditions necessary to produce a good surface finish 

are not necessarily those which produce a good bearing 

area. This apparent contradiction may reflect upon the 

limitations of bearing area curves as a means of 

representing surface texture rather than the validity 

of the experimental results. 

With regard to the representation of grinding wheel 

surfaces the validity of a result obtained by means of 

a stylus and said to represent the distribution of 
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'valleys' is questionable. Penetration into depressions 

must always be limited by the finite dimensions of a 

stylus and particularly so in this case where the stylus 

used is described as having a 90 degrees included angle. 

The methods and parameters used do not appear to have 

been particularly sensitive to the effects of the 

considerable amount of wear to which grinding wheels 

were subjected during the experiments. However, the 

paper represents a contribution in the same area of 

study as the current investigation, included as such 

although the findings are not particularly revealing. 

Somewhat similar justification applies to the inclusion 

of a paper by Motoyoshi Hasegawa (32) published in 1974 

and described by its title as a statistical analysis 

of the mechanism resulting in the generation of ground 

surface roughness. The summary of the paper is as 

follows. 

This paper discusses a statistical approach 

for determining the roughness of a ground 

surface by considering the dressing 

characteristics of the grinding wheel. The 

statistical analyses are derived for the 

distribution curve of the cutting edges 

and the probability density function for 

the occurrence of 'peaks' throughout the 

surface profile of the grinding wheel after 



dressing treatment and the root mean square 

roughness of the workpiece ground by the 

wheel. The theory shows that when the 

grinding wheel is repeatedly dressed by 

a sharp-pointed dresser, the distribution 

curve of cutting edges 1s parabolic. The 

root mean square of the surface ground by 

the cutting edges may be calculated from 

wheel speed, wheel diameter, workpiece 

speed, the apical angle of the dresser, 

size of sample and the distribution of 

cuttinge edges on the circumferential 

direction of the wheel. Good agreement 

was found bet~een theoretically calculated 

and experimental results. 
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A theoretical distribution of 'cutting edges' on the 

surface of a grinding wheel is derived making use of 

the three following assumptions. 

(1) The vibration of both grinding wheel and dresser 

is negligible. 

(2) The shape of the dresser is conical with an apical 

angle 2¢. 

(3) The material of the wheel in contact with the 

dresser is removed according to the shape of the 

dresser ~hen this is fed into the grinding wheel. 



The second and third of these assumptions together 

with a related diagram indicate the nse of an 

unorthodox mode of dressing with a conical single 

point diamond dresser so presented to the wheel as 

to cut in it's surface a vee groove of included angle 

corresponding to the apex angle of the diamond. 

When dressing with a single point diamond the axis of 

the tool shank is usually inclined so as to present 

the flank of the cone (or pyramid) to the surface of 
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the wheel with the axis trailing in relation to the 

direction of wheel rotation. In this mode an approxim

-ately flat surface (or at least a surface which quickly 

develops a worn, flattened area) is presented to the 

grinding wheel and there is no possibility of reproducing 

the apex angle of the diamond on the wheel. Not only 

does the mode of dressing described by the author 

represent an unfavourable orientation of the diamond 

(from the point of view of wear rate and economy in 

the use of the diamond) but it will tend to produce 

pronounced grooves in the grinding wheel which may be 

reproduced on the workpiece in some pattern depending 

on the kinematics of the process (1). 

The author's statement to the effect that repeated 

dressing under the unusual conditions specified, 

gives rise to a distribution of cutting edges which 

is theoretically parabolic, does not appear to be 



supported by the mathematics. In fact, curves plotted 

to represent this distribution for m repetitions of 

the dressing process, show a progressive change from 

a rectangular distribution when m = 1 to a hyperbolic 

distribution when m = 5. The relevant equation also 

appears to support the idea that the proposed model 

distribution should be described as hyperbolic rather 

than parabolic. 

It is also stated that 'peaks' of the cutting edges 

follow a Ga~na distribution. This conclusion appears 
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to be based upon three diagrams whereon Garona distribution 

curves are fitted to histograms representing the 

experimental probability distribution of 'peaks'. The 

fit between curve and histogram in all three cases is 

very approximate and it appears likely that the histograms 

would be better approximated by a composite distribution 

taking account of the fact that some parts of the grit 

profile may be affected by dressing while others are 

not (30). 

Finally the conclusions state that the number of dressing 

treatments m has a more significant effect than sample 

size n on the roughness of the ground surface. Sample 

size n appears to relate to the surface of the grinding 

wheel but it 1s not explicitly defined and the meaning 

of the statement remains obscure. 
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The paper contains what appear to be rather obvious 

shortcomings of technique and description, some or all 

of which may be due to errors and omissions in 

translation. For this reason it was found impracticable 

to evaluate its contribution to the subject. 

A paper published in 1973 by Deutsch, Wn, and Stra1kowski 

(33) presents what is described as a new non-destructive, 

on-line irregular surface measuring and data handling 

system, referred to as the oscillating stylus instrument. 

This is almost certainly the paper to which reference 

is made in an earlier publication by Deutsch and Wu 

in 1970 (28). The following extracts relate to techniques 

said to have been previously used for the measurement 

of abrasive tools. 

Typically, a stylus continually contacting 

the abrasive tool with a relative motion 

between the two has been used to measure 

a bra s i ve tools............................ 

This type of system although capable of 

measuring a fine surface finish has limitations 

in reproducing the irregular configuration 

of an abrasive tool. 



In order for the stylus to freely traverse 

the specimen, a particular stylus geometry 

is required. Figure 7.12 illustrates a 

typical grinding wheel cutting space cross 

section and a stylus. The ability to climb 

out of the 'valleys' depends upon having a 

large included angle,a, as well as always 

having line Be above the highest peak in 

the profile to prevent the stylus from 

totally lodging. Any included angle, however, 

will result in contact of surfaces AC or AB 

of the stylus and the grains causing the 

recorder profile to become distorted as 

shown by dashed lines .••••••••••••••••••• 

The following statements are made relating to the 

oscillating stylus. 

The oscillating stylus, unlike the conventional 

stylus technique, imposes no dimensional 

restrictions upon the stylus for functional 

considerations. It uses a stylus attached 

directly to the core shaft of a displacement 

transducer. The stylus is oscillated by a 

motor driven cam, thereby moving the 

transducer core to produce a d.c. voltage 

proportional to the core displacement from 

electrical centre (Figure 7.13). If this 
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Fig 7.12 Induced distortion prod uced by the 

conventional profile measuring technique on 

grinding wheel cross section (after Deutsch, 

Wu, and Stralkowski) 
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Fig 7 .13 NeaSllrement and data handling syste!!! 

(after Deutsch, Wu, and Stralko~ski) 
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movement 1s not restricted, the voltage 

produced by the transducer is sinusoidal 

with respect to time ••••••••••..••••.••••. 

When this cyclic movement is restricted by 

a surface, the sinusoidal signal is 

truncated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
If there is relative motion between this 

surface and the stylus, the stylus for each 

period is dragged over the profile from the 

first point of contact (A) to the last point 

of restriction (B), tracing a segment of 

the surface as illustrated in Figure 7.14 

As the frequency of oscillation increases 

and/or the relative motion between the 

stylus and the restricting surfcce decreases, 

segments for which the stylus traces the 

restricting object become smaller and 

approach a single point producing a recorded 

d.c. signal which elucidates the entire 

shape of the restricting surface. 
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The construction, electrical principles and calibration 

of the apparatus are described in some detail and 

recorded profiles representing three grinding wheels 

of different grit size and density are used as examples 

of this type of application. 



---- RECORDED SIGNAL 

L RESTRICTING 
SURFACE 

------- PATH OF STYLUS IF NOT RESTRICTED 

Fig 7.14 Example of surface tracing produced by 

oscillating stylus mechanism (after Deutsch, Wu, 

and Stralkowski) 
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Direct comparisons between the geometry of the 

oscillating and conventional stylii are shown in 

Figure 7.l5.The accuracy of the oscillating stylus 

instrument is said to be linear within 0.5 per cent 

over it's usable range. 
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The oscillating stylus system was evidently found to 

be capable of more accurately reproducing the profiles 

of grinding wheels and craters than methods using a 

stylus having the relatively large included angle of 

more conventional systems. However the claim to the 

effect that the oscillating stylus sy~tem imposes 

no dimensional restrictions upon the stylus for 

functional considerations is so obviously overstated 

that comment might be superfluous but for the fact 

that the description and diagrams on stylus geometry 

contain no information on tip radius which represents 

one of the limitations applicable to all stylus 

methods of surface investigation. 

The oversimplified description of grinding wheel 

surface characteristics represented by the following 

extract also calls for comment. 

The configuration of a wheel such as the 

Norton designation 32A46J12VBEP, consists 

of two dominant characteristics; "localized 

irregularities" due to closely packed grits 
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1-4-- .035" ~--t----:~~-----J 

Fig 7.15 Comparison of stylii 

and Stralkoy.' ski) 

~-- CQHVEH1:t0NAL 
STYLUS 

(after Deutsch, Wu, 



and deep "pits", as much as two to four 

times the peak to valley height of the 

localized irregularities. 

The description of localized irregularities as being 

due to close packing of grits is incomplete since it 

neglects the influence of dressing and ~ear on the 

surface micro-geometry. 
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The deep "pits" represent the outermost voids between 

the bonded grits. These voids in a typical porous 

structure form a continuous interconnected network 

throughout the grinding wheel and any attempt to 

define the depth of surface pits is virtually meaningless. 

Difficulties attending stylus measurement are stated 

as follows. 

These varied characteristics (of grinding 

wheels) make measurement by conventional 

stylus techniques physically undesirable. 

The stylus of appropriate geometry to trace 

the finer "irregularities lf does not have 

the capability of accurately tracing or 

freely climbing out of the deep valleys. 

Such valleys when represented by the spaces between 

grits are of virtually unlimited depth, their dimensions 
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and geometry being determined by factors which include 

the shape and size of grits, the amount and distribution 

of bond material etc. The accessibility of surfaces 

enclosed within such voids to stylus examination 

must inevitably be limited by the dimensions and 

geometry of any stylus. However, the technique described 

uses a stylus with an included angle of only 15 degrees 

the tip of which is therefore capable of tracing much 

more of the internal surfaces of deep depressions than 

would be accessible to a more conventional stylus with 

~uch larger included angle. 

in it's application to grinding wheels the oscillating 

mode overcomes the problem of stylus withdrawal from 

deep cavities but since internal surfaces may be 

vertical or re-entrant, there will be areas which 

the stylus tip fails to contact with resulting 

distortions. This limitation probably does not apply 

to the measurement of craters in cutting tools as 

described in the paper. 

Apart from specifying the 15 degrees included angle 

the paper gives no information on the geometry or 

construction of sty1ii used in the eyperiments. 

Neither the material nor the cross section is 

specified but perhaps the most surprising omissions 

is the absence of any reference to tip profile. 
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There is evidence from a number of sources that the 

active zone of a grinding wheel 'surface can usefully 

be reproduced by stylus methods based upon those used 

for continuous surfaces, typically employing a diamond 

stylus of small tip radius and large included angle. 

For the purpose of studying surface texture relationships, 

a profile representing the cutting space of a grinding 

wheel obtained by means of such a stylus is comparable 

with 8 profile of the ground surface produced with a 

similar stylus. 

It 1s evident that the oscillating stylus can provide 

more information about grinding wheel surface profile 

than more conventional stylus methods. However the 

addition~l and more accurate information appears to 

relate to lower levels within the profile and 

therefore has little influence on the surface 

interactions between grinding wheel and workpiece. 

Although it contains no information on surface texture, 

a paper by Thompson and Malkin (34) is included because 

it deals with grinding wheel topography. Experimental 

methods and conclusions are explicitly stated in the 

following abstract. 



The topography of grinding wheels of various 

grain sizes was measured statically by an 

optical technique and dynamically by 

studying the scratches left on a smooth 

steel plate after lightly grinding a single 

pass. The optical method yielded good 

results with the coarse grained wheels. 

At a radial depth into the wheel equal to 

one grain diameter, the number of grains 

per unit area was found to approach the 

theoretical maximum number as calculated 

from packing considerations. The scratch 

method provided an effective means for 

measuring the fine scale topography of 

the wheel surface. With this method, the 

number of actual cutting points was found 

to be relatively insensitive to grain size. 

This is attributed to large grains each 

having more cutting points than smaller ones. 

From the shapes of the scratches left on the 

steel plate, the undeformed chip was 

determined to have a trapezoidal cross

section with typically a 120 degree included 

angle between the sides and a 1 - 2 micron 

width at the bottom. 
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Relevant technical data are contained in the follo~ing 

extract. 

The grinding wheels were 8in diameter with 

32A aluminium oxide abrasive in grain sizes 

of 30, ~6, 80, and 120. Each wheel was 

dressed with a single point diamond 

dressing tool at a crossfeed velocity 

of 5in/min. After the wheel had been trued, 

at least one nominal grain diameter was 

dressed off taking O.OOlin during each pass 

across the wheel. All measurements were 

taken after 10 passes by plunge grinding 

of an AISI 1098 hot rolled steel workpiece 

which was 41n long. Grinding was performed 

at a wheel velocity V = 6000ft/min, work~ 

-piece velocity v = 15ft/min and depth of 

cut Q = 0.0011n. 

The scratch method used is described as a simplification 

of one originated by Nakay'ama and Shav..1 (14, 30) in 

~hich scratches are produced on a steel plate slightly 

tilted with respect to the ~heel surface by grinding 

with a slow wheel speed and a fast workpiece velocity. 

The following extract relates to Thompson and Malkin's 

technique. 

The present method is much simpler (than 

Nakayama and Shaw's), insofar as there 1s 



no tilt to the plate, and the radial depth 

of a cutting point is calculated from the 

length of the scratch it produced. By 

counting the scratches within a specific 

area on the plate, measuring their length, 

and calculating their depth, the number of 

cutting points per unit area of wheel 

surface can be determined as a function 

of the radial distance into the wheel. 

In addition, the geometry of individual 

scratches can be studied to determine the 

shape of the cutting pOints on the grains. 

The experimental results include graphs relating 

to four grinding wheels of different grain sizes. 

It is stated that only about the outer O.OOOlin 

of wheel can be ey.amined but that this portion 

is very important as it has the gre8test effect 

on the topography of the finished wor~piece. 

Surprise is expressed at the fact that the four 

curves differ very little, only the curve for the 

120 grain size having more cutting points at 

depths greater than 30 microinches. Results for 

the 30, 46, and 80 grain sizes are said to be 
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practically identical. Therefore the number of 

cutting points in the outermost portion of the 

wheel is about the same regardless of grain size. 

N~~rous scratches were studied with the object 

of determining their typical shape and it is 

stated that the cross-sectional shape of the 

scratches obtained with all four grain sizes were 

found to be approximately trapezoidal with side angles 

typically 60 degrees and a base width of about 40 to 

80 microinches (1 - 2 microns). 

Thompson and Malkin's paper does not consider roughness 

of the ground surface but has some relevance to the 

current study because it deals with the cross sectional 

profile of the scratches produced by grinding and the 

distribution of cutting points in the wheel surface. 

The fact that the number of cutting points per unit 

area of wheel surface obtained by the scratch method 

did not vary much between the 30, 46, 80, and 120 grain 

size wheels is attributed to larger grains having more 

cutting points than smaller ones. 

Wheel dressing and preliminary grinding wear were both 

standardized during the experiments described. The 
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rate of cross feed used during dressing and also the 

depth removed at each pass are fairly typical of normal 

fine grinding practice. The possibility that variations 

in dressing conditions and the extent of subsequent 

wear could affect the number and distribution of 

cutting points in the wheel surface does not appear 

to have been considered but the fact that wheels of 

different grit size were found to have about the same 

numbers of 'cutting points' supported the view already 

formulated by the author (30) to the effect that dressing 

is a more potent factor in determining grinding wheel 

profile in the active zone than grit size. It is 

therefore appropriate that the next paper to be 

considered mentions the influence of dressing on 

asperity distribution. Bhateja (35) concentrates on 

the diamond dressing of grinding wheels as stated in 

the following abstract. 

Recent studies of the diamond dressing of 

grinding wheels have revealed that, besides 

influencing the wear behaviour of a wheel, 

dressing has another fundamental effect, 

namely, the arrangement of asperities on 

the wheel's cutting surface. This paper 

presents a new theory of the diamond 

dressing process, on the basis of a two 

stage action of a single diamond tool; the 

first stage involves a gross fracture of 

the wheel material and the second is a 

levelling effect. 



The effects of a grinding wheel's inherent 

compositional properties such as the grade 

or hardness and the bond type, on the 

wheel's cutting surface have been invest

-igated experimentally in the light of this 

proposed theory of diamond dressing. Both 

wheel grade and bond type have been found 

to affect significantly the nature of the 

sharp, newly dressed grinding wheel. 

Greater penetration of the dressing 

influence into the grinding wheel in 

softer grades of wheels and also for 

vitrified bonds (as compared with resinoid 

bonds) has been established. 

Experiments were carried out in which four grinding 

wheels of different specifications were dressed at 

two feed rates viz. 0.001 in per rev (fine) and 

0.010 in per rev (coarse). 

Axial profiles of the grinding wheel surfaces were 

obtained using a 90 degree pyramid-shaped diamond 

stylus having a tip radius of 0.0005 inch. These 

profiles were digitized and from the resulting data 

several surface texture parameters and the cumulative 

frequency distributions of peaks and valleys were 

computed. Examples of the results obtained and method 

of presentation are shown in Figures 7.16 2nj 7.17 
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In discussion of these results Figure 7.16(2) is 

said to confirm the polynomial-shaped cumulative 

frequency distribution of asperity peaks and somewhat 

S-shaped pattern of valleys. The plot of the 

distribution of peaks for the harder wheel 

Figure 7.l6(b) is said to exhibit a much more 

pronounced polynomial shape of peaks and a similcr 

polynomial shape for the valleys. This was thought 

to be consistent with a greater and deeper fracture 

tendency (perhaps complete grit removal) in the 

softer wheel during the initial gross fracture stage 

of the diamond dressing process. 

The following extracts refer to the influences of 

wheel grade, bond type, and dressing feed. 

The mean distribution curves of Figures 

7.17(a) ~nd (c) for peaks and valleys 

show that for the vitrified bond, 

irrespective of the dressing feed, the 

harder wheel had a stronger polynomial 

tendency of the distributions than the 

softer wheel. This is thought to be 

indicative of the fact that in softer 

vitrified bonded wheels, the effects of 

the fracture processes in diamond dressing 

penetrate deeper than in harder wheels. 
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The mean asperity distributions of Figures 

7.l7(b) and '(d) however do not show any 

pronounced differences due to wheel hardness. 

This suggests that owing to it's low friab

-ility, the resinoid bond is perhaps some-

-what insensitive to the fracture process 

in diamond dressing •••••••.•••••••.• the 

stronger polynomial tendencies associated 

with the harder wheels, the resinoid bonds 

and the finer dressing feeds are of 

significance. 

The more obvious functions of dressing are listed 
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as imparting the necessary form to a grinding wheel, 

removing worn grits, and generating new cutting edges 

on the wheel surface. More subtle influences of 

diamond dressing are said to include rearrangement 

of asperities and imposition of a constraint on the 

radial location of cutting edges in the wheel surface. 

Referring to his earlier work in collaboration with 

others (31) Bhateja states th£t diamond dressing always 

produces a polynomial-type cumulative frequency 

distribution of asperity peaks. This statement 

appears to be based upon the shape of the ogives 

plotted to represent such distributions which have 

a concentration of asperities in the outer active 

region of the wheel surface. 
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The profiles represented by these distributions were 

obtained using a 90 degree diamond pyramid stylus 

but no mention is made of the self evident fact 

that those distributions said to represent valleys 

will be distorted by reason of the inability of the 

stylus to follow the contour of surfaces sloping at 

more than 45 degrees. 

In discussine a number of results represented by 

the distribution curves it is stated that the 

stronger polynomial tendencies associated with the 

harder wheels, the resinoid bonds, and the finer 

dressing feeds have the following significance. 

Firstly it is suggested that this would mean larger 

active grit densities on such grinding wheels and 

that this could be a factor contributing to the 

effective hardness of a wheel defined as it's 

resistance to wear. Furthermore this is said to 

suggest that the grade of a grinding wheel has a 

twofold influence on it's hardness, namely, the 

direct effect, and also an indirect effect the 

latter influencing the characteristics of the 

cutting surface. 

Secondly the more pronounced polynomial tendency 

of the cutting asperity distribution for harder 

wheels and resinoid bonds is said to result in a 

higher probability of material renoval during 

grinding and finer surface te)~ture on the workpiece. 



It is also suggested that a single dressability 

index for a grinding wheel might be useful in 

selecting the dressing conditions appropriate to 

the grinding requirements. 

The following extracts and notes serve to outline a 
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paper by Zohdi (36), published in 1974, on the estimation 

and optimization of surface texture in the grinding 

process by statistical analysis. The effects of five 

independent variables on surface texture are considered 

but these do not include wheel dressing which, in contrast 

with the two preceding papers, is not even mentioned. 

SUMMARY. A method of identifying the 

individual as well as the combined effects 

of the different independent factors on 

the surface finish in the grinding process 

is presented. Physical experimentation 

coupled with subsequent statistical 

analysis, the factorial experimentation 

technique, were applied to further the 

understanding of this process. Mathematical 

models were developed to estimate the 

quality of the dependent factor, the 

surface finish. Optimum conditions that 

result in the best surface finish with 

the maximum rate of metal removal are 

evaluated and discussed. 



Five independent variables were selected for the 

factorial design of experiments as follows. 

1. The grain size of the grinding wheel. 
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2. Coolant - water miscible. Grinding (a) with coolant 

(b) without coolant. 

3. Depth of cut. 

4. Table speed. 

5. Cross feed. 

The dependent variable was the first cut surface 

finish without sparkout. 

In order to limit the size of the study other factors 

such as material hardness, structure and hardness of 

the grinding wheel were kept constant. The statistic

-ally significant main effects and first order inter-

-actions considered are listed as follows. 

1. Main Effects 

Grinding wheel grain size, A 

Coolant, B 

Depth of cut, C 

Table speed, D 

Cross feed, E 

2. First Order Interactions 

Grain size by coolant, AB 

Grain size by depth of cut, AC 

Grain size by table speed, AD 



Grain size by cross feed, AE 

Coolant by depth of cut, BC 

Coolant by table speed, BD 

Depth of cut by table speed, CD 

Depth of cut by cross feed, CE 

Table speed by cross feed, DE 
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Results are presented in the form of graphs, multiple 

regression equations for the arithmetic rcughness 

value, and correlation coefficients (r
j 

) including 

the following. 

For the AA46B8V4o grinding wheel 

r = 0.9298 

and for the AA6oH8V4o grinding wheel 

r. = 0.9169 
I 

where Ra = arithmetic average roughness (~in) 

X
1 

= depth of cut (O.OOlin) 

X
2 

= table speed (ft/min) 



x) = cross feed (in/stroke) 

rj = correlation coefficient 

The F-test was applied to equations (1a) and (1b) 

and their correlation was found to be significant 

at the 0.01 level. On the basis of these results and 

their simple form of expression the equations are 

said to be adequate for practical applications. 

The rate of metal removal (ROHR) was calculated for 

each case using the following equation 

ROMR = O.Ol2X X X in)/min 
1 2 3 
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To achieve optimum conditions it is desired to 

minimize surface roughness represented by the linear 

equations (1a) and (1b) while maximizing the non-linear 

equation (3). One way of solving this problem is to 

plot the values of these equations for each case as 

in Figure 7.18 The best conditions for a specified 

rate of metal removal, could be reached by increasing 

the depth of cut to the maximum allowable level and 

then consecutively increasing the cross feed and 

table speed. 

In the conclusions grain size is said to have a 

considerable effect on surface roughness, the r8tio 
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Fig 7.18 Rate of metal removal versus SF (efter Zohdi) 



of the average roughness values being approrimately 

equal to the inverse ratio of the mesh number of 

the abrasive grains. 

As previously stated the paper deals ~ith the 

application of factorial experimental design and 

statistical analysis in an attempt to estimate and 

optimize surface roughness in relation to metal 

removal rate. Within the limits of the experiments 

this object appears to have been achieved, but with 

little contribution to fundamental understanding of 

the process. 

Dressing conditions and subsequent wear of the 

grinding wheel surface have been sho~n by others 
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to heve a considereble effect on the surface roughness 

produced by grinding (29). In view of this it is 

surprising that Zohdi's paper does not refer to 

wheel dressing or wear. If these were deliber;tely 

excluded as independent variabla in order to limit 

the scope of experiments it is to be expected that 

dressing conditions would be standardized and 

specified together with the extent of wear. 

However, the paper contains no mention of these factors, 

an omission which can only be regarded as seriously 

limiting the potential usefulness of the results 

as a means of predicting surface texture. 
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A paper by Friedman, Wu and Suratkar (37) published 

in 1974, is included in this survey primarily because 

it contains information on an oscillating stylus 

profi1ometer. The paper deals only with the geometric 

properties of coated abrasive and contains no reference 

to surface texture. Apart from the following summary 

only those sections which have some apparent relevance 

to the present investigation are included. 

The surface topography of a coated abrasive 

was measured by a specially designed 

profilometer with an oscillating stylus, 

revealing very detailed geometric features 

of the peaks. The criterion for a peak to 

be a dynamic active cutting edge is analysed 

and the results are applied for the identif

-ication of active cutting edges of the 

measured profiles. The distributions of 

some geometric properties of the active 

cutting edges as heights, distances, rake

angles, and wear lands are evaluated for 

six grades of coated abrasives. 



The specially designed profilometer referred to in 

the sumrrary is described as a modified version of 
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the "oscillating stylus" device to which reference 

has already been made (28, 33). It is said to cons1st 

basically of a stylus riding over the surface of 
-3 a coated abrasive which is moving at about 1.5 x 10 in/so 

The stylus is caused to oscillate by means of a cam 

(Figure 7.19 ). The amplitude is a little larger than 

the amplitude of the measured surface and frequency 

is about 15Hz. The displacement of the stylus is 
1 

converted into an electrical signal through an LVDT • 

The oscillating stylus device is said to permit the 

use of a very slim probe which is of critical importance 

in the case of coated abrasive where very steep slopes 

and sharp corners were found and which would not other

-wise be detected by an ordinary stylus method. The 
-3 

radius of the tip is 2.5 x 10 in and the included 
o 

angle is 20 • 

The title of a paper by La1 and Shaw (38) refers to 

the part played by grain tip radius in grinding. 

An idealized model is proposed for the roughness 

of a ground surface which relies upon the following 

three assumptions. 

t. LVDT: linear variable differential t~ansformer 

with reference to a type of transducer. 
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Fig 7.19 Flow diagram for the generating of nrofile 

data (after Friedman, Wu, and Suratkar) 



(1) that each grit produces a part-circular groove; 

2 
(2) "scallops" produced by uniformly spaced grits 

are the major source of surface roughness; 

(3) the tips of all active grits lie at the same 

level in the ~heel surface. 
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All other sources of surface roughness are neglected. 

The wording of the foregoing differs from that used 

in the paper but it is cle~r from examination of 

Figure 7.20 that these represent the assumptions 

upon which the model is based. 

With reference to the experiments it is stated that 

only "as crushed" grains were used in the tests and 

the effects of diamond dressing were not investigated. 

Scratches produced by grinding with single abrasive 

grains were examined by stylus profilometry and the 

results are said to show that the transverse shape of 

a grain is closely approximated by an arc of a circle. 

2. Ornament (edge, material) with scallops. Concise 

Oxford Dictionary. 
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Fig 7.20 Plan view of scratches left on ground surface 

by wheel having uniforrr:ly sf,cced active grains (after 

Lal and Shaw) 



The idealized model for surface texture to which 

reference has already been made is formulated on the 

assumptions that grits in the surface of a grinding 

wheel are evenly spaced, of uniform height, and will 

produce scratches of similar shspe to those produced 

by single grits in the experiments. 

The experimental results are said to show that the 
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only important variable affecting the grain tip radius 

is the grain size. However, the reliability of this 

finding appears to be questionable since the experiments 

did not include the effects of dressing and grinding 

wheel wear. 

Although not used in the experiments, diamond dressing 

is dismissed with a cursory statement to the effect 

that it produces flats at the tips of the grains. 

This very incomplete description is presented without 

supporting evidence and there is no mention of the 

effects of wear on grit surfaces. 

In the following equation h is said to represent the 

idealized mean peak to valley roughness 

and u = table speed 

V = wheel speed 



C = number of active cutting points per square 

inch on the wheel surface 

p = effective radius of the abrasive grains 

D = wheel diameter 

This 1s based upon a geometrical model ~hich assumes 

"that all active grains extend the same distance from 

the wheel surfa.ce" while the related diagram (Figure 

7.20 implie. the further assumption that they are 

evenly spaced. 

As a model for surface texture in grinding this is 

idealized to the point of being unrealistic because 

a ground surface will inevitably contain scratches 

of different depth and spacing related to the 

distribution of active asperities in the wheel 

2 03 

surface. In fact the existence of some such distribution 

is acknowledged by inclusion of a diagram attributed to 

Nakayama and Shavl corresponding wi th the curve for the 

60B wheel in Figure 1.14 of reference (30). 

The treatment of surface texture contained in the 

paper does not inspire confidence because certain 

basic assumptions are oversimplified and the experiuental 

methods deviate froD normal fine gr1~di~e practice. 

Also none of tte experimental results presented 

relate directly to surfAce texture. 



A noticeable feature of the literature of grinding as 

it relates to roughness of the ground surface is the 

diversity of treatment accorded to the grinding wheel 

surface. Several of the pUblications already considered 

including (31), (32) and (35) emphasise the role of 

wheel dressing in this context, while other including 

the preceding paper and (36) contain no mention of 

dressing. 

Although it contains no information on roughness 

of ground surfaces, a paper by Konig and Lortz (39) 

appears to have some relevance to the present study 

in that it deals with the kinematics and dynamics of 

metal removal by grinding. 

The surfaces of grinding wheels of nominal grit sizes 

46, 60, and 100 were examined by profilometer measurement 

over one fifth of their circumference representing a 

scanning length of 3l4mm. Signals obtained from the 

profilometer were processed by computer but, apart 

from references to statistical algorithms in the summary, 

no details are given. 



An appreciation of the results requires some 

clarification of terminology as follows. 
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(1) A "static cutting edge" apparently refers to a 

peak on the profilogram contained within what appears 

to be the wheel depth of cut. 

(2) The "dynamic distance" between cutting edges 

appears to represent the distance beb"een "sta tic 

cutting edges" taking into account the kinematic 

relationships of the process. 

(3) The "dynamic cutting edge number" (C dyn ) 

represents the number of peaks 'Which \-!ould make 

contact with the workpiece under given kinematic 

conditions i.e. those "static cutting edges" not 

kinematically screened from workpiece contact. 

For the grinding wheels under consideration, graphs 

are presented showing that the nunber of dynamic 

cutting edges is approximately 5 to 12 per cent of 

the corresponding number of static cutting edges. 



These are limiting values reached at a wheel depth 

of cut of 15 to 25~m depending on grit size. 
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Chip formation is said to commence at some critical 

depth of engagement between a grit and the plastically 

deformed workpiece referred to as the "cutting 

insertion depth". It is also stated that cutting 

insertion depth may be determined using a method 

attributed to Nakayama and Shavl but no details are 

given. 

The suitability of Nakayama and Shaw's technique (14) 

is not self evident because it involves counting and 

measuring scratches produced by grinding a lapped 

steel surface tilted at an accurately predetermined 

angle of inclination. In this method there is no 

apparent means of differentiating scratches involving 

chip removal from those associated with plastic 

ploughing; neither is there any indication in 

Konig and Lortz's text of how this was done. 

A diagram (Figure 7.21 ) is presented from which may 

be obtained the "effective number of cutting edges" 

defined, apparently, as those cutting edges which 

may be expected to result in chip formation. The 

actual number of cutting edges involved in chip 

is said to be much less than the number of dynamic 
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cutting edges, for a given combination of grinding 

wheel and workpiece material. 

On the one hand, this reduction is attributed to 
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the fact that not all cutting edges in the cutting 

engagement depth contribute to chip formation because 

their maximal depth of cut is less than that of the 

chip formation range and consequently they only 

bring about a "displacement process". On the other 

hand, those cutting edges do not take part in the 

cutting process whose distance from the preceding 

cutting edge is less than the average grain diameter. 

Finally two scanning electron micrographs are 

presented. One of these is said to show a grain 

coated with workpiece material, while the other 

shows a curled chip contained within a void in the 

grindir.g wheel. From this result it is concluded 

that the coated area can take no part in ftirther 

chip formation but it is inferred that chir re~ovcl 

by the other cutting edge will continue. 

From the preceding statements it seems clear that 

the authors envisage no effective material removal 

other than by chip formation not~ithstanding earlier 

work (5, 6) which provides evidence to the effect 

that plastic ploughing contributes significantly 

to metal removal. 
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The paper contributes relatively little information 

capable of being related to the profile of the ground 

surface. Certain graphical methods of presenting data 

relating to the wheel surface are however of interest, 

for example Figures 7.21 and 7.23. 

Figure 7.22 is said to show the influence of dressing 

on the shape of cutting edges. The "kink" in the upper 

curve at a depth of 15~m corresponds with the depth 

of cut used in the dressing operation. 

A paper published in 1975 by D. J. Whitehouse (40) 

points out that during recent years the use of stylus 

instruments has progressed from mainly engineering 

applications into research fields. Some practical 

limi tations imposed by the interface bet'\.,een instrument 

and surffce are mentioned in the follo~ing extract. 

The stylus type of instrument gives at best 

a close approximation to the cross-section 

of a real surface. In limiting cases some 

features will be missed. Slopes of greater 

than the stylus semi-angle and re-entrant 

features cannot be seen. Some integration 

of the final detail will also be inevitable 

because of the finite stylus tip size. 

Because this amounts to only a fev: per cent 

it is rarely functionally significant 
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except sometimes in the measurement of 

ultra fine texture. This situation has 

been recently relieved by the ability to 

make, measure and use stylii of dimension 
4 

-10 nm at forces down to 5~N. 

The capabilities of stylus methods are summarized 

in the author's discussion and conclusions from 

which the following extract 1s taken. 

The stylus technique has been evolving 

steadily for 40 years. The foregoing has 

described some of the limitations in the 

sub-en~ineering field. As a technique it 

continues to improve. It's figure of merit 

on the limiting resolution criterion of 

Young is about lOOnm which is a fsctor of 

10 better than most methods and there are 

signs that the technique could be usefully 

employed to measure some of the mechanical 

properties of the surface skin. 
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The stated object of this work is to define some limits 

of stylus techniques applied to surface measurement. 

In so doing the paper provides significant information 

confirming the adequacy of stylus profilometry for 

examination of the surfaces involved in grinding. 



Although it pres&nts no results r&lating to grinding, 

a paper by Fugelso and Wu (41) is included, primarily 

because it describes an oscillating stylus system 

outlined in the author's abstract as follows. 

An improved oscillating surface profile 

measuring device has been developed with 

a large vertical range of measurement 

combined with a small included angle of 

the probe which enables very irregular 

surfaces such as grinding wheels and 

coeted abrasives to be measured with a 

high degree of accuracy. The digitally 

controlled mechanism allows the stylus 

to touch the specimen only at the points 

of measurement eliminating dragging of 

the stylus over the specimen. 

A complete computerized data processing 

setup has been built to facilitate the 

use of the measuring device. The profile 

height is sampled at constant intervals 

along the profile with the data presented 

in digital form. The data can be sent 

either to a teletype or directly to a 

computer for mathematical modelling. 
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Some of the disadvantages of conventional profilometers 

are stated in the introduction as follo~s. 

Various commercially available profilometers 

are being used to measure and characterize 

the surface profiles. However, for the 

irregular surfaces such as grinding wheels, 

coated abrasives, etc these profile 

measuring devices are found less useful 

because of their limited vertical range, 

inability to measure steep slopes due to 

their 90
0 

measu~ing points, and the output 

in the form of continuously varying analog 

voltage. 

An oscillating stylus instrument was first 

proposed by Stra1kowski and reported in 

reference (33) to measure the irregular 

surfaces. That instrument had a high degree 

of accuracy since the distortion of the 

actual surface ~as eliminated by providing 

15
0 

measuring point. Besides, it had a 

larger vertical range than the corr~ercial 

devices (i.e. 30mil oscillating stylus 

vs 0.2mil commercial devices). However, the 

stylus slides over the specimen part of the 

time and results in wear on the stylus and 

damage to the specimen. 



The stated purpose of the paper 1s to present a 

digital oscillating stylus device with the following 

improvements: 

(a) the ability to accommodate the large range of 

surface heights (150~m); 

(b) the elimination of bouncing and dragging of the 

stylus thus avoiding damage to the specimen and 

reduction of measurement errors; 

(c) the collection of digitized data on paper tape 

so that the data processing procedure is simplified. 

A microscope stage 1s used to carry and position the 

specimen under the stylus. A stepping motor turning 

the leadscrew of one axis of the stage moves the 

specimen. The stepping motor may be programmed so 

as to adjust the sample interval from 8.8~m to 140~m. 

The stylus moves perpendicular to the 

specimen which is attached to the 

microscope stage. The stylus is connected 

to a metal rod held in two sleeve bearings 

(Figure 7.24 ). The upper end of the rod 
1 

is connected to an LVDT armature while the 

lower end holds the needle that touches the 

sample being measured. The LVDT output is 

connected to an AID (analog/digital) converter. 

1. See reference (37). 
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(after Fugelso and Hu) 



The stylus is moved up and do~n by a 

solenoid. The solenoid is controlled by 

a solid state relay that in turn is 

controlled by logic signals from the 

sequencer. When the solenoid is off, the 

stylus is in the up position and clear of 

the specimen enabling the specimen to be 

moved without damaging the point. 

Energizing the solenoid lowers the stylus 

until it contacts the specimen being 

measured. All the motion is stopped when 

the height measurement is taken and punched 

on paper tape. Since all motion is stopped 

the wear on the point and damage to the 

snecimen is minimized. 

Figure 7.25 shows a block diagram of the system in 

which many of the items shown as blocks are sajd to 

be standard components. 
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One of the features distinguishing the device described 

in this paper from it's forerunners is actuation of 

the stylus by a signal controlled solenoid instead 

of a motor driven cam. The cam operated instrument 

said to have been proposed by Stralkowski and described 

in reference (33) was used by Friedman, Wu and Suratkar 

up to 1974 (37) and the new system appears to 

incorporate improvements made since that d~te. 
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Fig 7.25 Electrical components of the oscillating stylus 

(after Fugelso and Wu) 
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It 1s stated that the earlier (cam driven) and the 

improved (solenoid actuated) instrurr-ents have vertical 

range of 30~m and l50~m respectively compared with 

O.2~m for commercial devices. As a ba.sis of comparison 

the figure of O.2~m would appea.r to be either erroneus 

or based upon some commercial device having a particularly 

restricted range. If Talysurf 4 1s taken as an example 

of a profilometer commercially available at the date 

of this publication it's range (at the lowest magnific

-ation) is 100~m. 

Referring to the cam operated device (33) it 1s stated 

that distortion was eliminated by the use of a 15 
o 

measuring point. The included angle of the solenoid 

operated stylus is snec1fied only to the extent that 
o 

it is less than 30 . 

Figure 7.26 is said to represent two traces taken 

over the same place on a file. Considering the one 

tooth profile shown in it's entirety and ta~ing into 

account the different horizontal and vertical scales 

it is seen that the apparent inclination of the front 

of the tooth from the vertical is a little over 7° • 

Assuming that the profile reproduces the cross section 

of the tooth, the point of a symmetrical stylus 

oscillating in the vertical mode could follow this 
o 

surface only if it's included angle was 14 or less. 
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The included angle of the stylus appears to have been 

between 15° and 30° and since slopes exceeding the 

stylus semi-angle and re-entrant features cannot be 

seen (40) that part of the profile relating to the 

front of the tooth cannot be a reproduction of it's 

shape. A possible explanation is that the tooth face 

was vertical or overhanging and that this part of 

the profile derives from successive contacts bet~een 

the point of the file tooth and the flank of the 

stylus. 

The above comments reflect on presentation rather 

than performance of the system. Clearly, the use of 

a measuring stJTlus with a relatively small included 

angle reduces distortion arising from stylus shape. 

Also the repeatability of the profiles appears to 

SUbstantiate the claim that dragging and bouncing 

of the stylus have been eliminated with evident 

advantages for some types of surface examination. 

An investigation of grinding wheel topography using 

oscillating stylus profilometry is the subject of a 

paper by Nassirpour and WU (42) published in May 1979 

and summarized as follows. 

The grinding wheel topography is character

-ized and analyzed as a stochastic isotropic 

surface. An explicit procedure is given to 

check the assunption of surface isotropy. 



Geometric statistical properties such as 

the number of active cutting points per 

unit area, the ratio of real to apparent 

area of contact, and the mean, root-mean

square rake angle of ten grinding wheels 

are calculated. Using the characteristic 

parameters as responses, the relative 

contribution of the wheel grit size, 

hardness, and structure of the total wheel 

topography is quantified by factorial 

design analysis. The procedure of character

-ization is also applicable to other homo-

-geneous stochastic isotropic surfaces. 
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Referring to earlier work on the stochastic geometry 

of coated abrasive surface, it is stated that the 

conditions for surface isotropy correspond to having 

the values of height, slope, and curvature character

-istics equal for five profiles of the surface in 

five arbitrary directions. 

It is further stated that characterization of an 

isotropic random surface is complete if anyone of 

the following is known for a single profile: the 

stocha~t1c differential equation, the autocorrelation 

function, the power spectrum, or the spectral moments. 



On the subject of surface characterization the paper 

continues as follows. 

However, more i~portant and physically 

meaningful characteristics of the surface 

geometry can be obtained if we assume a 

zero mean normal probability distribution 

for the surface heights X(t , t ). 
. 1 2 

Figu.re 7.27 shows the principal geometric 

properties of an isotropic random surface, 

~hich include the asperity, summit, summit 

curvature, summit contour, rake angle, and 

wear land area. 

The experiments are outlined as follows. 

The topography of ten grinding wheels of 

different grit sizes (G), hardness (H), 

and structure (8) was measured. The grain 

size varied from medium to fine (46-80-120), 

the structure varied from dense to open 

(8-12) and the hardness changed over a 

small range of soft to hard (H-J). The 

grinding wheels had aluminium oxide grains 

and were vitrified bonded. All wheels were 

dressed by a single point diamond with 

five passes of 5~m at lmpm with no spark 

out. Using the Digital Oscillating Stylus 
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RAKE ANGLE 

Fig 7.27 Definitions of the geometric properties of the 

isotropic random surfaces (after Nassirpour and Wu) 



Surface Profilometer, a two dimensional 

profile along the cross section of each 

wheel was obtained at a sampling interval 

of 35.28 m. The profiles were normalized 

(mean zero, variance one) before plotting. 

The selection of the wheel characteristics 
2 

forms a 3 x 2 factorial design (with two 

missing points) with the grit size, hardness 

and structure as independent variables. 

The fourth order stochastic differential equation 

said to represent the grinding wheel surface profile 

is given as follows. 
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4 3 2 

d X ( t) + 0 d X ( t) + 0 d X ( t) + 0 dX ( t) + 0
0 

X ( t) = z ( t ) 
d t 

4 
3 d t 3 

2 d t 2 
1 d t 

where Z(t) is the continuous white noise. The parameters 

of this equation estimated by what is referred to as 

the Dynamic Data System approach are tabulated. Unlike 

earlier work the results of this study were said to 

indicate the need for a fourth order model. 

As expected, the grit size was found to be the most 

important parameter 1n the study of grinding wheel 

topography. All three spectral moments increased as 
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nominal grain size decreases (the grain size increases~·2. 

In other words the variations of height, slope, and 

curvature are higher for larger grain size. The density 

of summits on the surface in units of area also follow 

the same trend, showing that there are more maxima 

for larger grains. In contrast, the number of asperities 

per unit area or the number of active cutting edges 

at a given level of penetration increased for smaller 

grain size wheels. This illustrates why the surface 

finish produced by finer grain wheels is smoother. 

The experimental results are summarized as follows. 

a. The variations of the height, slope, and 

the curvature are higher for larger grains. 

b. The number of active cutting edges per 

unit area at a given level of penetration 

is higher for smaller grains. 

1. i.e as the grain size number decreases the grain 

size increases. 

2. The profile spectral moments are designated rno ' ID 2 , 

The first of these is the sample variance of 

the surface profile X(t), while the second and third 

are related to the first and to parameters of the 

stochastic differential equation. 



c. The absolute mean value of the surface 

rake angle is smaller for the larger grains. 

d. The real area of contact is larger for 

the smaller grains. 

e. The wheel with higher hardness has smaller 

height variance. 

f. As the porosity increases, the height 

variance, the negative rake angle, the 

variance of the surface rake angle increase, 

and the density of summits and the number 

of active cutting edges decrease. 
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In this case it is the methods rather than the results 

which are of particular interest. Information is 

collected from grinding wheel surfaces by oscillating 

stylus profilometry and the purpose of analysis is 

to characterize these surfaces. The paper does not 

examine surface texture or any other aspect of the 

ground surface but the number of features described 

as cutting edges was found to be higher for wheels of 

smaller grit size and the inference is drawn that such 

a wheel will produce a smoother surface. The work is 

included in this survey primarily because it represents 

an analysis of a number of grinding wheel surface 

profiles by statistical methods. 
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LITERATURE SURVEY SUMMARY 

The search for information in the literature was 

undertaken in the knowledge that standardized surface 

texture parameters were inadequate to describe and 

compare the surfaces involved in the grinding process. 

It was therefore necessary to include, not only the 

relevant literature of grinding, but also papers 

dealing with surface measurement in related fields 

which might contain methods and parameters applicable, 

or capable of being adapted, to the grinding process. 

Of the numerous publications examined a total of twenty

-two, excluding Part 1 of this Thesis, are included in 

the foregoing survey. These were selected on the basis 

of their contributions to knowledge of the grinding 

process with particular reference to those aspects of 

the investigation mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 

Papers on grinding relevant only to the extent of 

containing conventionally expressed roughness data 

for ground surfaces were omitted. 

Ten of the papers surveyed in the preceding pages deal 

with the texture and characterization of a variety of 

surfaces and seven of these relate specifically to 

ground surfaces. Nine of the papers consider grinding 

wheel surface profile and four of these also deal with 

the ground surface. 
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Twelve papers contain results apparently obtained 

from actual grinding operations but relatively few 

of these take account of the effects of dressing and 

wear of the grinding wheel. However, dressing is 

considered by Masashi Harada and Akira Kobayashi (29), 

Motoyoshi Hasegawa (32), Bhateja (35), Nassirpour and 

Wu (42). Shinaishin (27) deals with wear of diamond 

grinding wheels while the influence of both grinding 

wheel wear and dressing on the ground surface is the 

subject of the paper by Bhateja, Chisholm and Pattinson 

(31) • 

stylus profi1ometry appears to have been used for 

some aspect of surface measurement in connection with 

all except four of the papers, the exceptions being 

Stralkowski, Wu and De Vor (26), Masashi Harada and 

Akira Kobayashi (29), Thompson and Malkin (34 ), and 

Zohdi (36). 

Deutsch, Wu and Stralkowski (33) describe a profilometer 

in which oscillation of the stylus is produced by means 

of a motor driven cam. Application of this to grinding 

wheel surfaces is dealt with by Deutsch and Wu (28). 

A modified version of this profilometer was used by 

Friedman, Wu and Suratkar (37) to examine coated 

abrasive surfaces. 
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Fugelso and Wu (41) describe an oscillating stylus 

profilometer system with digital control, applied by 

Nassirpour and Wu (42) to the measurement of grinding 

wheel surfaces prepared by diamond dressing. 

statistical parameters have been extensively used for 

the purpose of characterizing and describing surface 

profiles, as follows. 

Five papers, four of them by Peklenik (21), (22), (24), 

(25), concentrate on autocorrelation functions and power 

spectra. Peklenik also makes limited use of transfer 

functions to relate the power spectrum representing 

the profile of the ground surface with the spectrum 

similarly representing the grinding wheel surface. 

Five papers also introduce other parameters for surface 

characterization, some of which are said to be new, as 

follows. 

Myers (20) specifies three profile characteristics 

including the first and second derivatives of the 

arithmetical average roughness value. Williamson (23) 

makes use of surface density, height distribution, and 

mean radius of curvature of asperities. Peklenik (25) 

introduces slope variance as a parameter for surface 
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characterization. Stralkowski, Wu and De Vor (26) 

state that grinding wheel profiles are fairly well 

represented by second-order autoregressive models. 

Bhateja, Chisholm, and Pattinson (31) use bearing area 

curves for the same purpose in addition to cumulative 

height distributions. 

The foregoing analysis indicates the number of contribut

-ions found in the literature relating to particular 

aspects of the current investigation. Very few papers 

were found dealing with both workpiece and grinding 

wheel surfaces and their relationship. Next in order 

of scarcity were works which contained results from 

actual grinding operations taking account of the effects 

of dressing and wear of the grinding wheel. 

stylus profilometry applied to the ground surface and 

that of the grinding wheel features extensively in the 

literature and it is evident that a concensus of 

opinion exists with regard to its usefulness and 

potential. Oscillating stylus profilometry was 

demonstrated to be superior in its ability to explore 

areas of the abrasive grit inaccessible to the tip of 

the stylus of larger included angle used in more 

conventional profilometers. 



Statistical methods were found to be widely used for 

analysis of surface profiles. Of the statistical 

parameters, power spectral density was favoured by 

relatively few authors. However, the only meaningful 

result found in the literature representing the 

relationship between the profiles of workpiece and 

grinding wheel, is a transfer function connecting 
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power spectra derived from two such profiles (21). 

Despite the evident potential of such transfer functions, 

the author (Peklenik) does not appear to favour power 

spectral density for surface characterization and 

indicates a preference in this and other papers for 

methods based upon autocorrelation. 

The system used by Peklenik to classify autocorrelograms 

representing surface profiles (24), (25) are somewhat 

complex but the author clearly states an opinion to the 

effect that these functions are indispensable. Power 

spectra are not however abandoned although of these it 

is stated that computation takes too long and interpret

-at ion of the resulting curves may present difficulty. 

Neither of these objections appear to be fully justified 

or explained. No details of methods and duration of 

computation are given and, in the absence of this 

information, it is not clear why the time taken to 

compute and plot power spectral density should be 
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excessive compared with that required for autocorrelation 

coefficients. Using the fast Fourier transform spectral 

densities can be calculated very rapidly and it is probably 

now quicker to calculate autocorrelations from spectral 

densities, rather than to calculate them directly. Also 

the power spectrum provides estimates of the contribution 

to surface profile made by various frequencies - a concept 

which appears easier to interpret than surface profile 

classification on the basis of correlation length and 

wavelength of the autocorrelogram. 

A few obscurities affect certain of the expressions 

contained in Peklenik's papers. For example the same 

notation has been used when referring to the true auto

-correlogram and its estimate. Attention has been drawn 

to minor errors by means of footnotes. 

The need to relate the texture of the ground surface 

with the profile of the grinding wheel in quantitative 

terms was regarded as being of primary importance when 

work for Part 1 of this Thesis was undertaken. 

Reproduction on the workpiece of a pattern related to 

helical grooves produced on the grinding wheel by 

relatively coarse single point diamond dressing and 

depending on the kinamatics of the process formed the 

subject of a paper by Appun (1). Subsequent work was 

carried out in the belief that reproduction of such 

geometric features was not a fundamental aspect of 

the surface roughness capability of the grinding 



process. On the other hand, fine dressing producing 

no detectable grooves, and the effects of grinding 

wheel wear, were of considerable importance in determining 

the surface texture of the workpiece. Part I experimental 

results to some extent confirmed this impression and 

the point is mentioned merely to emphasise that 23 years 

elapsed between publication of the work by Appun and 

appearance of one of the most significant contributions 

exploring this relationship by Peklenik (21). 

About half the papers included in this survey contain 

results obtained from actual grinding operations and 

half of these consider the effects of dressing and wear 

of the grinding wheel: a surprisingly small proportion 

in view of the very considerable influence that surface 

condition of the grinding wheel has on the surface 

texture of the workpiece. 

The emphasis on stylus profilometry found in the 

literature and the quality of results obtainable 

served to indicate that this technique combined with 

statistical analysis and comparison of profilograms 

represented promising avenues for further investigation 

of the grinding wheel/workpiece surface relationship. 

Reference has already been made to the capabilities 

if oscillating stylus profilometry. However, those 

areas of the abrasive grit interacting with the ground 

surface were considered to be sufficiently accessible 
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to a stylus of the larger included angle associated 

with conventional stylus profilometry to satisfy the 

needs of an investigation of which the primary purpose 

was to compare, and if possible relate, the active 

surface of the grinding wheel with that of the workpiece. 

The profile of individual grits and the effects of 

dressing and wear on this profile represent factors 

to be considered in relation to the surface texture 

produced. The study of the active surface of an 

individual grit at different stages of dressing 

and/or wear during the grinding. process requires 

(a) that it can be identified for examination at 

different stages, (b) that having been identified 

it is accessible for measurement and inspection. 

Information on single grit grinding was found in 

papers included in the Literature Survey relating 

to Part 1 (13), (15), concerned primarily with the 

mechanisms of metal removal and breakdown of the grit. 

Experiments on grinding with a single grit are obviously 

well adapted to re-examination of the grit. Clearly, 

for the purpose of studying surface profile relation

-ships repeated access to the grits is facilitated by 

individual mounting. If a number of grits can be 

individually mounted in a composite grinding wheel 

this may be more appropriate to a study of surface 

texture than grinding using, literally, a single grit. 



These ideas, originating from some of the earlier 

literature examined, represent the basis for design 

and construction of the composite grinding wheel 

described in Chapter 8. 

On the basis of this study of the literature and 

experience gained from the work of Part 1, the author 

formed the opinion that considerable effort should be 

devoted to further experimental work using ordinary 

bonded grinding wheels in conventional grinding 

operations. It was also clear that the resulting 

surface profiles should be reproduced by stylus 

profilometry and that statistical analysis of these 

profiles would be necessary_ With regard to the 

statistical methods to be used, there was evidence 

that power spectra had certain potentialities which 

appeared to be lacking in alternative statistical 

parameters. There were also indications that po~er 

spectra had not been sufficiently tested in the context 

of surface profile characterization and comparison. 



CHAPTER 8. A COMPOSITE GRINDING vlliEEL USING 

SINGLE CRYSTALS OF NATURAL CORUNDUM 

The object of this part of the investigation was to 

carry out surface grinding operations using single 

abrasive grits so as to facilitate examination at 

different stages of their working life. If the 
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abrasive grits are sufficiently large their individual 

identification during the process presents no difficulty 

and the possibility can be envisaged of studying the 

wear process of such grits and the development of the 

corresponding ground surface during extended periods 

of grinding. 



Design of the composite grinding wheel was influenced 

by several ideas including the following. 

Experiments on grinding with single grits were known 
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to have been previously used as indicated in the 

Literature Survey. However, for the purpose of studying 

surface relationships it is clearly expedient to provide 

an adequate number of grit surfaces for examination 

and therefore advantageous to grind simultaneously with 

a number of differently orientated but independently 

mounted grits rather than with a single grit. 

Segmental grinding wheels comprising moulded blocks of 

bonded abrasive mounted in some form of carrier were 

known to be used for certain grinding operations where 

bonded grinding wheels are unsuitable. However, in 

such wheels the abrasive segments can be bonded to the 

carrier and in the experiments proposed it was desirable 

that abrasive grits should be removable from the 

composite grinding wheel and, if pOSSible, replaceable. 

It was also envisaged that the individual grits should 

preferably be single crystals and that the surfaces of 

these grits should be examined by stylus profilometry 

and scanning electron microscopy. 
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The surface grinding machine to be used was designed 

to take 7 inch diameter by ~ inch face width bonded 

grinding wheels mounted on an arbor. Overall dimensions 

of the proposed composite grinding wheel had therefore 

to be related to these dimensions. 

Profilometry could be applied to the surfaces of grits 

without removal from a composite wheel of the nominal 

dimensions indicated but the overall size of the 

proposed unit greatly exceeded the workstage capacity 

of the scanning electron microscope. If grits were to 

be examined by electron microscopy they had to be 

removable as units of size and shape adapted to the 

capacity of this workstage. 

Details are given of the design, methods, and materials 

used in attempting to meet the requirements which have 

been outlined. Some results, mainly in the form of 

electron micrographs representing grit surfaces are 

included but these may have been adversely affected by 

problems encountered in reconciling the secure holding 

of grits during dressing and grinding with the facility 

for removal of mounted grits for micrographic 

examination. 
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At this stage, work on profilometry of bonded grinding 

wheels and statistical analysis of the profiles of 

these and the corresponding ground surfaces had reached 

a promising stage. This alternative work now appeared 

likely to provide quantitative results representing 

grinding wheel surfaces and ground surfaces, possibly 

throwing some light on the relationships between them. 

This represented the central purpose of the investigation 

and therefore work in this area was given priority. 

Material contained in this chapter is included primarily 

because, subject to improvements, the composite grinding 

wheel is believed to represent a potentially useful 

tool for investigating the behaviour of individual 

grits, and possibly segments of bonded abrasive in a 

more general context of the mechanics of grinding. 

In view of its widespread use it was decided to 

concentrate upon aluminium oxide abrasive. Enquiries 

relating to synthetic aluminium oxide abrasive revealed 

that the forms of supply widely used for the manufacture 

of bonded grinding wheels were not particularly suitable 

for the work proposed. The largest commercially 

available grit size was No 8 which, to a first 

approximation, has an average grit diameter rather 

less than 3 mm. The only alternative form was to be 

found in manifestly polycrystalline and very porous 

lumps of material as produced in the electric furnace 

(Figures 8.1 and 8.2). 
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Fig 8.2 White synthetic aluminium abrasive 

(another view of the lump shown in Fig 8.1 ) 



The possibility of using some natural form of aluminium 

oxide was next considered and, with this in mind, samples 

of fused bauxite were obtained. This material was in 

the form of irregular pieces of crushed rock having a 

mean diameter around 25 mm. On the basis of visual 

examination and some specialized advice it was concluded 

that the structure contained corundum crystals of about 

2 mm diameter in a matrix of feldspar, the latter being 

a softer and tougher material which would undercut if 

pieces of this material were used for grinding. 

Natural corundum in the form of single crystals was 

eventually obtained from a specialist supplier of 

mineralogical specimens. Most of the crystals selected, 

some of which are shown approximately full size in 

Fig 8.3, were in the form of steep sided columns of 

hexagonal cross-section. 

With the object of using this material as a grinding 

abrasive it was decided to cut these crystals into 

pieces of suitable size and to mount these in a composite 

grinding wheel. Fig 8.4 shows such a cutting operation 

using an ISOHET low speed saw in which the cutting blade 

is a thin diamond-impregnated metal disc. In operation 

this disc is applied to the workpiece with a very small 

controlled force and, operating at a speed of approximately 

60 rev/min, transverse cutting of each crystal occupied 

about 15 minutes. 
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Fig 8.3 Single crystals of natural corundum 
(approx. ~ natural size) 
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Fig 8.4 Diamond sawing a natural corundum crystal 



Fig 8.5 shows the composite grinding ~heel assembled 

and mounted on an arbor of the type normally used with 

a bonded grinding wheel. This composite wheel comprises 

two similar components as shown in Fig 8.6 together with 

a set of steel spacers. 

dismantled in Fig 8.7. 

This assembly is seen, partly 

Fig 8.8 shows a stage in 

dividing a previously turned steel ring into spacers 

by means of a milling operation while Fig 8.9 shows a 

set of spacers nearing completion. 

The circular assembly formed by these elements together 

with the arbor provides a series of recesses of dovetail 

form at the periphery. Into these recesses pieces of 

corundum crystal ~ere inserted at selected orientations 

and the intervening space was filled with a proprietary 

mixture of polyester resin and filler material. This 

material, after hardening, secured each grit in a matrix 

housed in the corresponding recess of the composite 

grinding wheel fro~ which it was possible to remove 

them for subsequent examination as shown in Fig 8.10. 

WEll-developed crystals with a mini~um of taper had 

been selected and cut into pieces of convenient size 

for insertion into the recesses of the composite wheel. 
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Fig 8.5 The composite grinding wheel and arbor 
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Fig 8.7 Composite grinding wheel dismantled 
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Fig 8.8 A stage in producing mild steel spacers for use 
in the composite grinding wheel 
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Fig 8.9 Partly completed mild steel spacers for use in 
the composite grinding wheel 



Fig 8.10 Embedded single-crystal corundum grits after 
removal from the composite grinding wheel 



These were embedded in the matrix material in three 

different orientations. This was done by drawing 

pencil lines on crystal surfaces in the directions 

indicated by Fig 8.11 and positioning these lines 

approximately tangential to the periphery of the 

composite grinding wheel. 

Spacers were arranged in the composite wheel so as to 

provide a total of fifteen recesses for the reception 

of individual grits. Each recess was coated with a 

silicone oil mould release agent and then partly filled 

with the prepared synthetic resin, filler, and hardener 

mixture~ A piece of corundum crystal, held with forceps, 

was immediately pressed into the soft material to a 

depth determined by a simple height gauge so as to 

protrude above the periphery of the aluminium discs by 

about 1.5 mm. The embedding medium having set to a 

gelatinous condition excess material was trimmed away 

and any voids were filled with additional freshly mixed 

medium (Fig 8.12). 

1. Plastic Padding - hard grade 
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Fig 8.11 Isometric sketch representing 
part of • natural corundum crystal 
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Fig 8.10 Composite grinding wheel assembled with arbor 
and mounted on balancing mandrel showing the method of 
labelling single crystal corundum grits 
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On completion of these operations and curing at room 

temperature of the embedding medium, the composite 

grinding wheel was mounted on the spindle of the 

surface grinder and the grits were dressed using a 

single-point diamond dresser in exactly the same manner 

as for a bonded grinding wheel. 

Dressing was continued until the minimum of material 

had been removed from the crystals consistent with 

producing on each one a dressed surface lying in a 

common cylindrical envelope (Figs 8.13 and 8.14). 

Before this result had been achieved for all fifteen 

grits it was noticed that two of the embedded grits 

and their matrices were loose in their recesses and 

dressing had to be discontinued for this reason. 

This loosening was attributed to shrinkage of the 

embedding medium during and/or after curing and by 

careful measurement of recesses and blocks of matrix 

material subsequent to their removal from the conposite 

wheel this shrinkage ~as found to be about eight per 

cent. 

By partial dismantling and the introduction of paper 

shims it was found practicable to hold the embedded 

grits firmly enough to permit of satisfactory dressing. 
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Fig 8.13 Composite grinding wheel and arbor showing 
single corundum crystals after the dressing and grinding 
operations 
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Fig 8.14 Composite grinding wheel assembled with arbor 

and mounted on balancing mandrel 
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At a later stage when attempts were made to grind the 

surface of a steel test specimen with the composite 

grinding wheel it was found that the larger forces 

associated with grinding displaced the blocks of 

matrix material within their recesses and grinding 

had to be discontinued at a relatively early stage 

with little workpiece material having been removed. 

The design of the composite grinding wheel was intended 

to provide removable single grinding grits suitably 

mounted in a matrix of such overall size and shape 

as to facilitate examination by profilometry and 

scanning electron microscopy. Profilometry could 

have been applied to grit surfaces in situ but it was 

more convenient to remove specimens from the composite 

wheel for this purpose. The overall dimensions of the 

composite wheel assembly were far in excess of the 

workstage capacity of the scanning electron microscope 

and removal of specimens from the wheel for examination 

in the microscope was essential. 

Removal of some specimens from the wheel was difficult 

by reason of adhesion between the embedding material 

and the internal surfaces of recesses. Various types 

of synthetic resin based media and silicone release 
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agents ~ere tried but neither the problem of shrinkage 

on the one hand, nor that of selecting and distributing 

a release agent on the other, were completely overcome. 

However, by removing specimens at different stages, a 

total of six representative grit specimens were eventually 

obtained. 

Three of these specimens ~ere in the newly-dressed 

condition, a total of about 0.4 mm having been removed 

in increments of about 0.008 mm by dressing, and were 

representative of the three specified crystal orientations. 

The other three ~ere also representative of the three 

orientations but had been used to plunge grind a steel 

plate for about ten minutes, removing ~orkpiece material 

to a depth of approximately 0.05 mm in the process. 

Profilograms were produced from the surfaces of these 

specimens and from the ground surface. A series of 

photographs representing grit surfaces were also obtained 

using the Stereoscan scanning electron microscope. 

Profilograms were conveniently obtained from these large 

grit surfaces but were not subjected to any form of 

analysis because it was thought that the profiles of 

grit and workpiece surfaces may have been affected by 
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rrovement of matrices within the composite wheel. Some 

of the scanning electron micrographs are however included 

as follows. 

Fig 8.15 shows the diamond dressed surface of one of 

the natural corundum grits at a low magnification of x26. 

The leading edge of the grit surface occupies the lower 

part of the print area while the upper part shows the 

embedding medium. Three sides of the hexagonal crystal 

are clearly seen in this photograph and the orientation, 

described as radial, is self evident from this. Fig 8.16 

is an oblique view of the same area at much higher 

magnification (x620) while Fig 8.17 shows the trailing 

edge at the somewhat lower but still relatively high 

magnification of x530. 

Figs 8.18 and 8.19 show, respectively, the leading and 

trailing edges of a grit in axial orientation, which 

means that the axis of the hexagonal pyramid from which 

the grit was cut lay parallel with the axis of the 

grinding wheel. 

The single point diamond dressing tool was used in the 

orientation recommended for dressing a bonded grinding 

wheel. That is dressing was effected by presenting a 



Fig 8.15 Leading edge of a natural corundum 
single crystal grit after diamond dressing 
Radial crystal orientation. MRgnification ~26 

Note. The dressed surface occupies the lower part 
of the print and the area above r~presents the 
mounting medium 
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Fig 8.16 Leading edge of a natural corundum 
single-crystal grinding grit after diamond dressing 
Radial crystal orientation. Magnification x 620 



Fig 8.17 Trailing edge of a natural corundum 
single-crystal grinding grit after diamond dressing 
Radial crystal orientation. Magnification x530 
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Fig 8.18 Leading edge of a natural corundum 

single-crystal grinding grit after diamond dressing 
Axial crystal orientation. Magnification x 550 

Fig 8.19 Trailing edge of gri t as above 

Magnifica tion )( 600 
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nominally flat surface of the diamond to the abrasive 

grit surface. The absence of any visible scoring of 

the grit surfaces by the diamond and the general 

appearance of these surfaces to some extent confirms 

that such dressing must, in this case at least, have 

taken place entirely by the detachment of small chips 

from the grit surface leaving asperities distributed 

over the whole area. 

Fig 8.20 shows the surface of a grit in radial orientation 

(x20) subjected to wear by grinding a steel surface and 

may usefully be compared with Fig 8.15. The general 

flattening of the surface is clearly apparent and one 

or two fragments of what appears to be swarf are visible. 

At higher magnifications (Figs 8.21 and 8.22) this 

flattened but still fairly rough surface is seen to 

be confined to the leading edge of the grit. 

Figs 8.23, 8.24, and 8.25 represent a comparable set of 

results to the preceding but obtained from a grit in 

axial orientation. In these the surface smoothing 

effect of a similar amount of wear is less apparent 

than in Figs 8.20, 8.21, and 8.22. 
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Fig 8.20 Natural corundum single-crystal 
grinding grit worn by grinding a steel surface 
Leading edge. Radial crystal orientation 
Magnification x20 
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Fig 8.21 Natural corundum single-crystal 
grinding grit worn by grinding a steel 
surface. Leading edge. Radial crystal 
orientation. Magnification x500 

Fig 8.22 Grit as above. Trailing edge 

Magnification x640 
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Fig 8.23 Natural corundum single-crystal grinding 
grit surface worn by grinding steel. Leading edge. 
Axial crystal orientation. Magnification x60 
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Fig 8.24 Natural corundum single-crystal grinding 

grit worn by grinding steel. Leading edge. 
Axial crystal orientation. Magnification x 590 

Fig 8.25 Grit surface as above. Trailing edge 

Magnification x 6,0 
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The extent and quality of the results obtained at this 

stage from work with single crystals of natural corundum 

were adversely affected by difficulties relating to 

the secure holding of embedded grits in the composite 

grinding wheel and subsequent extraction of specimens 

for examination. While it seemed probably that these 

difficulties might eventually be overcome, other 

aspects of the investigation appeared more likely to 

provide useful quantitative results from bonded 

grinding wheels and the surfaces ground by such wheels. 

Work with the composite grinding wheel was therefore 

discontinued in order to concentrate on profile 

analysis of bonded grinding wheels and corresponding 

ground surfaces. 
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CHAPTER 9. DEVELOPMENT OF SURFACE PROFILE ANALYSIS 

Information obtained from the literature provided 

encouragement to proceed with analysis of surface 

profiles using statistical parameters including power 

spectral density. Experience gained in experimental 

work for Part 1 of this thesis indicated stylus 

profi10metry as an appropriate technique for collecting 

information from the surfaces of grinding wheels and 

the corresponding ground surfaces. This view was also 

supported by the literature. 

~~rk outlined in this chapter includes the acquisition 

of programs for computation of the statistical parameters 

and the adaptation of a device last used in connection 

with profilometry applied to a static grinding wheel 

in Part 1, to facilitate controlled rotation of a 

grinding wheel during collection of profile data 

from its surface. This work proceeded concurrently 

with other aspects of the investigation some of which 

are detailed in the preceding chapter. 



Chapters 9 and 10 together represent a continuous 

progression of work on surface profile analysis 

extending over a considerable period of time and 

separated into two chapters for convenient present-

-ation. In Chapter 9 profile data were collected by 

visual inspection of profilograms, which effectively 

limited profile sample size in terms of the number 

of ordinates it was feasible to measure and record 

in this way_ A number of power spectra and other 

statistical parameters were computed and plotted 

from such samples. 

These power spectra were more complex than those 

found in the literature representing comparable 

surfaces. Also spectra representing the profiles 

of virtually identical surfaces differed considerably 

one from another. Each profile sample contained 100 

ordinates and the erratic nature of the results cast 

doubt on the ability of these samples to represent 

the surfaces concerned. 

Inspection of those samples taken from grinding 

wheel profiles showed a high proportion of zeros 

corresponding with voids in the wheel surface and 

a very small total number of finite numerical values. 
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Clearly such a sample contained very little information 

relating to actual grit profiles and was probably 

quite inadequate to reliably represent the overall 

surface profile of a grinding wheel. Power spectra 

representing ground surfaces also provided some 

indication that samples may have been unrepresentative. 

On the assumption that inadequate sample size may 

have been primarily responsible for the erratic 

results so far obtained in terms of power spectral 

density it was evidently necessary to determine the 

influence of increased sample size. 

In order to collect profile samples containing a 

number of ordinates substantially in excess of 100 

it was obviously desirable to devise means for automatic 

collection and storage of these data. The apparatus 

and methods used to facilitate this work are detailed 

in Chapter 10. In the event, sample size was increased 

in stages until finally samples of 1000 ordinates 

were regularly used for computation of power spectral 

density. These samples approached the maximum storage 

capacity of one of the items of apparatus used, namely 

the transient recorder. 
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Results in the form of power spectra presented in 

Chapter 10 show much improved smoothness and repeat

-ability. Also, for the first time in this investigation, 

transfer functions are plotted with the object of 

relating spectra representing ground surface and 

grinding wheel profiles. 

Evidence for the isotropy of grinding wheel surfaces 

after fine dressing and some wear was already available 

(30) and tracing the circumferential profile had been 

found the most convenient method for producing profilo

-grams sufficiently representative of grinding wheel 

surfaces. However, these circumferential profiles 

were obtained using standard Talysurf equipment and 

accessories. It was possible to set one of these 

accessories, known as the 112 inch to infinity radius 

datum element" (30) to match the curve of the grinding 

wheel surface but the tedious and delicate setting 

operations rendered this a slow and somewhat unsatis

-factory procedure compared with the simplicity of 

producing a profilogram from the corresponding ground 

surface. 

, 
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If profilometry was to be effectively applied to both 

ground surface and grinding wheel it was clearly 

necessary to devise improved and simplified methods 

for application to the latter. 

Equipment for supporting a mounted grinding wheel on 

the Talysurf worktable already existed (Fig 4.5) and 

preliminary trials in which the pick-up was kept 

stationary (i.e. not traversed) ~ith the skid resting 

on the curved surface of the grinding wheel, while the 

latter was slowly rotated, suggested that profilograms 

might be produced in this mode by controlled rotation 

of the grinding wheel. 

The possibility of using roundness test equipment for 

the purpose outlined above was also considered. This 

had the evident advantage of providing for full 

circumferential profile measurement of cylindrical 

workpieces. However the available OMT equipment used 

sapphire stylii of larger tip radius than those designed 

for surface texture profilometry, while its capacity 

in terms of workpiece diameter was restricted to a 

maximum of six inches. 
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The practical problems of adapting roundness test 

equipment to profile measurement of the seven inch 

diameter grinding wheels then in use did not appear 

insuperable, but had these been overcome, the grinding 

wheel profile would have been represented by a polar 

graph and the ground surface by the usual profilogram 

in rectangular coordinates. Also surface texture 

profi1ometry required specific and different scales 

of magnification in directions normal to and parallel 

with the surface; the latter magnification having 

little relevance to roundness measurement. 

Ta1ysurf profilograms of the ground workpiece could be 

produced at a wide range of magnifications (x500 to 

xlOOOOO) normal to the surface a'nd at magnifications 

of x20 and xlOO parallel with the surface. A range of 

magnifications normal to the surface up to x5000 was 

available on the OHT roundness equipment, but the 

magnification in the circumferential direction was 

obviously determined by the ratio between the nominal 

radii of polar graph and grinding wheel. In this case 

that ratio was around 1:1 and therefore quite insufficient 

to resolve fine surface detail; even supposing that the 

use of a stylus with the necessarily small tip radius 

had been found practicable. It was therefore decided 
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that profilometry of the grinding wheel surface should 

be based upon adaptation of surface texture equipment 

rather than roundness test machines. 1 For this purpose 

it was decided to construct a device providing for slow 

controlled rotation of a grinding wheel. 

In order to obtain the profilograms used in Part 1 of 

this thesis each grinding wheel together with an aluminium 

disc was mounted on the arbor of the surface grinder used 

in producing the ground surfaces. This sub-assembly was 

then mounted upon a standard balancing mandrel and the 

assembly so produced was supported by resting the mandrel 

in the vees of a fixture designed and made for use with 

Talysurf 3. The arrangement can be seen in Fig 4.5. 

1. At a later stage of the investigation Rotary Talysurf 

equipment with which surface texture profilograms could 

be produced using a pick-up traversed by swinging in a 

long arc about the centre of the workpiece became 

available. Once again seven inch diameter grinding 

wheels were beyond the capacity of this machine. Also 

by this time profilograms had been successfully produced 

from such wheels using apparatus described in the 

subsequent text. 
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This fixture was now converted into a device for slow 

controlled rotation of the grinding wheel and arbor 

assembly. The power unit selected for this purpose was 

a small synchronous clock motor arranged to drive the 

mandrel so as to rotate the grinding wheel at one 

revolution per hour. On the basis of this rotational 

speed, nominal grinding wheel diameter of seven inches, 

and graph recorder paper speed of twelve inches per 

minute, profilograms could be produced at a magnification 

tangential to the grinding wheel surface of x32.74. 

The corresponding scale used for ground surface 

profilograms was xlOO and to facilitate later 

calculations relating the surfaces of grinding wheel 

and workpiece 32.74 was eventually taken as one-third 

of 100, the error introduced by so doing being about 

1.6 per cent. 

At this stage the device described was transferred from 

Talysurf 3 to a newly available Talysurf 4, the latter 

being used for all subsequent work. 

For trial purposes a prepared 80 grit grinding wheel 

and aluminium setting disc were set up on the arbor and 

mandrel. A profilogram was first produced from the 

highly finished diamond turned setting disc at a 

magnification normal to 1 ts surface of x 20000. 
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The recorder pen produced a well centred profilogram 

from this surface with no evidence of drift or instability. 

A profilogram was next produced from the adjacent 

grinding wheel surface at a normal magnification of 

xlOOO on which the individual grits were represented 

as sharply defined peaks with steep sides. Some of 

these were sharply pointed but a fairly large proportion 

of flattened tops were recorded in the upper levels, as 

might be anticipated from the surface of a grinding 

wheel which had been subjected to a dressing operation 

and some wear. The general appearance of the profilogram 

(Fig 9.3) suggested that the use of normal magnification 

significantly greater than xlOOO would probably be 

disadvantageous because some lower levels would tend to 

disappear and the total information contained in a 

profilogram of given length would be reduced. 

On the basis that profilometry would playa significant 

part in the investigation some thought was given to 

parameters for use in the analysis and comparison of 

surface profilograms. Chapter 7 contained clear 

indications that the most promising methods of analysiS 

were to be found amongst certain statistical parameters. 
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Specialist advice was sought at this stage with the 

primary purpose of obtaining further information on 

autocorrelation, power spectra, and possibly other 

parameters which might be applicable to surface 

characterization and comparison. Certain basic facts 

including the following emerged from these discussions. 

Autocorrelation refers to the correlation between two 

sample poimts on a given profile at a specified 'lag' 

interval. Two points on the same profile close together 

will always have a high correlation and, if they are 

coincident, the correlation will be unity. From this 

it follows that the autocorrelation curve representing 

any surface profile will always start at unity. If the 

autocorrelation curve falls rapidly and becomes negative 

(possibly approaching -1) this indicates strong negative 

correlation, that is deviation on opposite sides of the 

mean of similar magnitude. 

The power spectrum represents the Fourier transform of 

the autocorrelation curve and serves clearly to indicate 

those frequency bands which predominate. If the power 

spectrum is substantially constant this indicates that 

all frequencies found in the surface profile are equally 

represented. 



With regard to the application of autocorrelation the 

following ideas emerged from the discussions. 

(i) Some form of aid to calculation would be necessary 

and the computer programming required in order to produce 

autocorrelograms would be relatively simple. 

(ii) Correlation is not to be expected between separate 

sections of profilogram - there must be a continuous 

record. Any attempt to correlate must therefore be 

confined to the length of strictly continuous profilogram 

available. 

(iii) At least 50 lag intervals should be included in 

each computation. 

The fact that an autocorrelogram must be computed from 

a continuous record indicated the need for profilograms 

of considerably greater length than had previously been 

obtainable. This led to the construction of the device 

already described by means of which a profilogram of 

virtually unlimited length can be obtained from the 

surface of a rotating grinding wheel. 
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The following expression defines what is called sample 

autocovariance 

N-T 
C 1 

LY1Yi +T = N-T T 
1=1 

- -where Yi = Yi - y, Yi+'t = Yi+T - y 

and Yi is the ordinate of a point on the profile, Yi+T 

is another ordinate separated from the first by a 

ntnnber of lag intervals T and N - t is the number of pairs 

of such values. The above expression facilitates 

calculation of a series of autocorrelation coefficients 

for example 

C, C2 R, = ,R2 = - etc. 
Co Co 

and these when plotted serve to define the autocorrelogram. 

This method can be used to obtain the autocorrelogram 

representing a continuous profile such as that of a 

ground surface. 

The profilogram representing a grinding wheel surface is 

discontinuous in the sense that there are gaps in the 

record corresponding to the voids between grits. For 

the purpose of computing points defining an autocorrel

-ogram such a discontinuous profile is open to the 

objection that it may not represent the record of a 
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stationary process. Certainly the voids influence the 

computed result because an ordinate within a gap may be 

taken as zero and will affect the computed result 

accordingly. 

As a means of overcoming this apparent anomaly it was 

proposed that any pair of values corresponding with a 

gap in the record should not be used in calculating a 

correlation coefficient. That is, such sample auto

-covariances would be omitted and the denominator 

adjusted accordingly.l 

In order to obtain practical experience of the computation 

of points defining an autocorrelogram, a set of trial 

calculations were carried out using a manually operated 

electronic calculator. The data were taken from 

published work (Theory of Statistics, Yule and Kendall 

p 640) and a series of eight correlation coefficients 

were calculated and plotted. Satisf~ctory agreement 

with the published results was obtained but the amount 

1. This proposal was implemented during programming 

but its use was abandoned at a later stage. 
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of work involved in the exercise confirmed that the use 

of a computer would be essential if any significant use 

was to be made of autocorrelograms and/or power spectra. 

STATMAT programs for autocorrelation 

The first step towards making use of computer facilities 

to obtain autocorrelograms was taken when reference was 

made to a descriptive program index available at BruneI 

University Computer Centre. This listed several 

'packages' including one called STATMAT which provided 

for computation of correlation coefficients. 

Data were collected by visual inspection of three 

prof110grams each representing the same grinding wheel 

surface. Table 9.1 shows one such set of data in which 

a zero entry for 'y' may be taken to represent a gap in 

the record characteristic of the grinding wheel profile 

at a point corresponding with a void between grits. 

Fortran ststament cards were prepared from these data 

and submitted for running on the London University 

CDC 7600 Computer via BruneI University Computer Centre. 
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Table 9.1 Coordinates definine the profile of a worn 
80 grit grinding wheel. Sample of 90 ordinates 

x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
y 12.0 12.5 4.0 16.0 17.5 3.0 0 0 0 

x 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Y 0 0 0 11.0 18.0 4.0 0 0 0 

x 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
Y 0 6.0 lC.5 12.0 14.0 18.5 8.0 2.0 0 

x 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 
y 0 1.5 4.0 10.0 1.0 0 6.0 11.0 12.0 

x 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
Y 10.5 8.5 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

x 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 
y 0 0 0 0 8.0 4.0 2.0 3. 0 8.5 

x 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 
y 10.0 9.5 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

x 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 
y 0 0 0 0 6.0 10.0 16.0 11.0 0 

x 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 

y 3·0 11.0 15.0 0 0 3.5 4.5 1.0 0 

x 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 

y 0 0 0 0 0.5 1.0 1.0 0 0 

x 90 
y 0 

y in units of 0.0001 inch 
x intervals 0.00207 inch 
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Preparation and submission of data on the lines indicated 

was repeated several times over a period of about one 

month during which the only responses obtained from the 

computer having relevance to the computation related to 

editing. On completion of editing a response was 

received to the effect that files had been 'corrupted' 

and this .tatement was interpreted as indicating that 

results were unlikely to be obtained from the package 

currently in use. 

A considerable amount of time had been devoted to 

collection of data and preparation of Fortran cards 

leading to no positive results. Suggestions were 

obtained regarding the availability of alternative 

statistical program packages on the same computer but 

the slow and tedious data preparation coupled with 

the difficulty previously experienced in interpreting 

information fed back from the computer served to 

discourage further work on these lines and no progress 

in statistical investigation was made for about one year. 

However, work was eventually resumed on somewhat 

different lines as follows. 



MACJO Programs 

The availability of a Prime 300 Computer at Willesden 

College of Technology led to discussions with colleagues 

which resulted in a series of seven programs being 

written in Basic language. These were identified by 

the combined initials of two of the participants 

(see acknowledgements) as follows. 

Program Statistical Parameter 

MACJOl Autocorrelation (1) 

MACJ02 Autocorrelation (2 ) 

MACJ04 Power Spectral Density 

MCJ04H Power Spectral Density 

MACJ05 Cross Correlation 

MACJ06 Cross Spectral Density 

MACJ07 Cross Coherency Spectra 

Those programs relating to autocorrelation and power 

spectra were written with their known potential for 

surface profile characterization in mind. MACJOl and 

MACJ04 included in the computation the effect of gaps 

in the input data: that is, zero ordinates on the 

profilogram corresponding with voids in a grinding 

wheel surface. MACJ02 and MCJ04H were designed to 



eliminate the effect of such gaps by the methods 

previously indicated. 
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The remaining programs were written in the belief that 

they might be useful for comparing surfaces as, for 

example, the profiles of grinding wheel and workpiece. 

The validity of programs was tested by using them to 

process data leading some predictable result. An example 

of a set of test data is given in Table 9.2 Appendix 9 

which contains 100 values of Sine at angular intervals 
rr 

of 2 arranged in 12 columns and 9 lines with line address 

codes. These data were used in the knowledge that the 

autocorrelation function of a sine wave is a periodic 

function of amplitude 2 (upper and lower limits +1 and -1) 

having the same frequency as the input signal. 

Such tests applied to the autocorrelation programs MACJ01 

and MACJ02 yielded the anticipated results. Programs 

MACJ04 and MCJ04H for power spectral density representing 

the Fourier transforms o~ the autocorrelation programs 

may be regarded as indirectly subject to the same tests. 

Similar remarks apply to cross correlation (MACJ05) and 

cross spectral density (~~CJ06) respectively. 
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Sets of matched data intended for comparison of the 

surfaces of grit and workpiece were collected. Each of 

these sets comprised two arrays of 100 ordinates obtained 

by visual inspection of profilograms. An example of such 

real data is reproduced in Table 9.3 Appendix 9. Lines 

1000 to 1160 contain ordinates representing the input 

surface and lines 1500 to 1660 the output. Input and 

output in this context refer to surfaces it was hoped 

to compare: typically those of grinding wheel and ground 

workpiece respectively. The format of these tables was 

designed to suit the data filing layout adopted for 

Programs MACJOI to MACJ07. This tabulation of ordinates 

into six columns was consistently used for all subsequent 

work with the specified programs. 

The next step was transfer of tabulated data to punched 

paper tape by manual operation of a Teletype machine. 

Rather more than 30 tapes representing individual 

surfaces and combinations of two surfaces were produced 

in this way and, during a period of several months, a 

total approaching 100 computer outputs representing 

real surfaces were obtained. 

Each output consisted of a graph defining the function 

three of which are reproduced in Appendix 9 as Figs 9.31 

9.32 and 9.33· 
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These graphs served to indicate the general shape of 

functions but were of little use for purposes of 

comparison having been plotted at a scale such that 

the maximum ordinate is represented by five inches in 

every case: the maximum available paper width. 

In order to facilitate comparisons it was necessary 

to re-plot the tabulated values at suitable and 

consistent scales. Tables 9.4, 9.5, and 9.6 Appendix 9 

were compiled to facilitate re-plotting the spectral 

density curves. Each column in the tables refers to a 

particular spectrum with which it is identifiable by the 

notation used. 

Re-plotting and the considerable amount of re-tabulation 

needed for this occupied several months and the result 

was a total of 64 graphs (54 spectral curves, 5 cross 

spectral density, and 5 cross coherency). 

Although programs had been written to cover five 

statistical parameters, attention at this stage was 

confined alffiost entirely to spectral curves obtained 

by plotting power spectral density against abscissae 

obtained by converting the angular frequencies to 

wavelength in mm. l1arking the frequency 

scale in terms of wavelength or period was done in 

order to facilitate interpretation of results in 



relation to the spacing of surface profile features. 

Power spectral density was plotted at a consistent scale 

but no attempt was made at this stage to define the units 

of measurement. 

The primary reasons for this concentration on power 

spectral density were to be found in the accumulation 

of evidence suggesting that meaningful interpretation 

and comparison of power spectra representing surface 

profiles was almost certainly practicable. Interpret

-ation of autocorrelation functions, on the other hand, 

appeared to depend on classification into different 

types which appeared less likely to distinguish between 

surface profiles as closely similar as those produced 

under different grinding conditions. Also comparisons 

would probably have to be made in terms of cross

correlation, which presented problems of interpretation 

and classification similar to those of autocorrelation. 

Cross-spectral density was also rejected as a means of 

comparing surface profiles because it is expressed in 

the form of complex numbers. This additional obstacle 

was avoidable by comparison of power spectra in terms 

of transfer functions; for which some precedent existed 

(21), Cross-coherency ~as also neglected mainly by 

reason of lack of information as to its potential. 
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Fig 9.4 represents the spectral density curve obtained 

from the profile of a finely dressed grinding wheel 

subjected to minimal wear (30 seconds grinding). More 

than half the area beneath the curve lies between 

infinity and 1 mm on the wavelength scale but a further 

well-defined peak occurs at about 0.4 mm. 

Sharply defined peaks in a power spectrum represent 

narrow-band random noise and broader peaks represent 

a wide-band random signal. The profile of Fig 9.4 may 

therefore be said to represent a random signal in three 

bands of medium width, one being associated with very 

low frequencies. 

Figs 9.5 and 9.6 are both representative of the surface 

of a grinding wheel subjected to five minutes wear. 

The ordinates from which Fig 9.5 was computed were teken 

from a profilogram produced at a magnification normal to 

the surface of the grinding wheel of 1000 while the 

corresponding magnification for the profilogram relating 

to Fig 9.6 was 2000. The most conspicuous difference 

is that Fig 9.6 is representative of narrow-band random 

noise while Fig 9.5 suggests wide-band random noise. 

Both curves differ greatly from Fig 9.4 in that the 

highest points are at a wavelength around 1 mm and the 

ordinates near infinity wavelength are relatively small. 
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Fig. 9.4 SaI!lple Power Spectral Density Function 
for an 80 grit grinding wheel after 30 seconds wear. 
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Fig. 9.5 Sample Power Spectral Density Function 
for an 80 grit grinding wheel after 5 minutes ~ear. 
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Fig 9.7 represents the surface of a grinding wheel after 

10 minutes wQar, the normal magnification of the 

profilogram from which the spectrum is computed being 

the same as for Figs 9.4 and 9.5, from both of which 

the spectrum differs considerably, the peak representing 

narrow-band random noise having its highest point at 

about 2 mm wavelength. 

Fig 9.8 also represents the surface of a grinding wheel 

after 10 minutes wear and relates to Fig 9.7 in the 

same way that Fig 9.6 relates to Fig 9.5, that is, 

the spectrum is based upon a profilogram produced at 

a higher normal magnification (2000 as compared with 

1000). Again the differences are considerable. 

Figs 9.9, 9.10, and 9.11 represent ground surfaces 

corresponding to grinding wheel wear of 30 seconds, 

5 minutes, and 30 seconds respectively and all were 

produced at a normal magnification of x20000. 

The profilogram relating to Fig 9.11 was produced 

using a curved datum element set to match the slight 

transverse curvature of the plunge ground track on 

the workpiece. This was not done in the case of 

the profilogram relating to Fig 9.9 and the absence 

of compensation for curvature may account for the 

occurrence of the peak at 10 rom wavelength. 
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The eight spectral density curves represented by Figs 9.4 

to 9.11 were selected from a total of over fifty spectra 

produced using the same techniques with some minor 

variation of computer operational instructions and 

sampling methods in an effort to secure optimum results. 

Some attempt has been made to use these curves to 

explain the interpretation of power spectra but this 

does not imply confidence in them as experimental 

results. At an early stage it was realised that the 

complexity and variability of these curves was such as 

to cast doubt on their validity for surface character

-ization. In their complexity they differ from results 

for machined and abrasive surfaces published elsewhere. 

Secondly, when two or more spectra representing the 

same surface profile ~ere compared, the differences 

between them were seen to be considerable even for 

virtually identical conditions of sampling and computation. 

These impressions were confirmed on the basis of a large 

number of comparisons not by any means confined to the 

eight spectra illustrated which were selected as typical 

examples. 

Detailed examination of the spectral curves and data 

from which they were computed led to attention being 

focussed on inadequate sample size as being a probable 

228 
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key factor in the apparent unreliability of these 

results. For example, the data associated with Fig 9.32 

Appendix 9, and Fig 9.5 contain a group of only eight 

numerical values representing ordinates defining points 

on the profile of abrasive grits, the remaining 92 

ordinates in the sample being zero, corresponding 

with voids between grits in the wheel surface. 

A relatively large proportion of zero levels is obviously 

to be expected in a profilogram representing the surface 

of a grinding wheel but in the case of the example quoted 

the sample appears so unbalanced and lacking in information 

relating to grit surfaces as to undermine any confidence 

in the corresponding power spectrum. 

If meaningful power spectra were to be obtained the 

inference was obvious. In order to obtain enough 

information relating to grit surfaces for a grinding 

wheel such as that of Fig 9.32 it would be necessary 

to take a sample representing a much greater length 

of surface profile. 

From time to time the validity of including in the 

computation voids represented by zero values in the 

data had been considered and at this stage it was 

clear that voids could feature extensively in the 

profilogram of a grinding wheel surface. 
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In discussion objection had been raised to the inclusion 

of zero values in computation for the following reasons. 

Autocorrelation represented a stage in the computation 

of power spectral density and where zero coincided with 

zero there would be complete correlation represented by 

unity. This correlation of zeros would lead to the voids 

they represent influencing the shape of the spectral 

density curve. 

One possibility was to include in the computer program 

instructions which would lead to the zero values being 

ignored. This was said to overcome the objection 

outlined above, which has been stated elsewhere in terms 

to the effect that a discontinuous profile represents 

non-stationary, and therefore unSUitable, data. 

To ignore the existence of spaces between grits in the 

grinding wheel surface is unrealistic. These represent 

features of the wheel surface structure which must play 

a part in production of the ground surface. If meaningful 

representation and comparison of grinding wheel and ground 

surface was to be achieved these voids must be considered. 

For practical purposes the voids were of virtually 

infinite depth. Taking the lowest level recorded on 

the profilogram as zero, ordinates coinciding with a 
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void could be recorded as such or alternatively by some 

relatively large and arbitrary negative value. In either 

case the effects on the autocorrelogram and power spectrum 

would be comparable. 

These considerations led to a decision to continue with 

the investigation of grinding wheel surfaces and ground 

surfaces by means of pO'taler spectra computed from larger 

samples of the profile. With regard to grinding wheel 

surfaces, gaps in the record representing voids would 

be taken as zero for the purpose of computation. 

The samples of 100 profile ordinates so far used in 

computation were obtained by visual inspection and 

measurement of profilograms ~ith manual transfer of 

these data to punched paper tape. The need for larger 

and possibly very much larger samples was now apparent 

and these laborious methods should be replaced by some 

form of automatic data collection and storage. 
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CHAPTER 10. SEHI-AUTOHATIC PROFILE DATA PROCESSING 

AND ~~ALYSIS 

Planning for partially automatic collection and 

processing of data derived from surface profiles 

was commenced during the later stages of the work 

discussed in Chapter 9. These preparations included 

identifying suitable items of equipment and investigating 

the problems of linking these into a set of apparatus 

capable of performing as many of the required functions 

as possible. 

The overall requirements were to digitize the analogue 

signal from the profilometer and to record this 

information on punched paper tape, preferably in a 

format such that the data could be input directly to 

the computer with a minimum of keyboard operation. 

Profile data were to be stored on punched tape because 

eqUipment for collecting, digitizing and recording 

data was located at BruneI University while the 

programs it was proposed to use were written for and 

stored in the memory of the Prime 300 Computer at 

Willesden College of Technology. 
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The apparatus selected and used for collection of data 

from ground surfaces are listed below, the order being 

that in which they appear from left to right in Fig 10.1 

Rectilinear Recorder for use with Talysurf 4 

Talysurf 4 fitted with Curved Datum Element 

Talysurf 4 Average Meter and Control Unit 

Coordinate Plotter 

Transient Recorder DATALAB DL 901 (AID Converter) 

Cathod Ray Oscilloscope TELEQUIPMEIIT Type D 43 R 

High Speed Tape Punch 

For the purpose of recording information from grinding 

wheel surfaces, the device for controlled rotation 

described in Chapter 9 was set up on the worktable 

of Talysurf 4 using the standard pick-up with its skid 

resting on the wheel surface as shown in Fig 10.2. 

Specific information was supplied by Messrs Rank Taylor 

Hobson regarding the procedure to be followed in 

connecting the profile signal of the Talysurf 4 to 

the digitizer (Transient Recorder). This advice 

included methods of connection and test and also the 

maximum permissible external load. The signal voltage 

was stated to be one volt per inch of recorder 



...1 ~l 

------------

Fig 10.1 Left to right. Talysurf 4 graph recorder, Talysurf 4 with curved datum elements, 

Talysurf 4 average meter, coordinate plotter, transient recorder (AID converter), cathode ray 

oscilloscope, rapid tape punch 
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Fig 10.2 Method of obtaining a profi1ogrem from the 

surface of a grinding ~heel usimg Talysurf 4 in conjunction 

with a device providing slow controlled rotation of the 

grinding wheel 
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deflection and using the recommended arrangement the 

recorder would continue to operate. The wiring diagram 

supplied was unsuitable for reproduction. 

The coordinate plotter and cathode ray oscilloscope 

were introduced in order to provide means of displaying 

and testing the digitized data for possible distortion 

and attenuation of the analogue signal generated by 

Talysurf 4. Testing was effected by examining the 

known profile of a machined surface having well-defined 

periodic features and comparing the profilogram 

obtained from the rectilinear recorder with the 

profile drawn by the coordinate plotter from the 

digitized signal. The profile corresponding with 

the latter was also displayed by the CRO. 

Profilograms obtained from the rectilinear recorder 

and from the coordinate plotter were compared by 

measurement and found to be closely similar. Fig 10.3 

shows the CRO in use for test purposes and Fig 10.4 

surface profiles from the rectilinear recorder and 

coordinate plotter at (a) and (b) respectively. 

The DATALAB Transient Recorder was designed to store 
'0 a total of 1024 (2 ) digitized values during selected 
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Fig 10.3 Oscilloscope displaying the profile of a surface 

derived from Talysurf signals 
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time intervals ranging from 5 milliseconds to 200 

seconds. The Talysurf hecti1inear Recorder graph 

paper speed of 12 inches per minute corresponds with 

40 inches of profilogram per 200 seconds. If 1024 

ordinates are recorded during this interval their 

linear spacing on the profilogram will be 40/1024 
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= 0.3906 in. Corresponding intervals between ordinates 

on actual surfaces will be given by the latter value 

divided by the appropriate magnification. For example, 

at xlOO the interval will be approximately 0.00039 in 

(about 10flm) or atx20 approximately 0.002 in (50~m). 

It was decided that a sample of 1024 ordinates 

distributed over lengths from 0.4 to 2 inches 

(depending on the magnification used) should be 

adequately representative of any ground surface • 

Eimilar remarks apply to samples of the grinding 

wheel surface for which the corresponding magnification 

using the rotary device was intermediate between the 

two standard Talysurf magnifications. 

All subsequent work using spectral density curves and 

transfer function relates to six surfaces which may be 

specified as follows. 
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Three 80 grit vhite aluminium oxide vitreous bonded 

grinding wheels of seven inches nominal diameter were 

used (Universal Abrasives Ltd designation WA80HV). 

Each of the above wheels was mounted on its own 

separate arbor on which it remained throughout the 

balancing, dressing, grinding and profile measurement 

procedures. 

Dressing and grinding were carried out on a Model 540 

Surface Grinder manufactured by Jones & Shipman Ltd. 

The wheel and arbor assemblies were balanced and the 

wheels roughly dressed with a single point diamond. 

Re-balancing was then carried out and the wheels 

dressed once again using the flat face of a pyramidal 

diamond dressing tool as follows: five passes with 

0.0005 inches in feed, two passes with 0.0002 inches 

in feed and three passes with no further in feed. 

All dressing passes were made at very slo~ and 

uniform cross feed to minimize the possibility of 

grooving the wheel surfaces. 

Each of the grinding wheels was numbered for 

identification and surface grinding operations 

were carried out as follovs on carbon steel work

-pieces. 
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Wheel No. Duration of 

grinding 

Depth of material 

removed 

Conditions 

1 

2 

3 

30 seconds 

5 minutes 

8 minutes 

2 minutes 

0.0005 in 

0.004 in 

0.0003 in 

plunge 

plunge 

traverse 

plunge 

Profilograms produced at right angles to the lay at 

magnifications respectively perpendicular and parallel 

to the ground surface of x 20 000 and xlOO are reproduced 

in Fig 10.5. 

The combined apparatus that has been described and 

illustrated in Fig 10.1 was next used to produce a 

total of twelve punched paper tapes each contcining 

1024 ordinates obtained under various conditions 

from the six different surfaces. The object was to 

obtain a stock of information from which samples 

could be taken for subsequent computation of power 

spectra. The index compiled for identification of 

the surfaces with the conditions under which they 

were produced appears as Table 10.1 Appendix 10. 

Relevant entries in this table refer to six tapes 

representing grinding wheel surfaces and six 

representing the corresponding ground surfaces. 
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Information on these tapes \lias not in a form iIIlrlediately 

suitable for power spectral computation. Reasons for 

this were as follows. 

1. Ordinates were recorded on these tapes as coded 

numerical values not arranged in the tabular ~ormat 

required by the available statistical programs. 

2. 1024 ordinates were recorded on each tape and it 

was desired to take samples from these representing 

selected groups of ordinates. 

To overcome these problems a program was written the 

purpose of which was to process information recorded 

on the existing tapes and to output new punched tapes 

representing profile ordinate samples in the required 

format. This program designated GJEDIT (see Appendix 10) 

was to be run on the MINIC Computer (Microcomputers Ltd, 

Woking, Surrey) at BruneI University and was written 

in machine code with provision for instructions to 

be given regarding the number of ordinates in the 

samples, their spacing and location within the sequence 

of 1024 ordinates on the input tape. 
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A total of 61 tapes representing samples of 300, 500 

and 1000 ordinates were produced by means of this 

program and identified as MJ1IA to MJ61IA in Table 10.2 

Appendix 10. 

As a first step in computing po~er spectra from 

profile samples containing more than 100 ordinates 

it was decided to make further comparisons between 

the results obtainable from grinding wheel surfaces 

(i) when voids are included in the computation 

(Program MACJ04) and (ii) when the effects of voids 

are eliminated (Program MCJ04H). 

Typical results are illustrated by Figs 10.6 and 10.7 

respectively which, in terms of smoothness, represent 

an improvement over spectra previously computed from 

samples of 100 ordinates. Between wavelengths of 0.3 ~~ 

and 0.09 mm the two curves are fairly closely similar. 

These results were typical of comparisons between 

spectra produced by the two programs from samples bf 

the same grinding wheel surface. 

The conclusion drawn from such comparisons was that 

the main effect of eliminating the influence of 

grinding wheel voids from the computation was to 
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produce a spectrum with much less emphasis on the 

longer wavelengths. The value of such a spectrum was 

not discounted but the view taken at this stage ",as 

that a spectrum neglecting voids was incomplete and 

possibly misleading. The resulting decision was to 

use programs including the effects of voids for all 

subsequent work involving spectral density applied 

to both grinding wheel and workpiece surfaces. 

Sample size having been increased with some apparent 

measure of improvement it was decided to attempt 

computation of power spectra based upon still larger 

samples. Necessary small amendments having been made 

to the relevant programs, the number of ordinates 

sampled was increased to 500 and subsequently to 1000 

with progressively encouraging results. 

The time required to input the data had been increased 

by nearly a factor of ten but editing and computing 

times were not greatly increased. Overall it was 

found possible to produce a power spectrum in tabular 

form from a sample of 1000 ordinates in about forty 

minutes or less depending upon current computer 

loading. 
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Some experience of power spectral computation having 

been gained together with a considerable accumulation 

of recorded data representing a limited number of 

related surfaces, re-appraisal of this line of 

investigation appeared to be timely. 

Once again discussion took place regarding power 

spectra during which it was emphasised that spectral 

density curves computed from finite samples represent 

estimates of true power spectra for infinitely large 

samples. Also the inclusion in a computation of too 

large a number of lag intervals in relation to sample 

size was said to increase sampling errors. 

In the earlier computations as many as 67 lag intervals 

had been included when using samples of 100 ordinates. 

Given the possibility of samples of 1000 profile 

ordinates it was now suggested that computation for 

as few as 34 lag intervals might be appropriate. 

A program for computing spectral density includes 

what is known as a smoothing window which influences 

the extent to which areas of apparent high power 

associated with particular frequency bands are 

attributable to contamination by neighbouring 

frequencies. 



The smoothing window so far used in the spectral 

density programs MACJ04 and MCJ04H is represented 

by the following expression and the operation as 

Hanning after its originator. 

W = 1(1+ cos TTT) 
T 2 M 
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An alternative called Hammingl may give more smoothing 

and the corresponding e~pression is as follows. 

In both expressions wT is the angular frequency, 

T is the lag and M the n~ber of lags computed. 

While there appeared no reason to doubt that power 

spectra could be used to meaningfully describe 

surface profiles it was also evident that spectral 

density was influenced by several factors related 

to the methods of computation. Given suitable 

conditions the spectrum would apparently provide 

a good estimate of some ideal model of surface profile. 

1. Hamming was tried but no improvement was detected 

and the Hanning window was retained in the programs. 
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While accurate characterization of the surfaces of 

grinding wheel and workpiece were obviously desirable, 

perhaps even more important was the possibility of 

establishing some relationship between the grinding 

wheel surface and that of the corresponding ground 

surface. Provided that power spectra were produced 

under satisfactory standardized conditions there 

might be a prospect of throwing light on such a 

relationship even though the spectra fell short of 

the optimum for individual surface characterization. 

One measure of the success of investigation into 

surface relationships would be the ability to 

differentiate between and effectively compare 

closely similar surfaces. Data obtained from such 

surfaces were available and it was decided to 

concentrate upon these at the expense of broadening 

the investigation to include a greater diversity of 

surfaces. This decision was take in the anticipation 

that more exhaustive examination was most likely to 

result in significant progress in the applic~tion of 

both spectral density curves and transfer functions 

to these problems. 
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Results from Samples containing 1000 Profile Ordinates 

Nine tapes each representing a sample of 1000 ordinates 

were selected for further processing. Tables 10.4, 10.5, 

10.6, 10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10, 10.11, and 10.12 Appendix 

10 each contain one such set of data in the prescribed 

format and these are indexed in Table 10.13. 

Power spectra were computed from these data and the 

plotted graphs together with tables containing the 67 

ordinates defining each spectrum appear in Appendix 10 

as Figs 10.8, 10.9, 10.10, 10.11, 10.12, 10.13, 10.14, 

10.15, 10.16, 10.17, 10.18, and 10.19. 

Power spectra produced from these much larger samples 

were smoother and appeared more consistent when 

preliminary comparisons were made between these and 

spectra representing similar profiles conputed from 

smaller samples. The extent to which they were 

capable of characterizing and distinguishing between 

surface profiles was not immediately evident from 

visual inspection for the following reasons. 

Spectral density ordinates having the largest values 

were in all cases located near the low frequency end 

of the spectrum. With increasing frequency, power 

, 



Table 10.13. Index of Tables 10.4 to 10.12 each 

representing data in the form of 1000 ordinates 

defining a profilogram 
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Grinding Wheels Ground Surfaces Duration of Grinding 

Table Table 

10.4 10.5 30 seconds 

10.6 30 seconds 

10.7 10.9 5' minutes 

10.8 5 minutes 

10.10 10.12 10 minutes 

10.11 10 minutes 
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spectral density fell steeply in all cases to a very 

low value relative to the maximum ordinate and then 

continued indefinitely at a low level with a small 

downward trend. 

When two such spectra representing the surfaces of 

grinding wheel and worl~iece are superimposed for 

comparison the curves are usually well separated at 

the lowest frequencies but appear to merge at the 

higher frequencies (Figs 10.20, 10.22 and 10.24). 

Examination of the numerical values of the spectral 

density ordinates (Table 10.14) shows that the 

apparent merging of curves is misleading and results 

from the use of a common natural scale at which all 

ordinates within the spectrum can be plotted. 

The ratios between ordinates representing a pair of 

corresponding profiles (treating the profile of the 

ground workpiece as output and that of the grinding 

wheel as input) have minimal values near the low end 

of the frequency scale increasing progressively with 

frequency. Such ratios are plotted to obtain the 

transfer functions represented by Figs 10.21, 10.23, 

and 10.25. 
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00 0-6 0-4 0-3 0-2' 0-15 0-1 Period mm 
Grinding Hheel r ----

Ground Surface 

Fig lO.20Fower Spectral Density Curves 

30 

20 

10 

~---r~==T=~~----~--------~--io 
00 0-6 0-4 0-3 0-2 0-15 0-1 Period mrr. 

Fig 10.21 Transfer Function Ground Surface Spectrum 
Grinding Wheel Spectrum 

Surfaces of 80 Grit Grinding Wheel and corresronding 

Ground Surface after 30 seconds Grinding 
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Each of the spectra and transfer functions derived 

from them are defined by 23 ordinates. The explanation 

of this relates to the different magnifications at 

which profilograms were produced from the grinding 

wheel and workpiece. The tangential magnification 

used for grinding wheels approximates closely to one 

third of that used for the ground surface therefore 

in order to compare spectra in terms of transfer 

functions it was necessary to calculate the ratio 

between every third ordinate in the grinding wheel 

spectrum (i.e. 23 out of 68 ordinates) and the first 

23 ordinates in the ground surface spectrum (Table 10.15). 

Figs 10.20 and 10.21 on the one hand with Figs 10.22 

and 10.23 on the other, represent the relationship 

between surfaces associated with 30 seconds grinding. 

In Fig 10.22 the surface profile of the ground track 

was partly corrected for transverse curvature. 

In Fig 10.20 this correction was omitted and the 

apparent result is an increase in ordinates defining 

the low frequency region of the relevant spectrum. 

The two sets of results are otherwise similar. 

The characteristic waviness of the right hand part of 

the transfer function curves may be produced by 
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Fig 10.23 Transfer Function 

0.15 O~ 

Ground Surface Spectrum 
Grinding Wheel Spectrum 

Surfaces of an 80 grit grinding wheel and corresponding 

workpiece after 30 seconds grinding 



deviations in terms of smoothness between the ideal 

theoretical spectrum and that which was computed. 
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The extent of this waviness appeared to depend, in 

some measure, on the number of lags included in the 

computation, the optimum being considerably less than 

the number of spectral density ordinates. For these 

spectra 68 ordinates were computed and inclusion of 

22 lags appeared to give the most satisfactory results 

of the alternatives tried. Smoothness of the spectral 

curve was found to deteriorate noticeably when this 

number approached the number of ordinates computed. 

Figs 10.24 and 10.25 represent the relationship between 

the same type of grinding wheel and the corresponding 

ground surface after 10 minutes grinding. The t\iO 

power spectral curves differ markedly from Figs 10.20 

and 10.21 while the transfer function has lower values 

the the frequency band around 0.13 mm wavelength and 

larger values above 0.10 mm wavelength. 

Figs 10.26 and 10.27 represent attempts to relate the 

development of a ground surface during 91 minutes 

grinding with the corresponding change in the grinding 

wheel surface. Wear of the grinding wheel is represented 

by the transfer function in Fig 10.26 while the 

corresponding change in the ground surface is similarly 

shonw in Fig 10.27 
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00 0·6 0·4 0·3 0·2 0-' Period mm 
Grinding Wheel ---
Ground Surface -- ---

Fig 10.24 Power Spectral Density Curves 
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__ --~--~~==~----,_--------_.__+o 
00 0-, Period mm 

Fig 10.25 Transfer Function Ground Surface Spectrum 
Grinding Wheel Spectrum 

Surfaces of an 80 grit grinding wheel and corresponding 

workpiece after 10 minutes grinding 
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Fig 10.26 Wear of a grinding wheel during % minutes 
represented by spectral density curves and transfer 

function 

Transfer Function = Grinding \'Theel Spectrum at 10 min 
Grinding Wheel Spectrum at jO sec 
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Some similarities between the two transfer functions 

are self evident but Fig 10.26 shows a lack of smoothness 

in the transfer function which appears to refelect 

somewhat adversely on the quality of the grinding 

wheel spectra compared with those derived from the 

ground surfaces. 

In Figs 10.28 and 10.29 power spectral density and 

transfer coefficients are plotted on logarithmic scales 

against a natural frequency scale. Fig 10.28 corresponds 

with Figs 10.20 and 10.21 while Fig 10.29 corresponds 

with Figs 10.24 and 10.25. Some of the more obvious 

effects of plotting logarithms are as follows. 

The general form of the two spectral density curves 

in each diagram is such that they are conveniently 

plotted on the same pair of axes while retaining 

separate identities. Also the point of intersection 

between spectra, at which the value of the transfer 

function is unity, is more clearly seen. 

Some points of similarity are more clearly seen from 

Figs 10.28 and 10.29 than from their counterparts 

plotted on natural scales. For example the point of 

intersection between the two power spectra in both 
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Figs 10.28 and 10.29 approximates to the coordinates 

(4, 100) on the frequency and spectral density axes 

respectively. 

On the assumption that the transfer function curves 

of Figs 10.28 and 10.29 might be represented by 

straight lines, linear regression was applied to 
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the points defining the transfer function of Fig 10.28. 

The result obtained is shown in Fig 10.30 together 
1 

with 95 per cent confidence limits. 

Graphs obtained by plotting log. spectral density 

served to distinguish much more clearly between power 

spectra throughout the rrequency range considered. 

Also the corresponding transfer functions, of which 

Fig 10.30 is typical, were of fairly constant shape 

implying that a relationship might be established 

between such power spectra but did little to suggest 

the form this might take. Alternative methods of 

representing spectral density curves were therefore 

explored in the hope that some relationship might be 

apparent. 

1. ~trictly, these should called 2 standard deviation limits. 
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Table 10.14 Power Spectral Density 

! ~ -

J L T w 
19023.5 6138.85 3969.08 7462.12 

11501.0 5044.52 3207.71 5382.87 

7300.77 2803.45 1703.62 2037.86 

3324.84 1141.33 691.719 735.527 

1131.02 528.826 395.8 554.212 

490.33 388.636 317.415 278.863 

275.474 300.975 208.436 251.2 

188.214 235.488 135.815 269.899 

111.81 193. 032 115.411 113.102 

47.0472 155.8 105.77 126.378 

44.1186 147.053 107.572 180.351 

26.0999 169.755 121.542 139.882 

34.4567 194.066 131.861 ?25.074 

21.0643 198.247 135'.916 279.869 

11.5396 181.279 138.319 184.516 

7.21762 163.674 139.114 170.943 

9.57556 162.376 135.723 198.91 

8.12763 163. 015 126.105 151.687 

5.58208 149.738 1]3.978 130.508 

6.2243 134.065 104.461 120.674 

3·92929 126.652 97.6757 99.0421 

5.03001 119·339 95.922 119.627 

3.47297 108.005 102.126 111.913 

(Figs 10.20 (Fig 10.22) (Fig 10.20) 

& 10.22) 
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Table 10.15 Transfer Coefficients. 

Freq. 1 I Ii 
mm-1 J J J 

0.0 0·323 0.209 0.392 

0.5 0.439 0.279 0.468 

1.0 0.384 0.233" 0.279 

1.5 0.343 0.208 0.221 

2.0 0.468 0.350 0.490 

2.5 0.793 0.647 0.569 

3.0 1.093 0.757 0.912 

3.5 1.251 0.722 1.434 

4.0 1.726 1.032 1.012 

4.5 3 ·312 2.248 2.686 

5.0 3·333 2.438 4.088 

5.5 3.848 4.657 5.359 

6.0 5.688 3.827 6.532 

6.5 9.412 6.452 13.286 

7.0 15.709 11.987 15.989 

7.5 22.677 19.274 23.684 

8.0 16.957 14.174 20.773 

8.5 20.056 15.516 18.663 

9.0 26.825 20.419 23·379 

9., 21.539 16.783 19.388 

10.0 32.233 24.858 25.206 

10.5 23.725 19.070 23.783 

11.0 31.099 29.406 32.224 

(Fig 10.22) 
(Fig 10.20) 



CHAPTER 11. ALTERNATIVE PE:LSEK'TATION OF SPEC~F:AL 

DENSITY CUF~VES 

The desirability of plotting spectral curves in some 

alternative form which might facilitate comparisons 

was now clearly apparent and trials in which the square 

root of spectral density was plotted against frequency 

provided encouragement to proceed along some such lines. 

For some time it had been found more convenient to scale 

the horizontal axes of spectral curves in terms of 

frequency rather than wavlength. This method of scaling 

which has the advantage of linearity, 1s used on all 

subsequent diagrams of this type. 

Spectral density in all preceding work is plotted in the 

form of consistent but arbitrary numerical values. The 

curves had been thought of as providing means by which 

the relative frequency contributions to the spectrum 

might be compared, and given consistency of units, one 

spectrum might be compared with another. Furthermore 

the quantitative significance of power spectral density 

in the context of surface profile measurement was by no 

means obvious and therefore little consideration had 

been given to the units in which it might be expressed. 
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With the object of obtaining a better understanding of 

power spectra in the present context, spectral density 

ordinates were expressed to scale in appropriate units. 

Results so obtained are collected in Table 11.1 each 

column representing a spectrum being identified by a 

capital letter with numerical suffix. 

Consideration was also given to the units and designation 

of the parameter usually described as a power spectrum 

in which the use of the word 'power' has no apparent 

relevance to the description of a surface profile. The 

total area enclosed beneath a spectral density curve 

used for this purpose equals the dispersion or variance 

of the stationary surface profile it describes (25) and 

variance must obviously be measured in units consistent 

with those in which the profile is measured. Therefore 

if ordinates of points on the profile are measured in mm 

their variance will be in mm 2
• Abscissae of points on 

the profile having also been measured in mm, frequency 

can be expressed in cycles per mrn for which the units 

will be mm- 1 
• 

Units of area beneath the spectral curve are given by 

the product of the units of spectral density and frequency. 

If this area represents variance in mm 2 and frequency is 

expressed in mm -1 then spectral density will be in 3 nm • 



Tcb1e 11.1 

Frequ~ncy 

(rom -I) 

X X
2 

0.0 0.00 
0.5 0.25 
1.0 1.00 
1.5 2.25 
2.0 4.00 
2.5 6.25 
3.0 9.00 
~.5 12.25 

.0 16.00 
4.5 20.25 
5.0 25.00 
5.5 30.25 
6.0 ~6.00 
6.5 2.25 
7.0 49.00 
7.5 56.25 
8.0 64.00 
8.5 72.25 
9.0 81.00 
9.5 90.25 

10.0 100.00 
10.5 110.25 
11.0 121.00 
11.5 1~.25 
12.0 1 .00 
12.5 156.25 
13.0 169.00 
1~.5 182.25 
1 .0 196.00 
14.5 210.25 
15.0 225.00 
15.5 240.25 
16.0 256.00 
16.5 272.25 

IX = 280.5 

Spectral Density of Variance at Frequency X 

(Jlm 2 rom = 103Jl m 3 ) 

A F1 G
1 K1 M2 Q

1 1 

3039.58 20.61 2.72 1005.82 5.37 3~0.00 2381.08 19.40 2.57 925.23 5.20 2 1.52 
1358.72 16.14 2.14 709.09 4.72 1368.42 
b9~.40 11.81 1.59 439.70 4.06 702.70 
26 .18 7.52 1.05 222.36 3.36 212.62 
107.25 4.18 0.65 104.21 2.74 92.68 

58.39 2.12 0.42 54-.59 2.27 67.71 
35.51 1.20 0.35 30.00 1.96 33.80 
20.97 0.98 0.~6 16.09 1.76 16.47 
11.66 1.02 O. 0 10.27 1.63 11.16 

7.45 1.05 0.42 7.20 1.52 8.39 
6.13 1.01 0.43 4.79 1.40 6.59 
~.63 0.95 0.42 3.64 1.?7 3.90 

.27 0.91 0.42 2.84 1.12 3.12 
2.30 0.92 0.42 2.01 0.97 2.43 
1.06 0.93 0.42 1.67 0.83 1.92 
1.61 0.91 0.41 1.41 0.73 1.48 
1.52 0.86 0.40 0.98 0.66 1.26 
1.20 0.79 0.38 0.77 0.63 0.83 
1.08 0.72 0.36 0.64 0.62 0.81 
0.87 0.68 0.35 0.44 0.63 0.70 
0.84 0.66 0.36 0.37 0.63 0.61 
0.74 0.64 0.36 0.39 0.61 0.45 
0.71 0.64 0.37 0.~9 0.59 0.41 
0.74 0.65 0.37 o. 1 0.57 0.~7 
0.75 0.68 0.36 0.43 0.56 o. 3 
0.59 0.72 0.34 0.37 0.54- 0.~6 
0.41 0.76 0.31 0.33 0.54 o. 0 
0.35 0.77 0.28 0.31 0.53 0.35 
0.~8 0.76 0.25 0.27 0.51 0.28 
o. 0 0.71 0.24 0.25 0.50 0.2' 
0.39 0.65 0.22 0.23 0.47 0.29 
0.~7 0.57 0.22 0.20 0.44 0.31 
o. 0 0.51 0.21 0.19 0.41 0.29 

2 

IX = 3132.25 X = 8.25 



With regard to designation, it appears more logical in 

the context of surface profile measurement, to describe 

the parameter as a 'variance spectrum' or 'dispersion 

spectrum' rather than 'power spectrum' provided that the 

common statistical derivation remains clearly apparent. 

At this stage further small modifications were made to 

computer program HACJ04 making it possible to compute a 

spectrum defined by 100 ordinates instead of 68. This 

was done to extend the scope of investigation into lower 

frequencies. The same sets of data were used as those 

represented by Tables 10.4 to 10.12 in Appendix 10. The 

computer outputs obtained under the new conditions are 

designated as Figs 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, 11.5, 11.6, 

11.7, 11.8, and 11.9. 

In Fig 11.10 three of the spectra representing grinding 

wheel profiles are plotted on a common pair of axes, 

ordinates at frequencies greater than about 5 cycles 

per mm being also plotted at an alternative scale. 

Spectral representative of 30 seconds and 5 minutes 

are so closely superimposed as to be indistinguishable 

at the smaller vertical scale. At the alternative scale 

used on the right of the diagram the 10 minute spectrum 

1s fairly well differentiated from the other two. 
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Fig 11.11 represents the three ground surfaces correspond

-ing to the stages of grinding wheel wear. The vertical 

scale chosen for reasonable separation of the curves is 

such as to exclude the low frequency region of two of the 

curves. 

Table 11.2 contains the square roots of the spectral 

density ordinates in Table 11.1 and in Fig 11.12 (i) 

two spectral curves based upon these are plotted 

representing a comparison between two grinding wheel 

surfaces at different stages of wear. Fig 11.13 (i) 

represents the comparison between the corresponding 

ground surfaces expressed in the same way. 

As a result of taking the square root of spectral 

density, numerical values of ordinates associated ",ith 

lower frequencies are depressed and those at higher 

frequencies elevated. The resulting range of ordinates 

was more conveniently plotted on a natural scale than 

spectral density. 

Transfer functions based upon these modified curves were 

plotted (Figs 11.12 (ii) and 11.13 (ii)) using information 

recorded in Table 11.4 Appendix 11. 
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Table 11.2 V3pectral Je~sity 

.x VA 1 VF
1 VG ~K1 ~M2 ~Q1 1 

0.0 55.13 4.~ 1.65 31.71 2.32 56.84 
0.5 48.80 4. 0 1.60 30.42 2.28 49.41 
1.0 36.86 4.02 1.46 26.63 2.17 36.99 
1.5 26.3~ 3.44 1.26 20.97 2.02 26.51 
2.0 16.3 2.74 1.02 14.91 1.83 14.58 
2.5 10.36 2.04 0.80 10.21 1.66 9.63 
3.0 7.b4 1.46 0.65 7 .~9 1.51 8.23 
~.5 ~.96 1.10 0.59 5. 8 1.40 5.81 

.0 .58 0.99 0.60 4.01 1.33 4.06 
4.5 3.41 1.01 0.63 3.20 1.27 3.34 
5.0 2.73 1.03 0.65 2.68 1.2~ 2.90 
5.5 2.47 1.00 0.65 2.19 1.1 2.57 
6.0 2.37 0.97 0.65 1.91 1.13 1.97 
6.5 2.07 0.96 0.65 1.69 1.06 1.77 
7.0 1.52 0.96 0.65 1.42 0.99 1.56 
7.5 1.29 0.97 0.65 1.29 0.91 1.39 
8.0 1.27 0.96 0.64 1.19 0.85 1.22 
8.5 1.23 0.93 0.63 0.99 0.81 1.12 
9.0 1.09 0.89 0.61 0.87 0.79 0.91 
9.5 1.04 0.85 0.60 0.80 0.79 0.90 

10.0 0.93 0.83 0.59 0.66 0.79 0.84 
10.5 0.92 0.81 0.60 0.61 0.79 0.78 
11.0 0.86 0.80 0.60 0.63 0.78 0.67 
11.5 0.84 0.80 0.61 0.62 0.77 0.64 
12.0 0.86 0.81 0.61 0.64 0.76 0.61 
12.5 0.86 0.82 0.60 0.66 0.75 0.65 
13.0 0.77 0.85 0.59 0.61 0.74 0.60 
1~ .5 0.64 0.87 0.56 0.58 0.73 0.63 
1 .0 0.59 0.88 0.53 0.56 0.73 0.59 
14.5 0.61 0.87 0.~0 0.52 0.72 0.53 
15.0 0.63 0.84 o. 8 0.50 0.70 0.50 
15.5 0.63 0.80 0.47 0.48 0.69 0.54 
16.0 0.61 0.76 0.47 0.45 0.66 0.55' 
16.5 0.63 0.71 0.46 0.44 0.64 0.54 
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(i1) Transfer function with regression line and 

95 per cent confidence limits obtained from the 
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Fig 11.13 Comparison of ground surfaces 

In (i) vspectral density is plotted v. frequency. 
Ratios of corresponding pairs of ordinates so obtained 
are plotted ~. frequency in (ii) i.e. ~G,/~ • 
Fand G identify the surfaces, samples, and operating , , 
conditions used in computing spectral density. 



Treating these transfer functions as approximations to 

straight lines, regression lines and corresponding 

95 per cent confidence limits have been added. Relevant 

information and calculations appear in Tables 11.3, 11.5, 

11.6, 11.7, and 11.8 Appendix 11. Other transfer 

functions plotted from the data of Table 11.2 showed 

a similar approximation to linearity. 

The potential usefulness of a linear transfer function 

relating spectral curves is self evident. However, only 

two such sets of results each representing a comparison 

between closely similar surfaces are illustrated here. 

This limited treatment calls for some explanation as 

follows. 

Plotting the square root of spectral density was one of 

the expedients adopted with the primary object of 

representing spectral ordinates at a more convenient 

scale. This having been done, with the results indicated, 

attention was given to the units in which the spectrum 

is expressed. 

'Variance spectrum' or 'dispersion spectrum' have already 

been proposed as more appropriate descriptive titles 

than 'power spectrum' in the context of surface profile 
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characterization. It is also shown that spectral density 

is expressed as the third power, and the area beneath the 

curve (variance) as the second power of the linear units 

in which the profile is measured. 

Ordinates obtained by taking the square root of spectral 
3 

density will therefore be in mm 2 • These plotted against 

frequency in mm- 1 lead to a situation ~herein the units 
1 

of area enclosed by the resulting curve will be mm 2 • 

Consideration of the units in which variance and standard 

deviation are expressed led to formulation of the 

alternative spectrum outlined in the following chanter. 
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CHAPTER 12. AN ALTERNATIVE SPECTRUM FOR DESCRIBING 

THE SURFACES OF GRINDING WHEELS AND GROUND SURFACES 

The preceding chapter discusses the units in which 

power spectral density is expressed when computed 

from data in the form of an array of ordinates defining 

a surface profile. It was shown that if this array 

is dimensioned in mm, power spectral density will 

be in mm3 and the spectral curve is defined by plotting 

this on a frequency scale dimens ioned in mm- 1 
• 

The area under a curve defined in this way will 

be in mm 2 and will represent variance, while the 

shape of the curve will represent an estimate of 

the distribution of this parameter with respect 

to frequency. This being so the ordinates defining 

the curve represent the spectral density of variance 

with respect to frequency and the curve itself may be 

described as a variance spectrum rather than a power 

spectrum. 

Variance (or power) spectral density was computed 

from surface profile data obtained from grinding 

wheels and ground surfaces. Results from these 

data when plotted on a natural scale were not well 

adapted for visual comparison. This was because 



the range of variance density values representing 

each profile is so wide that the smaller values 

associated with the higher frequencies appear to 

be virtually zero when plotted: particularly so 

in the case of spectra representing grinding wheel 

profiles. 

Spectral curves more suitable for visual comparison 

were obtained by plotting the square root of variance 

density versus frequency. The resulting curves 

including those representing surface profiles as 

closely similar as those of the same grinding wheel 

at different stages of wear are quite well different-

-iated for visual comparison. Additionally it was 

found that transfer functions plotted in order to 

show the comparison between any pair of surfaces 

were well approximated by straight lines of differing 

slope and intercept. 

If surface data are expressed in rom the area beneath 

a spectral curve defined by plotting the square 
1 

root of variance density will be in units of mm2
• 

These units are dimensionally inconsistent with a 

statement of area and also with any standard parameter 

representing variability. 
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These inconsistencies led to reconsideration with 

the object of formulating a more generally satisfactory 

alternative to the variance density spectrum than the 

one described in the preceding chapter. This was 

achieved as follows. 

Standard deviation is the square root of variance 

and is expressed in the same units as the variate 

while variance itself is expressed as the second 

power of these units. From this it follows that 

a spectrum derived from a variance spectrum such 

that the area beneath the derived curve is in linear 

units will represent the distribution of standard 

deviation with respect to frequency. This standard 

deviation spectrum is shown to have similar attributes, 

when applied to the surface profiles considered here 

as the dimensionally inconsistent type discussed in 

Chapter 11. 
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If variance spectral density is in mm3
, ordinates calculated 

l 
as (spectral density)3 will be expressed in mm 2

• These 

plotted against frequency in mn- 1 define a spectrum in 

which the units of area beneath the curve are mm. Given 

that the area under the power spectral density curve 
2 represents variance in rom it follows that the area 

beneath this modified curve renresents standard deviation 

in rom. 

Calculation of ordinates by raising spectral density to 

the power ~ has the effect of redUcing the range of 

numerical values to be plotted to a lesser extent than 

the reduction obtained by taking the square root. Also 

if a power spectral density curve represents profile 

ordinate variance density distribution with respect to 

frequency, the ne,.., curve defines the corresponding 

distribution of standard deviation density. 

Table 12.1 contains ordinates calculated as described 

above from the spectral density values in Table 11.1. 

The spectra so defined are plotted as Figs 12.2, 1~.3, 

12.4, 12.5, 12.6, and 12.7. 
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Table 12.1 

Frequency Spectral Density of Standard Deviation 

(mm- I 
) at Frequency X C10

2
flm 2 

) 

2 2 2 l l l X A3 F3 G3 K3 M3 Q~ I I I I 2 

0.0 209.83 7.52 1.95 100.39 3.07 218.51 
0.5 178.31 7.22 1.88 94 .)95 3.00 181.32 
1.0 122.67 6.39 1.66 79.52 2.81 123.26 
1.5 78.34 5.19 1.36 57.82 2.54 79.04 
2.0 41.59 3.84 1.03 36.70 2.24 35.62 
2.5 22.57 2.59 0.75 22.14 1.96 20.48 
3.0 15.05 1.65 0.56 14.39 1.73 16.61 
~.5 10.80 1.13 0.50 9.65 1.57 10.45 

.0 7.60 0.99 0.51 6.37 1.46 6.47 
4.5 5.14 1.01 0.54 4.72 1.39 4.99 
5.0 3.81 1. 03 0.56 3.~ 1.32 4.13 
5.5 3.35 1.01 0.57 2. 1.25 3.51 
6.0 3.16 0.97 0.56 2.37 1.17 2.48 
6.5 2.6~ 0.94- 0.56 2.01 1.08 2.14 
7.0 1.7 0.95 0.56 1.59 0.98 1.81 
7.5 1.40 0.95 0.56 1.41 0.88 1.54 
8.0 1.37 0.94- 0.55 1.26 0.81 1.30 
8.5 1·32 0.90 0.54 0.99 0.76 1.07 
9.0 1.13 0.85 0.52 0.84 0.73 0.88 
9.5 1.05 0.80 0.51 0.74 0.73 0.87 

10.0 0.91 0.77 0.50 0.58 0.73 0.79 
10.5 0.89 0.76 0.51 0.52 0.73 0.72 
11.0 0.82 0.74 0.51 0.53 0.72 0.59 
11.5 0.80 0.74 0.52 0.53 0.70 0.55 
12.0 0.82 0.75 0.52 0.55 0.69 0.52 
12.5 0.83 0.77 0.51 0.57 0.68 0.57 
13.0 0.70 0.80 0.49 0.52 0.66 0.51 
1~.5 0.55 o.~ 0.46 0.48 0.66 0.54 
14.0 0.50 o. 0.43 0.46 0.65 0.50 
14.5 0.52 0.83 0.40 0.42 0.64 0.43 
15.0 0.54 0.80 0.39 0.40 0.63 0.40 
15.5 0.53 0.75 0.36 0.38 0.60 0.44 
16.0 0.52 0.69 0.36 0.34 0.58 0.46 
16.5 0.54 0.64 0.35 0.33 0.55 0.44 
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~able 12.2 

Frequency Transfer Coefficients Re1atine Surfaces 
(rrun- I ) Represented by Standard Deviation Spectra 

X Y FA Y Y
GK 

Y
GF 

Y
KA MQ 

0.0 0.~6 0.016 0.021 0.259 0.478 0.5 o. 0 0.016 0.021 0.259 g:~~ 1.0 0.052 0.021 0.021 0.261 
1.5 0.066 0.033 0.025 0.263 0.7~8 2.0 0.092 0.063 0.029 0.270 0.8 2 
2.5 0.115 0.097 0.~3 0.290 0.981 
3.0 0.109 0.105 o. 0 o.~o o oC:;6 . / , 

~.5 0.105 0.150 0.052 o. '0 0.894 
.0 0.130 0.225 0.079 0.513 0.838 

4.5 0.196 0.277 0.115 o.~o 0.919 
5.0 0.271 0.320 0.150 o. 3 0.977 
5.5 0.301 0.~55 0.201 0.566 0.848 
6.0 0.306 o. 74 0.2~6 0.580 0.748 
6.5 0.357 0.505 0.2_0 0.598 0.762 
7.0 0.51+3 0.542 0.351 0.593 0.914 
7.5 0.679 0.571 0.~98 0.589 1.004 
8.0 0.683 0.624 o. 39 0.588 0.916 
8.5 0.683 0.650 0.550 0.600 0.746 
9.0 0.757 0.832 0.625 0.614 0.744 
9.5 0.763 0.836 0.682 0.6~O 0.706 

10.0 0.981 0.932 0.858 0.6 2 0.635 
10.5 0.852 1.022 0.982 0.667 0.578 
11.0 0.908 1.225 0.948 0.682 0.652 
11.5 0.933 1.275 0.966 0.694 0.670 
12.0 0.917 1.334 0.9~4 0.687 0.675 
12.5 0.9~7 1.192 0.8 8 0.654- 0.690 
13.0 1.1 2 1·310 0.945 0.606 0.733 
1~ .5 1.509 1.221 0.959 0.550 0.865 
1 .0 1.692 1.~19 0.934 0.510 0.922 
14.5 1.587 1. 91 0.950 0.476 0.797 
15.0 1.466 1.587 0.973 0.485 0.731 
15.5 1.406 1.379 0.971 0.485 0.7~ 
16.0 1.334 1.263 1.066 0.530 0.6 
16.5 1.176 1.260 1.069 0.554 0.609 

!y = 23.124 24.522 17.791 17.554 26.156 

. Y = 0.680 0.721 0.523 0.516 0.769 
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In the above dia~ra~s, density of standard deviation is 
plotted against frequency. A, and F, identify the surface 
samples, computine conditions etc. 
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For purposes of comparison, transfer coefficients were 

calculated and these listed in Table 12.2 are plotted 

as follows. 

Fig 12.8 shows the transfer function relating to the 

surface of a grinding wheel subjected to 30 seconds wear 

while Figs 12.9 and 12.10 are similarly representative 

of 5 minutes and 10 minutes wear respectively. Linear 

regression was applied to the plotted points and the 

resulting lines added to the diagrams together with 

95 per cent confidence limits. 

Fig 12.11 represents the development of the ground 

surface in ~ minutes grinding and Fig 12.12 the 

corresponding change in the grinding wheel surface 

by reason of wear. 

The procedure followed in calculating regression lines 

and confidence intervals is set out in Tables 12.3, 12.4, 

12.5, 12.6, 12.7, and 12.8 Appendix 12. 

In Fig 12.13 the five regression lines are plotted on a 

single pair of axes to facilitate comparison. On all six 

transfer function diagrams a line is drawn corresponding 

with unity transfer coefficient, since transfer functions 

represented by straight lines may conveniently be compared 

in terms of their slope and intercept relative to this 

line. 
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Fig 12.8 Transfer function at 30 seconds (Y FA ) 

Fig s i2 • 8 , 12. 9, and 12 .10 Transfer functions with 

regression line and 95 per cent confidence interval 

~elat1ng standard deviation spectra represent1ne the 

ground surface and correspondine grinding wheel surf~ce 

for the duration of wear 1nd1c~ted_ The ratios of 

corresponding pairs of standard deviation density 

ordinates are plotted v. frequency, the ground surface 

bEing treated as output. Y
FA 

,Y
MQ

, and Y
GK 

identify 

relevant columns in Table 12.2 
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See notes accompanying Fig 12.8 
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Fig 12.13 Transfer function regression lines 

representing relationships between surfaces as 

follows_ 

YFA workpiece and wheel after 30 seconds grinding 

Y
MQ 

workpiece and '\o]heel after 5 minutes grinding 

YGKworkpiece and wheel after 10 minutes grinding 

YGF 'Workpiece before and a'fter 9-~ minutes grinding 

-1 rom 

YKA grinding wheel before and after 91 minutes grinding 

The above are re-plotted from Figs 12.8, 12.9, 12.10, 

12.11, and 12.12,to facilitate comparison 



The width of the 95 per cent confidence zones indicates 

significant uncertainty in slope and position of the 

regression lines. However, if it is borne in mind that 

the transfer function representing the comparison between 

two identical spectra will be a horizontal straight line 

at unit level, it is clear that all regression lines 

plotted, with the possible exception of the one represent

-ing ~ minutes grinding wheel wear, differ very consider-

-ably from this situation. The regression lines differ 

from one another in terms of both slope and intercept 

to an extent much greater than that which could be 

accounted for by variations within the confidence limits. 

Exceptions to this are the lines representing the 

comparison between grinding wheel and workpiece after 

30 seconds and 5 minutes grinding. These are very 

similar but differ significantly from all the others. 

If it is accepted that a pO"ler spectrum, in the context 

of surface profile investigation, is conveniently 

described as a variance spectrum, then it is clearly 

appropriate to describe the modification presented here 

as a standard deviation spectrum. Apart from the fact 

that density of standard deviation is more conveniently 

plotted on a natural scale than density of variance, 

there is the added advantage that for the range of data 

used in these experiments, transfer functions relating 
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standard deviation spectra may justifiably be represented 

by straight lines, which is clearly not the case for the 

variance spectra. 



CONCLUSIONS 13. CONCLUSIONS 

The following notes are intended to show the 

contribution made by this work in relation to 

deductions based upon the literature survey. 

Information from the literature which proved to be 

most relevant to this investigation can be considered 

in three categories. The first of these relates to 

methods of characterizing surfaces involved in the 

grinding process, the second to means of comparing 

or relating these surfaces, and the third to the 

collection of information from the surfaces with a 

view to measurement and comparison. 

Characterization by statistical methods was clearly 

essential because of the predominantly random nature 

of grinding wheel and ground surface profiles. Of 

the various methods dealt with in the literature, 

autocorrelation and power spectral density appeared 

to be the most promising parameters for effective 

measurement and comparison. Information on these 

was not plentiful and came from relatively few sources. 

Prediction of output surface profile from input surface 

profile for a given set of conditions was envisaged as 

a future possibility. In this context the input and 
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output represented by the profiles of grinding wheel 

and ground surface respectively were of primary interest. 

The possibility of output surface prediction pre

-supposes the establishment of some curve or equation 

connecting the parameter or parameters representing 

the two surface profiles. Relevant information was 

particularly scarce and the only significant contribut

-ion was found in the work of one author. This refers 

to the transfer function curves relating pairs of 

power spectra published by Pek1enik (21). 

Information on stylus profilometry applied to abrasive 

surfaces including grinding wheels was plentiful and 

served to confirm this as the most appropriate method 

of data collection from surface profiles for the 

purpose of ~omputing statistical parameters. 

The main theme of the present work relates to measure

-ment of dressed and worn surfaces of grinding wheels 

by stylus profi1ometry, analysis of these profiles in 

terms of spectral density, and comparison of spectra 

by means of transfer functions. This, of course, 

implies the application of similar methods to surfaces 

produced by the grinding wheels. Concentration on 

spectral density for surface profile analysis may 

well be an unique feature of this investigation 



although this statement cannot be made with confidence 

because of the extended time scale of the part time 

research. 

Initially, power spectral density was used for surface 

characterization and comparison. At a somewhat later 

stage this parameter, appropriately dimensioned, is 

referred to as spectral density of variance, and the 

curve itseif as a variance spectrum. This was done 

in order to clarify the meaning of such a spectrum as 

it relates to surface profile. 

Some measure of dissatisfaction with variance (or power) 

spectra for surface profile characterization led 

finally to formulation of an alternative spectrum 

capable of better representation of the surface 

profiles involved in grinding. A further advantage 

of the new parameter, described as a standard deviation 

spectrum, is the strong linear correlation with 

frequency, characteristic of transfer functions relating 

these spectra. 

Interpretation of variance spectra and standard 

deviation spectra is basically similar, since they 

represent the distribution with respect to frequency 

of profile ordinate variability; in terms of variance 

and standard deviation respectively. 



standard deviation densities representing a given 

profile are contained within a considerably smaller 

range of values than the corresponding densities of 

variance. As a result of this, surface profiles 

typical of the grinding process are shown to be more 

clearly represented and compared in graphical terms, 

by means of standard deviation spectra rather than 

by variance spectra. 
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Linearity is obviously not essential for interpretation 

and use of a transfer function. Here there is some 

evidence for its existence and, if close correlation 

was established between density of standard deviation 

and frequency, this would represent a particularly 

convenient relationship between surface profiles. 

At this point it seems appropriate to compare rsults 

with some of those contained in Part 1 of this thesis. 

In the Conclusions to Part I (p 78) it was noted that 

the compression of asperities into a zone of reduced 

depth as a result of grinding wheel wear could be 

expressed in terms of a diminution in the corresponding 

standard deviation as represented by differences in the 

slope of distribution curves. Here in Part 2 similar 

comments can be applied to the transfer 



functions representing grinding wheel wear and the 

corresponding development of a ground surface shown 

in Figures 12.12 and 12.11 respectively. 

Regression lines in both diagrams are below unity 

which means that the area beneath the spectral curve 

representing the output is less than that for the 

input. The simplest interpretation is that the 

standard deviation of surface profile heights is 

reduced by grinding wheel wear: a virtually identical 

conclusion to that formulated in Part 1. 
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Results presented here in the form of standard deviation 

spectra contain significantly more information than the 

above Part 1 result because the spectrum provides not 

only an estimate of standard deviation for the profile 

but also the distribution of this parameter with 

respect to frequency. 

Spectral curves appear to provide the best combination 

of readily interpreted surface profile characteristics 

to be had in a single parameter. Using standard 

deviation spectra it is possible to estimate the 

relative contributions to surface profile content 

of a given frequency band. Also the easily obtainable 

transfer functions facilitate quantitative comparison 

between profiles in terms of standard deviation. 



Although the transfer functions derived from standard 

deviation spectra show a strong linear correlation, 

individual transfer coefficients deviate appreciably 

from the regression lines. Direct comparison between 

regression lines (Figure 12.13) shows these to be 

clearly differentiated in terms of slope and intercept 

but the position is seen to be less satisfactory 

when these differences are considered in relation 

to the width of the 95 per cent confidence bands. 

If it is accepted that these deviations represent 

random errors relative to a straight line several 

possible and perhaps interrelated causes can be 

suggested. 

Errors will arise at various stages of data collection 

and computation. Firstly in connection with digitizing 

measured surface profile ordinates and secondly in 

connection with the actual computation which will 

inevitably be affected by rounding errors. Any 

spectral curve represents an estimate of some ideal 

spectrum and smoothing is necessary in order to 

approach this optimum. Over smoothing will result 

in suppression of real surface profile characteristics 

and little or no guidance appears to be available 

regarding the extent of smoothing necessary other 

than by visual inspection of trial spectra. 



Inspection of the tables of ordinates defining the 

various spectra shows apparently random deviations 

from a smooth curve particularly evident in the 

case of the smaller ordinates associated with the 

higher frequencies. These deviations will obviously 

affect the transfer coefficient ratios between 

corresponding pairs of ordinates. 

There is also a possibility that spectra may have 

been adversely affected by the method of dealing with 

gaps in the profile caused by voids in the grinding 

wheel, which are recorded as zero ordinates. 

However, comparison between tables of spectral density 

ordinates representing grinding wheel surfaces with 

those representing ground surfaces does not reveal 

the former to be inferior. Furthermore inclusion of 

data to represent voids in some way is clearly essential 

because the extent and distribution of these defines 

the spacing of abrasive grit surfaces within the 

profile. 

Samples of 100 profile ordinates have been shown to 

be quite inadequate for spectral density computation 

and increasing this to 1000 ordinates, a limit imposed 

by the equipment, produced a striking improvement. 
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Samples of intermediate sizes produced somewhat 

inferior results suggesting that samples of 1000 

were by no means too large. 

In order to provide clear visual differentiation between 

spectra various methods of plotting have been used. In 

Chapter 10, variance spectral density is plotted on a 

logarithmic scale versus frequency (Fig. 10.28). In 

Chapter 11 the square root of variance spectral density 

has been plotted while in Chapter 12, ordinates were 

obtained by raising spectral density to the power ~. 

Each of these methods has been shown to facilitate visual 

comparison between surface profiles so represented. 

An objection to the 'standard deviation spectral of 

Chapter 12 is that standard deviation (unlike variance) 

is not additive. bearing in mind this objection the idea 

of a standard deviation spectrum can be avoided as follows. 

The transfer function from the input profile to the output 

profile (i.e. from the grinding wheel to the ground surface) 

is 
( )

_ fo(~) 
H W - fi (w) 

where fi(w) and fo(w) are the variance spectral density 

functions of the input and output profiles respectively. 

Then the transfer function is characterised by finding a 

power of a such that 

a 
[H (w)] = a linear function 0 f w. 
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In effect, the transfer function of Chapters 11 and I? 

were characterised by taking a as ~ and ~ respectively. 

Of these the first is seen to provide the closer approx

-imation to linearity. 

The extent of the work involved in computing and 

presenting spectral curves and related information 

in this thesis may not be altogether apparent from 

the text. To convey this adequately would involve 

tediously dwelling upon difficulties ~ith hardware 

and software and upon details of the methods and 

expedients adopted to overcome them. Nevertheless 

it is evident that much more remains to be done 

with considerable emphasis on the equipment and 

methods of spectral computation. However, it is 

believed that sufficient evidence has been presented 

to justify continuation of work on these lines and 

that the concept of spectral density'applied- to standard 

deviation provides a convenient and appropriate 

parameter for use -in future work. 

Work relating to the composite grinding wheel has 

not so far been mentioned in these conclusions. 

This was commenced at a stage when further statistical 

investigation of the profiles of bonded grinding 

wheels appeared to present insuperable difficulty. 
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Further developments brought about a partial reversal 

of this situation and it was decided to concentrate 

upon the latter, which now appeared to offer prospects 

of significant progress towards ani understanding of 

surface texture problems in grinding. No conclusions 

are presented relating to results obtained with the 

composite grinding wheel because of a lack of confidence 

in the results available when work was discontinued. 

However, subject to improvements, the device itself is 

believed to represent a potentially useful tool for 

investigation into the grinding process where study 

of surface texture may not be the primary objective. 
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APPENDIX 9 



Table 9.2 Test Data 

(100 values of Sine at intervals of ¥ ) 

1000 DATA 0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1 
1010 DATA 0,1,0,-1,(,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1 
1C20 DATA 0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1 
1030 DATA 0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1 
1040 DATA 0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1 
1050 DATA 0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1,0,1,9,-1 
1060 DATA 0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1 
1070 DATA 0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1,0,1,0,-1 
1080 DATA 0,1,0,-1 



Table 9.3 Input and Output Data obtained froIT, 
Profilograms of a Grinding Wheel and Ground Surface 

1000 DATA 0 0 0 0 16.0 17.8 
1010 DATA 6 0 0 0 0 0 
1020 DATA 0 0 7.5 17.8 16.8 18.0 
1030 DATA 17.6 17.0 5.0 0 0 0 
1040 DATA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1050 DATA 0 0 0 4.0 4.6 5.0 
1060 DA~A 4.3 6.0 3.0 2.3 2.0 2.0 
1070 DATA 2.8 0 0 0 0 0 
1080 DATA 0 0 0 0 2.0 4.7 
1090 DATA 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 
1100 DATA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1110 DATA 0 0 0 0 7.0 16.0 
1120 DATA 13.5 4.0 0 0 0 0 
1130 DATA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1140 DATA 0 10.0 16.5 17.9 17.8 12.5 
1150 DATA 5.0 0 0 0 0 0 
1160 DATA 10.0 10.0 8.0 5.0 
1500 DATA 11.0 10.8 9.2 10.4 lc.4 lC.O 
1510 DATA 9.7 10.1 11.0 10.5 11.0 10.5 
1520 DATA 9.4 9.6 9.2 9.6 9.0 7.0 
1530 DATA 9.2 9.3 8.4 8.8 9.7 1C.1 
154-0 DATA 9.4 9.4 9.2 10.7 11.0 11.0 
1550 DATA 11.0 11.0 11.2 12.0 12.3 12.1 
1560 DATA 11.0 10.7 11.9 12.8 13.3 12.2 
1570 DATA 12.0 11.4 11.7 11.9 11.8 11.0 
1580 DATA 10.8 11.5 11.0 11.8 9.4 11.0 
1590 DATA 12.0 13. 0 12.5 12.3 11.2 12.2 
1600 DATA 10.0 13·2 10.5 10.9 9.2 10.9 
1610 DATA 11.5 10·3 9.7 10.0 10.4 11.2 

1620 DATA 9.5 10.0 9.3 9.6 9.8 9.7 
1630 DATA 8.0 8.5 10.6 9.8 10.7 10.5 

1640 DATA 10.4 10.8 9.9 10.8 10.1 10.5 
1650 DATA 9·3 9·3 9.3 9.4 9.0 9.2 
1660 DATA 7.0 9·0 9.8 9.5 
(Values tabulated are orninates ~easored at intervals 

of 0.1 inch) 
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> llJl. .. u llhTH 1~l:!II~:'-1 1"'~ll~~:,ll",;,;,I:':':": 

>i'ILE. ':'ld411' 
> ~'J ~ 1., 

> L 11'-' II ' :11-' G,J I) lj , 

>LII ..... U'·,!J<lIl' 
)0 '<fll~" 

:-- ...... !,-'L;:. "I)i'l'\-< '-,\ji-Ll"HL 1..: •. ~i"IT'f ,.11·/,,'110'. r(") 

(".~) 'J{ "J.'lul,f. ~lLr.)= 11111 

(lr,~L') Lc;\; ',10. ,./= n', 
ll;';~~"')F\;';N(~.FLn-~IJ.I"Tr"":I.'1.: ·'I/( III~;;»= 10 
,',I:JUJr.{"rrcTIGAL "G!,\I.'" j-,-,.I;'r·;li':'H'Ir.r' <;1)><1-)= :"<7.'}:1:1 

'1 ,. " .I' ( r,') = 1 I ? 'l 6 • 7 ,!I '"' • l' \ , : ) = ('1 

( . 

OK. ED 
GO 
INPUT' 
10'Z, DATA 152.152.152.1520152.152 
101~ DATA 152.152.152.152.152.152 
102~ DATA 152.152.152.152.152.152 
1~3~ DATA 152.152.152.152.152.152 
1~4~ DATA 152.152.152.152.152.152 
1~5~ DATA 152.1520151.151.151.151 
1~6~ DATA 15~.15'J.149,149.149.149 
1~1~ DATA 149.149.148.148.148.148 
1~6~ DATA 14101470146,145.143.141 
1~9~ DATA 133.103,~12.031.0'J9.~15 

;11'J'J. DATA 'J17.'J62.'J98.125.134.143 
';llt~ DATA 143.121.~5.'J11.~~47.!'41 
112!1.DATA 'J1~.'J87.ll~ ... }.".113.1~9 
113!1 DATA 1 ~5·.'J97 .~81.'J7'J.'J52.'J31 

'I U~.bATA 'J 1~1#'J'J'J.'J'J'J.~'J'J.'J'J'J.'J~~ 
115tiDATA' 'J'J'J. 'J'J'J. 'J'J'J. 'J'J'J. 'J'J'J. 'J'J'J 
IV~~ DATA ':I'J'J. 'J'J'J. ~~~. ~~~ 

.. ':.:,,'" 

EDIT 
FIL.EMJ41 I 
. , 

. OK~·Ii.~ASI~ 
GO,i'i~'·;;"'~ 
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>FILE'~Jll)I' 

>L!)(\L' ""ACJO/~' 

>LOALr 'V,Jlj-jI' 
>HU'IJ 
S,.\V; PL t: PO '.iF. ii 5i' I:.C TH i\l.. L't: :-JS 11 I' i""U\jC TI,J.\) to U) 
(2?')"l(S{\V,PLE 517.1::)= I'J'J 
(122'J) LAG \10. "1= r,f 

( 1225) H H.'IJ r, • nlt:o. I \J T ElfJ AL : P 1/( I 'J. r" ) ) = I'J 
(413'J)E(VEIlTICAL SC"\L~ FACTOd:i("\'\jI;r~ :,'J*E)= 2~~.I1Jr, 

""AX.F(.o'>= 14?'Jld "11'IJ.F(,.J)= 'J 

.. 

.. 

.. 
" . . 

. . . . . . . 
• • 4 ~ • • • • .. . 

O~, ElJ 
\'0 
I:-JPUT 
I'J'J'J 1Jf\1 A 
I'JI'J lJi\T" 
I 'J2'J DA TA 
1'.13'.1 1)1\ Tf\ 
I 'Jlj '.1 DA T f\ 
1'J5'J LATA 
1'.16'.1 DATA 
1'.17 '.1 [;f\ T f\ 
I'J~'J [lATA 
1'J'i'J DATI\ 
II 'j'j DATA 
I II 'J DATA 
112'J DATA 
111'J DATA 
114'.1 flAT i) 
I I 5'.1 LJ~ITA 

11f,'J DATA 

ElilT 
FILE r>':J491 

Oi'{, LBASIC 
r;n 

'.1'.1'.1, '.h '.1, I'J I, 172, I (''J,J 1'1 
':I'i 7 , '.1 7 -J, 'J6 lj, '.123 , '.1 'J 'J, 'j'J'J 
'J~~, 'J'J'J. 'J'J'J. 'J'J'J. 'J'J~.'J(11 
I ~'), 224, 232, 19d ,223,232 
23 3, ? 1 ), ? I I, I 'i :1> I 27 , I 'J I 
I 'J 2, I 'J 2, 'J'J 3, '.1 53 , '.1 2'.1 , 'J 'J I 
'J~ 'J, 'J'J 'J, 'J'J 'J, 'J'J 'J , 'J 'J'J , 'J 'J'J 
'J 'J 'j, 'J'J Ij, 'J'J 'J, 'J'J 'J, 'J'J 'J , rJ 'J'J 
'lJ'J,'J'J'J,'J'J'J,'J'J'J,'J'J'J,'J'J'J 
'J'J '.1, 'J'J '.1, 'J3 I. III I ,J 3'1 >I 3'.1 
151,21 'J. 233,235.222, I ~3 
11 6, 'Jf,d,'J3'J,'J'Jll,'J'J'J.'J'J'J 
'J'J'j,'J'J'J.'J'J'J,'J'J'J.'J'J'J,'J'J'J 
'J'J'J,'J'J'J,'J'J'J,'J'J~,'J'J'J,'J'J'J 
'J'J'J, 'lJ'J, 'JI 'h 12ll, 212, 23'i 
223, 15', 'J'J 'i, 'J3 I • 'J'J~JI '.1'.1'.1 
'J'J 'J, 'JJ 'J, 'J'j 'J, 'J 'J 'J 
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Fig. -9.33 Sample Power Spectral Density Function for the Profile of an 80 Grit 

Grindirlg T,[reel after) t;linutes wear. TTormal Profilogram Hagnification ::>000. 
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Program MACJd4 with data representing 1000 grinding 

wheel surface profile ordinates 

L. J ::; 1 ,', ::, 1 :i l.Lv; l ' 

::i j :1 0'''. r (4) L <]3 ,.:.; i:. u 1, J H i 
.. I~LCJ'",::' S 1~1J:'~l' 

>L.J,H' ':-"H,':0,j~' 

11 ' .. .)4 :"61 /'.) 

> :1 '.;:::' (; 1'1 d.n 'G Ih. L i L,; .'.1 0 :V:' 
> -) '.;::' I 1, ~ rj i :>t; 

»(.;:'::'"5 t--Id.n 'GI,j::.. 'J14LJe. rD:\ L' 
> ;J '.; ~~ j I Ij r U 1 L 
>:- I LJ.:: ··.,iCJ04" 
>L..l .:; 1 

j 

1 '.; 
1 ~ 
1 lj 
1 () 
1 d 
~ f.J 

t'id '~1 'S~YV;r'L::' i~,J .. ,.::.,;', ~rt..''':i;H\L 

L'I '<A, ( 1'.) 'J 'J ) 
LJI ;" C( 1 '.;'J'.;) 
~) I "': '" ( 1 t..J t..J '.; ) 
U'V: S( 1'Jt..J) 
L I :-' r'( 1 'J'.;) 
L t_ 1 l' = Li.c H 1.\ ( 1 ) 

2 ~ ,Ij = 1 '..J '.; '.; 
:::.j rl{Ln '(2~) .• (~,~:'~rL::: .:;lLe.)=':,>J 
j'.; G O::i J.,' :>'J'.; 
JG GO,:.)',.JI.~ 1 j'Jf.) 
J :., G 'J :J U ~:\ '-) '.; t..J '.; 
j4 liOSJL\ 1 '.;t..J 
J:J ,:.:;J::'ULI J'.)''..Jt..J 
:>'J GJ~J:) 1 'J'..Jt..J 
!J2 GJSUL' ,jt..J'J 
j I GOSJ::l 4'.Jt..J'.; 
jj 

":>'.1 

6'.; 
/'.) 

1'J'J 
1'.;::> 
1 1 '.; 
12'J 
Ij'.; 

Ilj'J 

GJ::'lb 7t..J'J'.; 
GJ ::, u :=' 6 '.; '.; 'j 
GO~ lJi' j'j j'.; 

GO j 0 :i .. U:J 

I\t.:": Ct\LCLJLA'~t.. C{ 1) 

LL! '-\=1 
L:":, ~(1)='J 

L ::.. 1 S ( j ) = S ( 1 ) + ...... ( r\ ) * 1\ ( ,-\ +4 ) 
11- 1'\= ,J - 'j i:1 .:::,~ c. '.; '.; 

1::>'J Lil 1-\=1'\+1 

16'.; G')"10 Ij'J 
2'.; '.; C ( 1 ) = :J ( 1 ) /':' 
2 I f.; L ::. j 1 = 1 + 1 
2~'J 11" l=L+l 1rl.::.,.,j ~Y'.; 

2,)'.; GJ1') 11'J 
:2 lJ '.; r 0; \ ! = L + 1 1:) ;\1 
2~'.; C( 1>='J , 
2r.)'.; 
2. 7 '.; 
:> t..J '.; 
:>1t..J 
je'J 
::>j'J 
ji<'J 
~ t..J1.; 

dl':J 
:-set..J 
,)J'J 
o t.'J 
~ j':J 
~G'J 
o / (.; 
~j'J 

jJ'J 
-J .. ..J f.; 

~ 1 '..J 
~2'J 

.(::...;. j 1 
;\=:1 un\i 
ni:.": hl:..i-\Li .\ 
~O;\ 1=1 IJ .\i 
• \ ::. i\ L . ..:. ( I ) 
:~ t..,'\ 1 1 
I\t..l J;\.\ 
Hi>: Ci-\LCJLATl rC ... ) 
L!:: 1 w=t..J 
Li:..T .=1 
Lii S='J " . _ 
L i '1 S = ;, ( 1 ) 4< C ( "1 H· C J::i ( \~. k'" 1 I ( 1 '.) * r ) ) + ~ 

lr 1='" 1rlt..,'-l d:.S'J 
L=:"i 1=j+l 
G:J 1 0 d 4'.; 
Le.! r(~)=(C(~)+2·~)/(2.r) 

Lii ... =.,,+1 
I r ~.=L+ 1 '1:1 :::.\ --):;:,'..J 
G0"10 02'.; 

:\t. j J:\,~ 

r u,j C i I J. r ( ,', ) , 
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:\:::'~. V!::n11C,',L A.-\IS :;'CdL.::':yJwi:." ,:,r-C.CIHHL L-;:.,~,:,l il /,., 
J,..i::t ,.='J 

4'.J2'.J Lit~: I ='J 
, .. 'J3'.; LEl:\2='.; 
4'J4'J IF F(~)<=Xl I~~~ 4~;J'J 

~05'.J IF r(~»=X~ lrli:.~ 411'.J 
/"".JG'J 
'-I'.Jl'.J 
l;,'.Jc,'.J 
4'.J-)0 
410'.; 
41 1 'J 
4120 
4130 
4131 
4132 
Lli 33 
414'J 
41~'J 

416'J 
i< 1 7".J 
'-Il:.1'.J 
6'J'J'J 
6'.;1'J 
6'J2'J 
6'J'J'J 
604'.J 
6'.J5'.J 
6'.;6'.J 
7'.;0'.; 
'1'.;10 
7012 
7'.;13 
7 '.;7 'J 
75'.;'J 
751'.J 
752'.; 
7~'J'.J 

15'-1'J 
755'.; 
76'J'..J 
164'.J 
165':.0 
-'66'..J 
167'.; 
76oj':.o 
16-)'..J 
)'..J'.;'.; 
-,t'J2~ 

)'..J22 
)'..J25 
-)'.J26 
)'J27 
)'J::!.'i 
-) '.J''':-J 

L:::l '.v=";+1 
IF ~=L"l l~E~ 41J'.J 
GOI) 4'.J4'J 
LEI :-: I = r~ ( '" ) 
GJ'lO 4'.J6'.; 
L::'I V.2=:-~(it.) 

GO'1 0 ~'J6':.o 

L::' 1 t.. = ( :-:;;; -'; 1 ) / ';) 'J 
hd.\l1 ·(LjI3~)E.(J':::;·;1ICt'L ,:,C,\LE. rHCjjll:.(d."Gl:. ';)'.J":;')=':'::: 
i-ii!:\ll ''':'-\.\. F( tJ)=' ::.:c:: 
l":\I.'Jl ':-~I:~.F( IV)=' :.\1 
II" v,I<'.J IdE::\I 417'J 
LE.! V='.; 
GJ'lJ 41-J':.o 
L~l V=l~l('J-XI/£) 

HEl U:d 
:11:::-: I'LOl F(;,) 
l-J:( 1 ='.J' L 
LE.1 w=I>JT(F(I)/r..) 
nil ,'I). i ;~S( I ) : I : 

i- (\ 1 ;\i 1 I HO ( 'oJI + OJ + 6 ) : • * • 
\I EX 1 1 
ii£l u,\,~ 
aE.:v: v"£nlICiiL ii..\!C .sC~LE 

yal.'Il1 
rId ,\il 1;\~( 'J+6): "J' 
hl!.'oJ T lAtH v + 6) : ' T ' 

t(El U".J 
ht:,"v) CO.~ v::':. \ T .\ IQ . .; LE.:;,':; :V:::':,d .\ 
L E:l S=':.o 
LE.I J= 1 
LE1 .s=':;+A(J) 
I r" J=N 1rlUJ 76Lj'.J 
LJ:;l J=J+l 
GOTO 153'J 
LET ~= 1 
Lll \(K)=X(K)-S/~ 
1 F K=:'I) l:1E:.'Il 16-)~ 

LEI r{=,.{"l 
G010 16'.JJ 
ItE T J;t>J 
nE'1 IJATA 
X=67 
L=lJ'.J 
F=l'J 
hd'l)l 'GIvE. LAG :JO r-:' 
I -lIW 1 .. 
I" H 1 .'1) 1 • G 1 v i.. J ~L J 1:: l- 0;\ L' 
IJr J 1 L 

oJ·.Jl;,':" "Ll Jj(.~ 
-J i) J i.. ... ~ L 
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GGGGOOGGGGGG REOUrSTFn 14Y R TlUGGAN SPOOl GOOOGOOGC 
GGGGOOGOGGGO JOB NO I 1 CONSOLF NO I 0 GOOOOOGOC 
GGGGGGGGGGOG DATE: 9-HAY-79 TIHrl 14.27 GGGGGGGGC 
GGGGGGGGGGGG GGGGGGGGC 
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGOGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGOGOGOGOGGGGGGOGGGOOC 
GGGGOOOOGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGOOOGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGOO( 
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGOOGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGOGGOGOGGGGGGGGG( 

DK1IGJEDIT~/BL 
EOP 

14.25.39 TUESDAY 9-HAY-78 

SHEET 001 GJfDIT~ 

000 000 PAGE" 0 
000 000 151 A START LFI lIll 

000 001 013 II 
000 002 152 A lin <TJTl 
000 003 001 fI 

000 004 300 A fI? l Til 0 
000 005 127 A SN7 
000 006 046 A JHR III 

000 007 150 A tFI XTf<AN 
000 010 020 A 
000 011 17'5 A RHONJ .JHIl 
000 012 076 A 

000 013 113 A ISF 

000 014 067 A JHR 82 
000 015 022 B Bl Jt1S INNO 
000 016 074 A 
000 017 261 fI STD H 
000 020 011 A 
000 021 140 A l XI 316 
000 022 116 A 
000 023 1'50 A LFJ XTf<AN 
000 024 020 A 
000 02'5 175 A RHON; ~IH~ 

000 026 076 A 

000 027 140 A l XI 275 
000 030 275 A 
000 031 1'50 A LEI XTf<AN 

000 032 020 A 
000 033 175 A RHON; ~IHB 1 

000 034 076 A 

000 03'5 022 B JHS IHNO 
000 036 074 A 
000 037 261 B STD N 
000 040 012 A 
000 041 1'51 A LFI lORa 

000 042 035 B 
000 043 1'52 A LGI (IORO 

000 044 001 B 
000 04'5 300 A fl3 Ull 0 

000 046 127 A 5HZ 
000 047 046 A JHR fl4 

000 050 1'50 A l FJ XTRAN 

000 051 020 A 
000 052 175 A RHON J ~IHFI 

000 0'53 076 A 

000 054 113 A 1SF 

000 0'55 067 A Jt1R B3 

000 0'56 1'50 A fl4 tfl XTRAN; PDe 

000 0'57 020 A 

000 060 114 A 

HINISEH 



SHEET 002 GJEflITL 

000 061 175 A RHONj .IHB 
000 062 076 A 

000 063 153 A SXfI 317 
000 064 317 A 
000 065 042 A JHR 85 
000 066 114 A POC 
000 067 042 A JHR Fl6 
000 070 140 A B5 L.XI 5 
000 071 005 A 
000 072 261 8 86 STn CT4 
000 073 003 A 
000 074 114 A POC 
000 075 114 A POC 
000 076 114 A POC 
000 077 261 B STn Cll 
000 100 000 A 
000 101 261 8 STfi CT? 
000 102 001 A 
000 103 261 Fl STn (:T3 
000 104 002 A 
000 105 261 Fl STT! (:T5 
000 106 004 A 
000 107 261 Fl STTI (:T6 
000 110 005 A 
000 111 114 A pnc 
000 112 140 A LXI 100; LXI FLUSH+l INF; lFJ ASSIGN+4 
000 113 100 A 
000 114 140 A 
000 115 300 A 
000 116 150 A 
000 117 144 A 
000 120 175 A RHONJ EHON 
000 121 176 A 
000 122 114 A POC 
000 123 140 A LXI 120; LXI FLUSH+LINF; LEI ASSIGN+5 
000 124 120 A 
000 125 140 A 
000 126 300 A 
000 127 150 A 
000 130 145 A 
000 131 175 A RHON; FHClN 
000 132 176 A 
000 133 022 Fl JHS Pl 
000 134 171 A 
000 135 022 B JHS HnG 
000 136 000 A 
000 137 021 Fl B8 JHS RNO 
000 140 047 A 
000 141 241 Fl LOn CT5 
000 142 004 A 
000 143 144 A ADI 1 
000 144 001 A 
000 145 261 B STD r.T5 



SHEET 003 GJFTlIT2 

000 H6 004 A 
000 147 112 A CON 
000 1~0 241 II LflII H 
000 151 011 A 
000 152 135 A SUII 
000 153 127 A SNZ 
000 1~4 042 A JHR 87 
000 IS5 000 II JHD 118 
000 156 137 A 
000 157 241 8 B7 LDD N01 
000 160 006 A 
000 161 150 A lFI 5 
000 162 005 A 
000 163 175 A RHON; JHII 1 
000 164 076 A 

000 16~ 241 II l nIl NO? 
000 166 007 A 
000 167 1~0 A l FI 5 
000 170 005 A 
000 171 175 A RHON; ~IHFI 

000 172 076 A 

000 173 241 II l O£1 N03 
000 174 010 A 
000 175 150 A l FI ~ 

000 176 005 A 
000 177 175 A RHON; JHII 1 
000 200 076 A 

000 201 241 B LDD CTl 
000 202 000 A 
000 203 144 A ADI 
000 204 001 A 
000 205 261 B STD Cll 
000 206 000 A 
000 207 241 B l TID eT2 
000 210 001 A 
000 211 144 A ADI 
000 212 001 A 
000 213 261 II ST£1 eT? 
000 214 001 A 
000 215 112 A e£1N 
000 216 153 A SX£1 144 
000 217 144 A 
000 220 042 A JHR 119 
000 221 000 II JH£1 1110 
000 222 2S5 A 
000 223 022 B 89 JHS CRLF 
000 224 206 A 
000 225 022 II JHS F'L 
000 226 171 A 
000 227 140 A LXI 64; LXI 100; LXI RFI S+UNF 
000 230 064 A 



SHEET 004 G~IFnIT? 

000 231 140 A 
000 232 100 A 
000 233 140 A 
000 234 220 A 
000 235 150 A LEI ASSIGN+4 
000 236 144 A 
000 237 175 A RHON; EHON 
000 240 176 A 
000 241 140 A LXI 40; LXI 1:;>0; LXI RFI.S+lINf 
000 242 040 A 
000 243 140 A 
000 244 120 A 
000 245 140 A 
000 246 220 A 
000 247 150 A L £':J ASSJGN+5 
000 250 145 A 
000 251 175 A f.:HON' f HON 
000 252 176 A 
000 253 000 II ~IHn STARl 
000 254 000 A 
000 255 241 II 1110 L nn cn 
000 256 000 A 
000 257 153 A sxn " 
000 260 006 A 
000 261 047 A JHR 1111 
000 262 140 A LXI :;>~,4 

000 263 254 A 
000 264 150 A LfI 5 
000 265 005 A 
000 266 175 A RHON; JHII 
000 267 076 A 

000 270 047 A JHR 1I12 
000 271 022 II fill JHS CRl F 
000 272 206 A 
000 273 022 Ii ~IHS HnG 
000 274 000 A 
000 275 114 A PDC 
000 276 261 Ii STn cn 
000 277 000 A 
000 300 021 II Ill? .IHS RNO 
000 301 047 A 
000 302 241 Ii Inn Cll> 
000 303 005 A 
000 304 144 A AliI 
000 305 001 A 
000 306 261 FI STn CTl> 
000 307 005 A 
000 310 112 A CDN 
000 311 241 II Uln N 
000 312 012 A 
000 313 135 A SUB 
000 314 127 A SN7 
000 315 041 A JHR Fl13 



SHEET 005 GJFflTT/ 

000 316 061 A ~'HR ~]? 
000 317 114 A ~13 PIle 
000 320 261 fI STIl CTc!-
000 321 005 A 
000 322 000 B JHD fl7 
000 323 157 A 
001 000 PAGF 
001 000 000 A CTl 0 
001 001 000 A CT2 0 
001 002 000 A CT3 0 
001 003 000 A CT4 0 
001 004 000 A CT5 0 
001 005 000 A CT6 0 
001 006 000 A NOl 0 
001 007 000 A N02 0 
001 010 000 A N03 0 
001 011 000 A H 0 
001 012 000 A N 0 
001 013 015 A TITl TFXT<]~><]/>I G"f-nn VOA/(]~')<]/>/H-=I<O> 
001 014 012 A 
001 015 040 A 
001 016 107 A 
001 017 112 A 
001 020 105 A 
001 021 104 A 
001 022 111 A 
001 023 124 A 
001 024 040 A 
001 025 126 A 
001 026 060 A 
001 027 101 A 
001 030 015 A 
001 031 012 A 
001 032 115 A 
001 033 075 A 
001 034 000 A 
001 035 040 A JORO TFXTI J OR 07:1<0> 
001 036 111 A 
001 037 040 A 
001 040 117 A 
001 041 12/ A 
001 042 040 A 
001 043 117 A 
001 044 077 A 
001 045 072 A 
001 046 000 A 
001 047 000 A RNa 0 
001 050 000 A 0 
001 051 150 A Al l FI 4 
001 052 004 A 
001 053 175 A RHON; JH~ ] 
001 054 076 A 

001 055 261 B STn NO] 



SHEET 006 G~IFTlJ1 2 

001 056 006 A 
001 057 112 A CI1N 
001 060 107 A 7SX 
001 061 145 A SUI M 
001 062 060 A 
001 063 126 A SPO 
001 064 064 A A2 JHR A1 
001 065 145 A sur 12 
001 066 012 A 
001 067 125 A SNF 
001 070 073 A JHR A::> 
001 071 150 A L FJ 4 
001 072 004 A 
001 073 175 A RHON; .IHB 1 
001 074 076 A 

001 075 261 FI SlIl NCO 
001 076 007 A 
001 077 150 A L F J " 001 100 004 A 
001 101 175 A RHON; JHFt 1 
001 102 076 A 

001 103 :761 FI STn N03 
001 104 010 A 
001 105 001 B JHI1 RNO 
001 106 047 A 
002 000 PAGF 
002 000 000 A HDG 0 
002 001 000 A 0 
002 002 140 A LXI 261 
002 003 261 A 
002 004 150 A LFr 5 
002 005 005 A 
002 006 175 A RHON; .IHFI 
002 007 076 A 

002 010 241 B L nn nit 
002 011 003 A 
002 012 022 fl JHS f'UN 
002 013 136 A 
002 014 241 Ft L nn (:13 

002 015 002 A 
002 016 022 fl JHS PUN 
002 017 136 A 
002 020 151 A L FJ HD 
002 021 064 B 
002 022 152 A uu <HI1 
002 023 002 B 
002 024 300 A H1 LDI 0 
002 025 127 A SNZ 
002 026 046 A JHR H:7 
002 027 150 A l FJ 5 
002 030 005 A 



SHEET 007 GJFnJ1 ? 

002 031 175 A RHON; ~IHII 1 
002 032 076 A 

002 033 113 A ISF 
002 034 067 A JHR H1 
002 035 241 II H7 L nn CT3 
002 036 002 A 
002 037 144 A An! 1 
002 040 001 A 
002 041 261 II ST[I CT3 
002 042 002 A 
002 043 117 A cnN 
002 044 153 A sxn 17 
002 045 017 A 
002 046 047 A ~IHR H3 
002 047 007 II JHn HIIG 
002 050 000 A 
002 051 741 II H3 l fIJI C14 
002 052 003 A 
002 053 144 A An] 1 
002 054 001 A 
002 055 761 II STn CT4 
002 056 003 A 
002 057 114 A pnc 
002 060 261 II sm CT3 
002 061 007 A 
002 062 002 B JHD HDG 
002 063 000 A 
002 064 060 A HD TFXT/O DATA /(0) 
002 065 040 A 
002 066 104 A 
002 067 101 A 
002 070 124 A 
002 071 101 A 
002 072 040 A 
002 073 000 A 
002 074 000 A JNNO 0 
002 075 000 A 0 
002 076 114 A PIIC 
002 077 262 II STII NO 
002 100 135 A 
002 101 150 A Cl LFJ XTRAN; PJIe: 
002 102 020 A 
002 103 114 A 
002 104 175 A RHON; JHII 1 
002 105 076 A 

002 106 107 A 7SX 
002 107 145 A SUJ 60 
002 110 060 A 
002 111 126 A SPO 
002 112 044 A ~IHR C? 
002 113 145 A SUJ l? 
002 114 017 A 



SHEET 008 CUFTIJT2 

002 115 1~6 A SPO 
002 116 044 A ~'HR r,3 
002 117 242 ~ C? Lnn NO 
002 120 135 A 
002 121 002 B JHn INNO 
002 122 074 A 
002 123 144 A C3 ADI 12 
002 124 012 A 
002 125 242 ~ L nn NO 
002 1~6 135 A 
002 127 146 A HUI 12 
002 130 01~ A 
002 131 262 FI SHI NO 
002 13~ 135 A 
002 133 oo~ FI ~IHTI r,1 
002 134 101 A 
002 135 000 A NO 0 
oo~ 136 000 A PUN 0 
002 137 000 A 0 
002 140 ~6~ Ii 5111 SX 
002 141 166 A 
002 14~ ~62 F! SHI SY 
002 143 167 A 
002 144 26~ II STD S1 
002 145 170 A 
002 146 144 A All! 60 
002 147 060 A 
002 150 022 B JHS F'AR 
002 151 226 A 
002 152 150 A LFI ~ 

002 153 005 A 
002 154 175 A RHON; -'HIl 1 
002 155 076 A 

002 156 '42 FI L JlII SX 
002 157 166 A 
002 160 '4' Il L fIJI 57 
002 161 170 A 
002 16~ ~4? fI l nIl SY 
002 163 It.7 A 
oo~ 164 00' F! ~'HII PUN 
002 165 136 A 
002 166 000 A SX 0 
002 167 000 A SY 0 
002 170 000 A 57 0 
002 171 000 A F'L 0 
002 172 000 A 0 
002 173 151 A l FI 0 
002 174 000 A 
002 175 114 A J1 F'nc 
002 176 150 A l FJ 5 
002 177 005 A 
002 200 17'5 A RHON; ~IHfI 1 
002 201 076 A 



SHEET 009 

002 202 113 A 
002 203 071 A 
002 204 002 B 
002 205 171 A 
002 206 000 A 
002 207 000 A 
002 210 140 A 
002 211 215 A 
002 212 :150 A 
002 213 005 A 
002 2:14 175 A 
002 215 076 A 

002 :n6 140 A 
002 217 012 A 
002 220 150 A 
002 221 005 A 
002 227 175 A 
002 223 076 A 

002 224 002 II 
002 225 206 A 
002 226 000 A 
002 227 000 A 
002 230 114 A 
002 231 262 II 
002 232 265 A 
002 233 151 A 
002 234 370 A 
002 235 121 A 
002 236 125 A 
002 237 046 A 
002 240 242 II 
002 241 265 A 
002 242 144 A 
002 243 001 A 
002 244 767 FI 
002 245 265 A 
002 246 113 A 
002 247 065 A 
002 250 242 II 
002 251 265 A 
002 252 122 A 
002 253 111 A 
002 254 127 A 
002 255 044 A 
002 256 100 A 
002 257 144 A 
002 260 200 A 
002 261 114 A 
002 262 100 A 
002 263 002 II 
002 264 226 A 

SHEET 010 

002 265 000 A 

GJfflJl2 

ISF 
.IHR .1:1 
JHD Pl. 

CRLF 0 
0 
LXI 2:1 ~, 

L FJ ~ 

RHON; .IH~ 

LXI 01? 

L FJ ~ 

RHON; .IHFc 

.IHTl 

PAR 0 
0 
pnc 
STn 

LFI 

P1 RXL 
SNF 
JHR 
L JIll 

ATiI 

Slll 

P7 ISF 
.IHR 
L nIl 

RXR 
SAX 
SN7 
JHR 
CUP 
ADI 

PTlC 
P3 CLIP 

.IHTl 

GJFnIT? 

COUNT 0 
FNfl 

CRLF 

COUNT 

370 

F'7 
COllNl 

1 

COllNl 

f'l 
COllNl 

P3 

700 

PAR 
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Table 10.2 

Data Tape Sa.mple Size L ~: I or 0 Output T~pe 
(inr ut ) (ordina te s) Code 

T4TG(1) 300 255 1 I EJIIA 
II 500 255 1 I J.:J2IA 

" 1000 1 1 I EJ3IA 

" 300 1 3 I ~·:J4IA 

T4TG(2) 300 1 1 I :<J5IA 
f1 300 255 1 I 1'~J6IA 
II 500 1 1 I 1·:J7IA 

" 1000 1 1 I EJ8IA 

" 300 1 3 I j'~J9IA 

T4TG(3) 300 1 1 I Ec.TIOIA 

" 300 255 1 I :,:JIIIA 

" 500 1 1 I ~~J21IA 

ff 500 255 1 I HJ13IA 

" 1000 1 1 I EJ14IA 

" 300 1 3 I HJ15IA 

T4TG(4 ) 300 255 1 I NJ16IA 

" 300 1 1 I lIJ17IA 
rt 500 1 1 I J'lJ18IA 

" 500 2:)5 1 I !\~J19IA 

" 1000 1 1 I MJ20IA 
n 300 1 3 I gJ21IA 

T4TG(5) 300 255 1 I HJ22IA 
ff 3 00 1 1 I MJ23IA 
II 500 1 1 I MJ24IA 

" 500 255 1 I MJ25IA 

" 1000 1 1 I i<LT26IA 

" 300 1 3 I MJ27IA 

(Continued) 



Table 10.2 (continued) 

T4TG(6) 300 1 1 I 1~J28IA 

" 300 255 1 I EJ29IA 

" 500 1 1 I !',:J30IA 

" 500 255 1 I J.1J31IA 
tt 1000 1 1 I XJ32IA 

" 300 1 3 I HJ33IA 
T4TS(7) 300 255 1 I M .. T34IA 

ft 500 255 1 I :--:J35IA 
II 1000 1 1 I i,:J~ 6Ih ..... 
n 300 1 3 I 1\lJ37IA 

T4TS(10) 300 255 1 I ~~J3 8IA 

" 500 255 1 I EJ391].-
II 1000 1 1 I l-1J401A 
ft 300 1 3 I MJ41IA 

T4TS(11) 3 0 0 255 1 I EJ42IA 

" 500 255 1 I HJ43IA 
It 1000 1 1 I EJ44IA 
It 300 1 3 I HJ~ 5IA 

T4TS(12) 3 00 255 1 I MJ46IA 

" 500 255 1 I MJ47IA 

" 1000 1 1 I HJ48IA 

" 300 1 3 I HJ49IA 

T4TS(7) 300 1 3 a :,1J50IA 

T4TS(10) 300 1 3 0 HJ51IA 

T4TS(11) 3 00 1 3 0 :':J52IA 

T4TS(12) 300 1 3 0 !~~J53 IA 

T4TS(7) 3 00 255 1 0 }~ .. T54IA 
tf 1000 1 1 0 EJ55IA 

T4TS(10) 3 00 255 1 0 EJ56IA 
It 1000 1 1 a ~J57IA 

T4TS(11) 300 255 1 0 :·lJ58IA 

" 1000 1 1 0 H.J59IA 

T4TS(12) 300 255 1 0 MJ60IA 

" 1000 1 1 0 MJ61IA 



Table 10.4 Surface profile data for a grinding wheel 
after 30 seconds wear (MJ3IA) 

• 1,.< '. ; t.; /I . 1 !'2 ~ 1 !'?~ 1 ~~~ I ~ 2, I"', 1 ~ 2 
100 1 OA.~~; 1 52..1 ~2~ , ~2, 152,', ~~, 1.52 
1 ,"e'>? r:A~" 1 ~2, I ~2, 1 ~2~ 1 ~2, I "2, I ~~ 
I 0>(':-; ~r\Tr ! ':2, I ~2~ 15~,1 ~2, 152, I ~2 
1·00, tn~A 152~ 1~2~ I'~ I!~ I~~ 1~2 
1.005 tATA 152, 1!:2~ l~l~.J~l~ 151~ 1~1 
l·OOf I)A'fA I~O~ 150~ 1~9, (41Q~ 11.19, 1~;1 
I> 007 tATA 149~ I 1.19, 143~'1 /.j!3~ 11;'l~ 14~ 
100'3 ['AiA >iJl7, 11.17 .. fill;, 11;5,143, ILl1 
1>009 rA.TA 133, Ip3 .. 072 .. 037 .. 009 .. 01!' 
l·r)lO DATA 017 .. 0~2 .. 098, 1S?5~ 1311 .. 1103 
lOll DATA 11;3, 1~1 .. (19::,071~C47~C'47 
IOI~ fAif,> 1'7>(\,0'37,110,117,113,109 
~.~Ol~ r('.'T~ 1:~,('~7 .. 08J .. ,(}70 .. 0"'2,·Ojl 
\>rIL r?'TA GIC,OOO~coo,ooo,oo~C'rD 
I>:I~ [A'Tf'. 0C'J,C,)Cl,C,:,·~,C':,:::,c·~c' .. r,oc 
l>(\l( [f''rf ':"~!0~C·()(" .. r:(~~·,.,(~r:I~·"-"~('r·0 

I > C' 1 7 r A i (\ I" C :J, C' 'C, C C c, 0 C: 0, 0 0 ;', l - .'. 

1 >C 112 rr,jl' roo, C 30,0:':',071, 12';:., ·Il.':! 
1>(');) I:{;!(, liO~fO:',20'3~2'12,~I~,J): 

I>c~e rA'TA 1613 .. 141,137, 1~7, 10C',(":::' 
I > O~ I . .DA1A C2~~ C23, 015, a II, OCC .. co:? 
1 >022 "::A·P 00 1,000,000, OCC', 80(1, COl" 
I> 0,:-> 
!>::;:L 
1" c~~, 
I>O:?/' 
I>C~7 

I> C ~~ 
I > 0~9 
1>030 
I> 0 ~ I 
1>(i3~ 

I> ClJ3 
I>C3L! 

til." A 
C(;",' 

unA 
[ATA 

LI\·r 
LA T t: 
[f\'TA 
rr.'TA 
CA'TI\ 

rATA 
[:A"'P, 

rAjA 

~ro, c: c .. 000, (100 .. OCO, C f I 
I :ee:, 171, I f7 .. I ~2, I U, 101 
0!3~ .. 0::'3 .. 031, 010, e,(,(, ODe 
oeD, 000 .. c'oo, 000, (,0(', 00e 
0('0, oeD, oDe, 000, 000,000 
ceo, (;0(;, C('Q, COO~ eGe, ceo 
OCO, coc~ Ci)O, DOC,, CCG, 000 
OO~000,OC~ 000, CDC, OC(I 
DC C .. OOC, 000~ DOD .. CCO, oec 
ooo~ 000, eN" 000, (lCO, ("00 
coe, DOC', CO(', COO, CCC:, (:-JO 
oeo .. 000, 00[', 000, 00:, ere 

I > (I:? !' [A"'A COC. OOO~ 000, 000, 00(; .. C('O 
1 >03~ I:A1A OOO~ 0CO, OC'O. COC, 0(:0, ece 
1>037 [ATA coO. COO .. coc. 000, CN), ceo 
I> C23 tA'TA 000,000,000, oeo, oeo, 00(' 
1.039 rA'IA coo, 060~ ooo~ O[.'C, c co, oeD 
1 >O~O DPiA cot.:'~ COO, 000, oeo .. ::'1:':'. (,':''' 
I O~ 1 LA'!" 00> 0,000 .. 000 .. 032,09 C. 14"-
I?' c~~ LA"A 
1>(lL!3 r;~.j A 
1..> (I LjLl DATA 
1·0 .. 5 rt';A 
IOLlf> fATP. 
I CLl>"7 T:A'TfI. 
1> GL;'3 iA'Tr 
I> C'LI",> [,~'~A 
1> O!'C [1\ TI\ 

I 0.> ~ 1 nATA 
1 > :- ~ ~ .: :; (_ r- (. 

I> C!''] rA7P 
I>(I~" rA-rA 
I CI> ,,~ rr if' 
I> 0 1::' ':'{l'Tf.> 
I>C~7'rl'!r, 

1 > C"::" LATA 
I> r ~9 [tiA 
I> 06C DAiA 

177, 1'3~ 213 .. Ig::, If2. 13:i 
10?, 06(, 069, 00, (·37, IC2 
I 17, lilO, 1 !: 3 .. I f 0, 1 (9, 19 ~ 
?-10, ~OC, 13:;, 1 (0, I E::, I e:Ll 

Ilj~, 129,169.1"l9,2IC.221 
:;?2 .. 200, 1 ~p., 20(1, ~c,~, 10 L; 

I t'7, 1 " c', I "':, I ( :!, C ~ r:., 0 1-: 
00(',000, (l00 .. COC, (,e (. .. CCC' 
C42, IOg~173, 199~208~~1~ 
;:. I e, r~ I (, 2 I 6~ :: If, 2 ~ 2, 2 19 
::~(,' 1"1', IL,I:, 1(';;:.( 1::, C'C] 
oc~ 000 .. 0(l~000 .. ooo .. orc 
000 .. oec', 000, OOC', c,co, ore 
000, CCO~ ('0[', ('(:(- .. ·:-e(, oce 
coc, ('co, COC, ocr"~ COO. c·,:,[, 
0(:0, 0:0, C(',C'~ ((IC, c(,r" oce 
('1CO~ I)oe .. 000, oco~ COO, (lDC 
OOO~ 000, ceo, 000 .. OOO~ coc' 
aoo, ooe, 000, or r, (nr, "(Jr 

1>('1(,1 rl'-'rA 000, (':.(, ~(lO .. ro •• c: '~'. (·:,C 
I r f, ~-> {·".co (,(C, r re, r~0, r ':00. c: ·~·C, C C( 
1 > r. ,:-: !': ~ r (' 0 (I, (' (\ C', ~ ~I C, 0 C l., C C: C" (. ( C 
1'"([; ~hU. ,:Cr.,OC':;,':<·(,COO>,C·C'C,OII 
I >0 6~ [/'1:/\ 0:-l3~ C 57 .. 09 4. 07~ .. C' "7, 09~ 
I>O~6 CAiA 113,12.3~11.I9 .. 151 .. 1~7,1:-l9 
1>(1(7 DA'fA I P7, 1 I", 07~, 0311, 000, OCC 
1.06~ DAiA 000, ooo~ 000, 000, oeo, 000 
1 >069 tATA 000,000,000 .. ('CO, DOC .. occ 
•• 070 DA'fA ooo,ooo .. ooo,OSt~ 103 .. 11<.7 
1 > r. -:! :- r .,. t 1 ~ 9, ~ 2 O~ 203. I;) 7.. I? L., I; ~ 
I .072 DA 'T A 19 I.I~ 137 .. 18 I, I!! 0, I 6 ~ ~ II;!, 
1 >073 DA'TA 119~ C92, 069~ 037, 01 ~~ (100 
1>071.1 rA1A OO~OOO,OO~OOC .. OOC,ooc 
1.07 ~ DATA OCO, 000, 000, 000, cce', 000 
f. 07~ DATA 000, 000; OOO~ OOO~ a It.. 037 
1>077 r,ATA 04~ .. OIl2~03B~03~ .. OII,000 
1078 !Pit. 00. c, OOQ, OOO~ 000, oeo, oco 
t 07.9 r'AH'1 000,000 .. aoo, OOO~ 000,000 
I cao r'AT>A 000,000, 6ec, 000, coo~ coo 
lOR> I rATA coo, OOC, 000, r,oc~ OCC', 000 
IOS2> CAiA 000 .. OOO#.Q.Q.Q~,g~.OOo.OQO 

I OS.'3 '..,.. .. 80~ ooo! 000, ()OQ, QOo, C}OO 
I >OSJ; tATA ,.o9~~~OcoDO. 000, coo 
10·8!!§ . DATA~~6tt>ooo .. boo .. "bOo,"t1to, Dec 
II)~ t> Cfl1P ODD, (lec, 000, 000. cee, cor; 
1·087 [1I'rA OOO,000,OI~,07!',1~4 .. 193 
I > 0 S 6 LA T A 2. t... 2 ~8 ~ 2 ~, 2 2~, 2 ~ 2~ 2 r 9 
1 >o.:n rATA 228~ 227 .. 2Z~ 202, 17(;, I!'C 
1 o. 9 0 LA i A 121, I 0 s..oe.l ~ • a I, 1 ~ 5, J U 
1>091 rA1A ·1~7 .. 127 .. l27 .. 1!'7, 171, 17~ 
1>092 CA1A-'19~~~~;196..:168.I~O, J4~ 
10>93 t'A'!A 092" o~o~ C3~OI9, oo~, occ 
1094> DA'!A 000 .. 000 .. 000, OO~ OOC), 000 
1095> rAjA oco .. OOO,OOC,C37,07f,10:; 
I ~>f DA'fP '112.. 11l~,:1 ~9, 1 ee), 1~t.. I,,~ 
I O~7 DA'!>A I"€: .. 19~ .. 232 .. 2:;3, ~24,23lj 
I O~3 LArA 23~, 2i,j~ .. 21.1> .. 233, ';.;:~,;: 13 
109;) tATA> 2l3~ 233, 22~ 22( .. ;~ I, "I~ 
I 10>0 PAiA '193, 17.1, 1,"7, 12:, I O~, r·:: 
11>01 DATA 040,·b22 .. 000~OOO,('OO,OC'1 
II>C~ I:A1A 025,01.l1,O~'7,O~3~OO,07( 
lie'> ~ fr·"!,. 0" ~,'O?7:, I I ..... 127. 1.tl3, 1 fO 
IL>4 it·T!' 1'77,1"~,I.::)I,I~8,19~,19,9 
110" r'>A'TA HD,I(~,l;-l.r77.C'?~,e('r 

1 10( tl',1>A 000~ OOO,.COG, oee, ''';''::'', .. ; C 
1107 [AjA >000, 000, 035 .. 05f, C{·t.. on 
I> 109 tAiP .047, ()47 .. o:n .. 007 .. GCC~ 000 
I· 10~ CATA ·eoo,·OOO;·()37~ 041, Of·n. o~ t" 
1110 tto'Y>A '(IO~ 130. is'f, J83 .. ~02, ~08 
1>111 tll,f 220',?17,1~5,1~9,13f3 .. 1':;3 
J>:J~ ;t'7(" l~l"Jl"".IC~l.l('\~~"C~~.lGCO 
I> I 13 rATI> 000, OC'O, CDc:, ·JOO .. C:·(, 0(:' 
I 11>4 DATA OO~Ooo,ooo,oo~ooo,ooo 
1> II ~ ['AiA 000 .. cec' .. coo, coo. r,:,,,, CO I 
I>II~ rt.":A OO~~0If .. ()~1l .. 0e~ .. 123,1?'9 
I > I 1"7 r {l 'T f. I 29 .. 1 ~ 9 .. 1 2'9, lit.. I r 3, 09 C 
I > I I g [fl. j A 07 il .. 057, 0 4 ~; 027, (' C c, COl' 
I 119 I)A'T~. oeD, 00.> 0, ooc~ 000, 035, (19 ~ 

I>I~O roll.7A 1!'9,1;I,20I,2f7 .. 2:?8,229 
I>I~I [,ATt. 226,,2IC~la9~182,,169,173 
I> 122 rAiA 172.. 127, OS"f, O.tlS, GO~ 000 
1>123 rATA doO .. OO~OO~OOO;OO~DOG 
I> 124 DAiil OOC, ooo~ O~L Of3~ 106, 107 
1125 DATA: I. U, 123,f23, 12.11, 115. OB 3 
I I> 2 ~ DA iA 043 .. 0 I 3~ "000"-000 .. OCO, OCC 
/> 127 DP!A 000, OOO~ 000 .. 000, 000, CCO 
I 12S rll> iA DOC, 000,000, OOC, coo .. coe 

'1> 129 DATI' OOG~ (100, (lce" ore, ceo, GCO 
I >.J 20 rPiP. 000 .. 000. OCC, C( 0, OOC .. N:O 
I> 13 I DAiA Dec .. 000, aDO .. c¢o, ce,C' .. OCC 
I 132-> [A'rA OOC, 000, OOQ, OCO~ (·oc, cee 
113>3 tAiA OOO,ODC~,()OO .. OOO~OCQ,orlj 
1 13> 4 OA1A.:O.Oo. Q.oII .. OOO~ 000, Dec .. occ 
I 1>3!' DA~A DO\), l'OC~ oC(', OCC .. OC(1, Cor. 
11>:1t Dt'T/\ oor,('(-(;,U~,C7!',IGI,132 

1>1~"7 ::.('TP l:>iJ,lf~ .• 1?7,2;:l,2~2,:::31 
) I:>:~ rA'TP ::25~ 23;:. 218, 19f1. 19C, 20~ 
1 1:>9 [A1A 208~ 209, a05~ 222 .. 223,2:::0 
114>C r··ATA 2~(;.,.2~7'l"IIog, 167 .. 199 
1>141 DA'tA"2{)Q#-~ . 26,227 .. 22~,21~ 
1.1~2 ~AiA"2'30~ ~29~' '2Q~ 218, 207, I~ I 
1143 rAit 171111!,~,13>2,1r.~,r'"70.('~C 
1>ILlli [i=-"'~ (15,"C'(,::'e:r:,CC 1 ,iCC',(CC 
1>Il.c ':(,"1- 0CO~OC'C .. C'c'C'.oe0,CCO,OCc. 
I> Il.. ( I)ATA 000, OOC~ OCO~ 000 .. 000, 000 
I 1117 DAi'A~ 000, OOO~ OOO~Opc .. C27, .'} £.1 
1>11.1'3 r'A:A O~0~O!:O,0~2,0I3~, IC'~,':-'::J 
! It>. [P."TA 'U~9~ I p, 1.31, ~"t, c~7 .. ~2J 
I I so . LA> 'T A 18 J,.J 1J61; .. t~~.,~.J 09~ 0'31< 
I I>~I rAT!I 050~OS', 109~:t09 .. 08f, O~7 
I 1~~ C>A'TA OI~(I(I~CO~OCO~c(,o,ooo 
1>1!'3 rA1~ OOO,OOC~CO~OOO,OO~OOC 
I> I ~4 DATA 000 .. oeo .. 0(10, ooc~ 000, rcc 
I> 1 !':: CATA DOC .. ooo~ OOC~ OOO~ DOC, 00(1 
I> I::f DATA ooo~ ooc~ 000,000 .. OCO, OO{;l 
I» ':7 DATA OOO~ OCO~ OOC .. 000 .. 000, coe 
I I ~o [PTA 000 .. 00> (I, OOQ •. 000~~cc, OCO 
1> 159 £'lATA '000 .. 000, oC'c,.t)60~ 000, Cct 
litO r>Aif, COtl#~o .. ooo,.QOO .. OOQ,OCO 
I> I E-I [)A jA 620 .. O.tlO, 0 E-~" 3 .. 127~ 179 
1.16~ I;ATA ~le .. 19.7~'3f,'IU~11t3,09~ 
I> I t:3 tA1A 066.. Oltll, Or&>l.·-'>Oo~ OOO~ 0(10 
I>H'I.I [A"~ 'QOO;-OOO~OOO .. 1)()O,OOO .. ()OC 
II f. ~> r;f>Oft, 000, oeo, OOO~ 000, oee, 000 
.1> l!~~ ~~OQ,().Q~OQ~ 
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Table 10.6 Profile data for a ground surface 
grinding wheel wear corresponding with 30 seconds 

L.O!)[; '-':i,CJJto' 

>1~~~ 1.;/\11. ~76.~65,~7/4.~15.~,n'2.~"l1 
1>~~1 l.I~l'A 1~1.~65.11.1,'.Jd7,~t:n,132 
1>~~2 [J{\TI\ 116,1~~'~~':I,1~5,11~ .. (.,'J6 
l>~~J 1.I1\1A 'J8~,'J9~'~~'J,1~9,1'J/4,f93 
1>'J04 lJAT/\ 'J75,'J17,'J7~'11l'I'J'J'{~6 
1>~~5 lJATA 1'.J6,l!11,1~1, Ild,I'JtS,,112 
1 >'J~6 ,DA 1A 'Ill" ~9lU '.J9~, 'J'iS, 'JIU. III 
1>'J'J7 UAT/\ ~d1.1!12.11J"IJd.l'J9.13~ 
1>~~d lJATA 181, I~S, 112.lld" 1'J9,1'J6 
1>'.J~ OATA,~95, 1'.J7.dSl.l!ld'; 181.14~ 
l>'JI'.J UATA 1'J1,'.Jdl.~~.le2,121.1'.J6 
1>'Jll DATA !I'Jl:ld24i.147,'1321l3l,11'4 
1 >~12 l.IATA l:i:6.1~9, 122, !lU, 1:t1, 125 
lJ>'Jll l.IA1I\ 149,1251l2/ .. 1~l.14! .. 141 
1>'.Jl~ l.IATA 15'.J.'J91.1'J~.1'.J3.114,1'J1 
1>~15 lJATA 122,131,1'.J2,I~thI3~,11.:! 

1>'J16 DATA .~3,12~,IJ'J,'.J~9,1'.J~,'.Jd3 

1>~1'1 lJATA lJ~dI9,111,l!la"'.J6.~j5 
1>~ld DATA ~74,~d!l,~~3,'J57,'J~y,'J76 
l>'.JIY DATA ("~d,~9l,'J67,'J~6,'.Jd~'~13 
1>'.J2'.J DATA '.JS6,~S3,'J03,'J94,121,113 
1 >'.J21 OiHA l'Jd,I~J,I'Jd, 117, 115,'J91 
1>'J22 DATA ~d7'~S~,'J69.1~l,'J7'i.l~1 
1 >'.J23 l>ATA ~6!>. 'J6S,'1 ~9, ~99, 'J16, 1!)5 
1>~24 DATA 125,14d,ll6,'J9~,I'Jd,'J~3 

1>'J25 uATA lJ2,138,139,16~,13~,I~~ 

1>~26 UAlA 143,13~,155,166.156,16~ 
1>~21 UATA 151,14~,121,133,13~,I~~ 

1>~21 l>Al{\ 146, 14d,l:J4, 1~6, l:n.141 
1>'J2:1 UATI\ 1'J4.-12~Il21.136,161,15l 
1 > '.J ~ 'J 1.1;\1 A 1 'J8, I 'J 1, 1 'J 5, 1 'J 1. 1 1 'J, 126 
1>'J31 uAT/\ 'J~5.124,121.13~,14'.J,'.J63 
1>~32 UA'iA 116112'4d32,I:n.a3d.132 
1>'.J33 UAlA 141,13~,~76.'J15.122,12~ 
1>'J~4 u{\ln 'J13,'J93,'JY6,~~1.~Y3~~~~ 
I>'.J~~ UATA 'J66.'J94,'J3'4.'J~4,'J~6,~44 

1>~36 ~ATA ~31,~~1,~79.'Jb~.12'J.'J65 
1>~37 UATA 'J~~,~~Y,13a,127,1'J4,~~2 
1.~3~ ~AT/\ ~:n,1'J6,'J85"~1')13,1:S:i 
1 >'J3oJ DATA 'J59', 'J~ 5. 11 Y, 130'& 13,) 37 
1>~4~ l.IATfI 13~, 1~3, 133, I'J'J. 132.'J.,~ 
1>'J41 UATA 13~,ll~.12~,I~~,12~.1~4 
1>~42 U/\lA 12'J,147Ill7.156.15 IhI66 
1>~43 UATA 161,161,164,14.,,1~5,ll2 

1>~44 DATA 159,1~2,14~.I~!I.l1~,143 
1>'.14'; (lATA 163,154,121,1'46.124,116 
1>~46 uAT~ 13:j,I'4~,lj'4,1~6,141,164 

1>'J47 UATA 16d,157,15~,Jl15'J.15"15~ 
1>'J4d DATA 152.15~,13'jI,I61,I'4d,164 

1>~4~ MT,\ 161,16fS,151 .. n,I::>"')tS~ 
1>~::>~ unTn 16~~1.6.162,16~,171.1~~ 
1 >'.1:)1 u.n.) 16~, 16d. 1~, I ~'I, 116, 161 
1>~~2 lJA1~ 114,1:;''1,167.161,171.162 
1>~53 DAHl 145,14~,163,176 • .l64,167 
1>'JS4 UAT,' 1:;'2,16::>,16~,164,16'1,IS4 

1 > '.I S S l!i~ TAl S ~ .. ~ C:l" :>:''' 6 I .. I 5, 1 :):, 
1:.'J56 UAHI 167,153,I~J"I,~":)'J,I'!l:l 
1>~S'1 DIITA 163.1:;'4,1~~.I:>",154,14tf 
1>~5'j utlT,\ 16c,J51.l5'J.l61.14J,):;,3 
1.~:>.,I l;A'IA 14'.J.17J,J66, 131"42.l3~ 
I. 'J6J UJ\ 1 A I '4::s. 1 :)~, 15th 163. 1 ~4" ,d 
I .'J61 1)A.TA~'U("" un.l.s', I ~2,,146. 11016 
1 > ~ C,2 11(\ j A 1:3 7, 1 :3 1. 1 :J:;. 1 to '::, 1 2'1, II!! 6 
1 • ~ 6 J UI \ T ~ 1 1£:" 1 4 J, 1 1 c:, 1 '.I ~, I 1 'I, I ~ ~ 
1>'.J64 uATA 134.1~1,12a.12~,14!,,13'i1 
1:.'J65 DATA 1Il1".9ilsl.J;J7.126,1'J'J 
1>'.11)1, lJAT" 0J':",121"11,1~~.126"35 
1>~61- Mt~ 124, 121, 1.3~.146, 145.1115 
1>'JGtS UATA 130, 146,145,123,160, I ~~ 
1.'J69 UATiI 13'1.l14,13~"4~"51,15'i 
I.J10 01\111 163, 14tS, 1'4~, 140, 13~, 14'J 
1>'Jl1 o.I1A 155, I"", 143, 12~, 1~~h 14~ 
1>'J72 ()i.lA 16:s.161, 13'i, lloItS.156, 1~7 
1>'J13 blTA I G:h 15/4, 151, ~76, JJJ' ~5'J 
1>~7.tl l!H1A 1~~,13'J.144.141,11J"70 
1>~75 lJAT.A 164,11&1, 126.152,IJ~,163 
1>~76 DA7A 123,li4,14Y,116,156,14:J 

t>'J7,~1'\ 1,61'143'1~2'145'15~'IJJ 
1~' Aj,,, 146, 1~6, 14~.143.1;'1,1.!)1 
t"r~i 1 ,\ ~~~f'_" t ~, 1 73, I 7 I • I 79 
1>'.1($ OATA 164, 167,11:6'11, 1~'4, 17(,JlI~6 
I >J~I 1.IATA "75,176, 18'8, 1 :,y, 152, lJ 1 
1>~2 O1TA 15~, 1 S9, 18~. 1 ld, In~ 17ts 

1>~d:.t l>ATA,17'.J, 161, 1::>4, 16d .. 15~.151 
1·'Jil~ UATA 17"d71"~""64"67,173 
l'Jd>5 UATA 1671161-165.1 56 .. 1G~, 17~ 
1>~d6 ;DATA 12'" 140}, IV-II 138,1 -id, 143 
1>~1S1 DATA 14.11 135.11'3,'Ji~" I~'J, 1~1 
1~>8 lJATA la4.13t,'l!>tS.l~4.123.~~1 
1>~89 tlATA, le1'~13611'47.!2~, 126,123 
i>~9~ DATA 1~'123,l~j,t.~.'J7Y.'J7~ 
t >~?l~ ~1A fI!' ,'132,. ~3,l1l. 1~4, '.J2'l1 
1>!I98 OiIrtAl>. 'l~. UU~.'j81.11~, 11 ~ 
1><;'93 '1>1\"$,1 ''J'~5, 'J9~ ~64, 1 J2, 'J~6 
1'J9'4 D>AtA ·'J7~~~6'2"~45,~6'133, l'Jd 
1 >"95 DATA t 1 ~~ 1, 'JS7, 'J61.'J6~, 'J~6 
I >Jy6 DATA (,e~1I 'J6~ 'J6d, ~28f 'J(' I, ~;.~ 
1>'J91 DATA ~77, ~29., <;,91. <;,95.11 'J, 'J'Jl4 
I'J'I>S OATA 'J5J.!I'J~.!"~~ifJt,,'J71.1~6 
1>~99 DATA 121~14S,t93,t9~, i27,121 
1>1'J'J DATA ~,.126.~'4.~<j2,'J76.1'J6 
".''Jl UATA'1J8.i21 .. !'69.1~d, 153.11d 
1>1~2 UATAJ .. ~ .. 13~,,13a.127~US.143 
1>1'.J3 'DAT~,)t8,'J~~, 11~, 119, 121,~B 
11>~~ DATA (,95, Ill. 115.117, 1'J5, 135 
1>1~5 DATA 132, l'Jd,I'J6, 132, 127,~~5 
1>1'J6 DA1A 1~ .. 121j.ll2.1~1S, 112,136 
1>1'J1 DATA .25.132.11T.17~il~~,ldd 
II >'J~ 1JATA t ~·.l 59 .. 16«$, 152, 1 H, 1 17 
1>1'J9 DATA 17~1)73.1S3,ltSd.l'47,1;,~ 
1>11'J DATA- 14!1. t4'!", &.:51.' 3d, 140, I ~7 
1>111 DATA 18":i, 151.11'1, 15'J .. 13th 1'42 
1>112 DA1A 136, 15'J, 16~.160.1:.t6, 1:;:s 
1>113 UATA 13'l.JGI.l~8,1:J5.al4!,,11'J 

1>114 DATA 113,123.1.f.l24.153,156 
1> II S DATA q 9 .. 'J5,. e.',·13th l:.s:.td ~3 
1>116 DATA 133,1/4:',131,161,14'1,162 
>1117 DATA 11&6,111.1 7:.t, 1'/1,11'.1,161 
1>ll~ lJATA 1731l77,114.1~6"6~":)d 
1 > 119 [)ATA .69.161, 1 !)~. 16'1, 177 .. ~'J 
1>12'J IJATA J81,179.191.HS9,ltt3,ldl 
1>121 lJATA l'95.176,lj~,1~1"dS.a41 
1>122 DATA 1~~,18~:16'4 .. 113.2~3,161 
1>123 DAlA 169.a6'J.11l.159"1",J~tS 
I > 1 2 ~ DATA '196 Ii 7 II, 2 ~ 3, 1 '11 ,J 9 1 ,J b 4 
1>125 DATA a13, 160, l'i1l, ld5, 183.1~1 
1>126 DATA ly9, I~S.,I<jS, Idl, 1'/4.11'4 
1>127 DATA 16S.I~6,163,1~'J,1~1.1d6 

1>12tS DATA 117,16S.1e7.1~'J,174.~~1 
>1129 DATA ~6<j.~1J,l~'J.116,11~.1~3 
1>13'J DATA 113,1~7.~S~'157'155'IS~ 
11.31 DATA 16~,]6,a, 1891"94~ 116. I Itt 
1>132 UATA 11~.169,161,116,1~~.19~ 
1>133 IJATA 'l'7dd75.197,J75,16d.J7C! 

/1>13'4 1.II\TI\ 111'J.a3'J.JS6d62d '''.J6~ 
1>13~ DATA 173"45,J6~,)'/::>"::>I')~;' 

I 1 3> 6 LJA TAl 62') 4 1 ,J 57, 1 ~ ~,J 6 ... ,J U 7 
1>1:H DA1A 146.a4~,160:!,164.J::>/j"6d 

1>131$ DA1A 154, 12'IJ,15'J,J12.lS;'.l6'J 
1 > 13~ DATA 1 ::>'h 1 '46, 1 3~. 1 ~:a. 1 11, 1 ~~ 

,l·,a~ J_'''._.~/.J~~~~'-4-;,I, .. ~:»~ 
1> 1141 DATA"1"'i1,,·j.l~~1'~4."t~7, 165 
1>1 '42 DATA r!)9~ 1 53, I ~8~ 1 33,1315,144 
1>143 lJATA 141d31,137.114>i,J5:1.J61 
1>14'" Ut\TA 154,16~.1l4~,177.11'.J,167 
1~11j5 IJATi\ 17':",J(;o .. ::d .. 45d4 ..... 64 

'I > 14(, l:,", T 1\ 151.a 60' I :>2 .. 7:2 .. d':.J ~6 
1>11.,7 lJATI\ 172 .. 1~.l7d,Hd.a()4.J':)1 
>'114:) DATA 145,1 :;,3. 17:u Itt4" 17~, 14d 
1>14-J !>ATA 14'J.15i .... ~9.130.1J:J.II-J 
1>1!»'J IJAT~ lld,J~6.l15a.14~ .. 63,15'i 
1>151 DATA 138, 156, 156,l1ch\4to.15~' 
1>152 lJAlA 11l.,.13~d"g3,rl2,139"41 
1>153 l..IATA 132.1.~,J2S.14(".J35dl:J 
1>154 lJATA 14JldS ... 47,J:)4,1 .. :> .. 3:J 
1>155 DATA IS2,1.6,JlIl.a53"JJ.a3~ 
1>156 DATA 131:Sd52.15S.152,127.l4'J 
1>157 OAT~11I3, 14!1f 157, I~W"I~!'IG~ 
1>1~ IJA'rA l'a~,1~2,2'J3,2J~,I~:J.ltS4 
'>I:.w ~.A ~U*'s=IJ ':), \'04, ~~" 
1>16~ t*T~",""". ~'Jl, '19l., 1~, '69 
.>161 DATA 1l4~.l6b.J .. ,.13'i1,J6'4.16'l1 
1.1 62 ~"" .Jl~'~' 'J~J' 'J~~. lSI., 16'11 
1>163 LJAIA, •• 1a-a-16e, lit', 154, 1:;,:J 
'>164,~ 'l,lp> 1 ~'YI5~" 1 '3, 'J'i3, 11;' 
1>165 ol'"A' , ... 6.l'J, 145.l55, I j'l. 1 ~ 
'&,.t lWl. OATA 131, 1 J~u ll:!6-I-i ~2 



Table 10.7 Surface profile data for a grinding wheel 
after 5 minutes wear (~J14IA) 

:.1..1At '~ACJJ4' 

:. 1000 tA1A 000#000#000.000#000.000 
1:.001 DA1A 000.000#000,000#000 021 
1 :.002 rATA 0~4# 063# ON, 078# 073: 049 
1 :.003 tA1A 016# 000, 000# 000, 000# 000 
1 :.004 tA1A 000# 000, 000# 000# 000# 000 
1:.00~ tA1A 000,000.000.000#000,000 
1:.00f tA1A OOO,OOO,OOO#OOO#OO~OOO 
1007:. DA1A OOO,OOO#OO~OOO,OOO,OOO 
1 :.008 tATA 000,000,000,000,000, COO 
1 :.009 DATA 000.000,000,000,000,000 
1:.010 tATA OOO,OOO,OO~OOO#OOO,OOO 
1 :.0 II tA1A 000,000,000.000,000,000 
1:.012 tA1A OOO.OOO,OOO,OOO,OO~OOO 
1:.013 tA1A OOO,COO,OO~OO~OO~OOO 
1:.01~ DATA 000.000,000#000#000.000 
I :.01 ~ rATA 000,000.000,000.000# 000 
1:.016 DATA 000.000#000.000#000#000 
1:.017 tATA 000#000#000#000#000#000 
I:. 018 rATA 000# 000# 00 O. 000# 000# 000 
1:.019 tATA 000# 000# 000# 000, 000# 000 
1 :.020 rATA 000# 000# 000, 000# 000# 000 
1:.021 tATA 000# 000,000# 000# 000# 000 
1:.022 tA1A 000,000# 000# 000# 000# 000 
1023 :.tA1A OO~OOO#OOO#OOO.OOO.OOO 
I :.024 rATA 000.000.000# 000# 000# 000 
1 :.02~ tATA 000# 000# 000# 000, 000, 000 
I> 026 rA1A 000# 000. 000. 000# 000# 000 
I:. 027 rATA 000# 000# 000# 000# 000, 000 
1 :.028 DATA 000.000# 000# 000. 000, 000 
1 :.029 tATA 000# 000# 000# 000. 000# 000 
1:.030 rATA 000.000,000.000#000.000 
1 :.031 tA1A 000# 000. 000, 000# 000# 043 
1:.032 DATA 0~9.100.117.12~,149#176 
I :.033 DATA 211.230# 229# 230. 228, 228 
1:.034 DATA 227#217.207.198,191.171 
1:.035 DATA 162.143.12~#105.069,022 
1 :.036 DATA 000.000.000,000,000# 000 
I >037 DATA 000.000,000.000# 000# 000 
1:.038 rATA 000.022,080.140,199.227 
I :. 0 39 DA i A 228. 209. I 8 6. 18 O. I 75# I 6 ~ 
1:.040 DATA 148.139. 1~5. 14~. 145# 150 
1 :. 04 1 DA TAl 46, 1 46, I 42. 1 64, I 74. I 77 
1 :.042 DATA 174. 170. 168, 164# 1 ~7. 138 
1:.043 DAiA 09~04~000#000.000#000 
1:.044 DAiA 000.000.000,000.000.000 
1:.04~ DATA 000.000#00~04~09~ 1~5 
I :.0~6 DAiA 208.230# 230. 223, 202. 180 
1047 DATA 154>. 113.066.021# DOD. 000 
I :.048 DATA 000.000.000# 000. 000# 000 
I :.0~9 DATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I:.O~O tATA OOO.OOO.OO~OO~OOO.OOO 
1:.051 DATA 000.000.000#000.000,000 
1 :.052 DA1A 000.000# 000, 000# 000. 049 
1:.053 DATA 063# 060# 056# O~I. 04~# 039 
1 :.054 tATA 020.000,000.000# 000. 000 
1:.055 DA1A OOO.OOO.OO~OOO.OOO,OOO 
1:.056 DATA 036,063.076,08 I. 063. 071 
I :.057 DATA 072.058.036.005.000,000 
I :.058 DATA 000.000.000.000, ODD. 000 
1:.0~9 tATA OO~OOO.OO~OOO.OOO,OOO 
1 >060 tATA 000.000.000,000.000.000 
1 :.061 DATA ODD. ODD. 000. ODD, 000. 000 
1:.062 DATA 000,000,034#092,143.141 
1:. 0 63 DATA I 66. 193, 19 I, 186. 183, 184 
106>4 DATA 193.205# 183.146,101,063 
1:.0 6~ DATA 023.000,000.000.000,000 
1 :.066 DATA 000.000,000,000,000,000 
10:. 67 tA1A 000# 000# 000. 03~, 091, 143 
1:.068 tATA 196.217.217.212#203,177 
1:.069 tATA 15'0,148,202.203,217,213 
1:.070 rAiA 211, 185.lf7.139.092,0~0 
1:.071 tA1A 009.000,000# 000# 000, 000 
1 :.072 rATA 000,000# 000, 000, 000. 000 
1:.073 DA1A 000.000# 000, 000.000,000 
1 :.074 DATA 000.000,000.000.000.000 
1 :.07~ rATA 000.000.000.000,000,000 
1 >076 rA1A 000.000,000.000.000.000 
1 :.077 rATA 000.000.000# 000. 000,000 
1 :.078 tA1A 000.000,000.000.000,000 
107:.9 rATA 000,000# 000, 000. 000. 000 
I :.080 DATA 000,000.000,000,000,000 
1:.081 tA1A 000,000.000,000,000.000 
1>082 rA1A 000.000.000.000.000.000 

1 >083 rATA 000,000. OOC, 000. 000, 000 
I >094 DATA 000.000.000.000.000,000 
1>08~ rATA 000,000,034,0~9,094,IOt 
1>086 tATA 109,109.110,110.102.093 
1:.087 tATA 066,Ot~, 130, 1t3.1t1.1~7 
1>088 rATA 1~3,J41,JIO,080,058.03t 
1>089 DAiA 022.014,00C,000.000.oco 
1>090 rATA 000.000.019,075.114.132 
1>091 tATA 146,159.169.176# IBO. 19C 
1>092 rAjA 17~.ltl.13~.121,J1~.09i, 
1 :.09 3 DAjA 058.021# OOC. 000. 003# 0 I ~ 
1>094 DAjA 024# 029, 037. 034, 03t, 051 
109~> DATA 079,109,132,ltl,207,217 
1>096 DAjA 224,229.229.230.230. 23C 
1>097 tATA 230.219,179,151. 14B. 15t 
1>098 rAjA 171,175.193, 19t.206. 214 
I :.099 DATA 21 t. 224. 229. 229,229. 22t 
I> 100 rATA 229,229. 191, I 5C. 101. O~f 
>1101 tAjA 013.000,000.002,013.019 
1>102 rAjA 020.042,045.045.04!5,059 
I > 103 rATA 070, 079, 105. I 13, I 14, I I 4 
1>104 DATA 114#114,114.114,100.059 
1:.1 O~ rATA 014# 000, 000, 000, 000. 000 
I> 106 rATA 000,000,000,000, DOD. 000 
I> 107 rATA 000# 000, 000. 000, 000, 000 
I> 108 DA1A 000,000. ODD. 000, 000. 000 
I> 109 tATA 000.000,000.000,000.000 
I> 110 rAjA 000, ODD. Oil, 00.109. I ~ t 
1>111 tAjA 211,232,231.231,231.232 
1>112 rAjA ::31#222,202.221,214,231 
1>113 rATA 231,231,231,23Id?31.231 
II> 14 rAjA 231,230,227.228.230,231 
I > I I 5 DA T A 23 I. 2 3 I, 2 3 I. 2 3 I. 2 3 I, 2 I f 
I > II 6 DATA 206. 172, 14 t. I I ~. 0 H, 036 
I 117 > rATA 023,000,037,069, 109, II ~ 
I> 118 rATA ISO. 168. 20t, 230, 231, 232 
I> 119 DAjA 233# 233, 228, 214, 219. 20 t 
11:.20 tATA I f8. 122,074,028,000,000 
I> 121 rATA 000,000,000,000,000.000 
I> I 22 DATA 000.000,000.000,000.000 
1>123 DATA 000#000.009,021.043,0~9 
1>124 rA1A 07I,071#071,071.0t3.050 
I 12 ~ rA1A> 041,032,021,007,000.000 
I :.12f rATA 000.000,000,000,000. DOC 
I I> 27 rATA 000,000,000, ODD. 000. 000 
I :.128 rATA 044,072,09 S. 077. 059, 031 
1:.129 DATA 00 1,000# 000.000.000,000 
I:. 130 rAjA 000,000# 000. 000, 000. 000 
1:.131 DA1A 000, ODD. 000. 000, ODD. 000 
1>132 DATA 000#000,00~000#00~060 
I:. 133 rATA 000,000, ODD, DOD. ODD. OOC' 
1134 >DA1A OOO.OOO.OO~OOO,OO~OOO 
113>5 tA1A 000#000,003.017,046,C't-c 
11>36 DATA 090.118.151.179.200.217 
113>7 DA1A 22~, 228. 229, 2~. 229,224 
1>138 DATA 212.187,179,194,184,149 
113:.9 DATA 124.107. 104. 105'(\9~,C'9~ 
1140 DAT>A 095.09~.094,079.01;7.002 
1141 DATA 02(,0>87, 124.133.1~1, If9 
1142 >rATA 189.20~,22I,232.220.19t 

1143 I;:'A,.A 177,1~7.13t.114,087.01l 
I I ~> 4 DATA 039,018, OOC. DOC, 000, DOC 
1:.14~ rATA OOO,OOo.OOo.OOc.OOO,OOO 
I> 146 tATA 000.000, DOC, 000, cee, ooc 
I> 147 DATA 000. OOC, 000. OCC, OCO, OCC 
1:.149 tA1A 000.000.000, OCC, 000, OC!' 
I> 149 r'ATA 032,037,029. 0:?3, O:? (:, OI;l 
1150 rA,.A 06>0.OtO.Ofl#Otl#Ofl.O~9 
I I ~> 1 DATA 023. DOD. OCC. DOC, OOC, OCC 
I 1 ~2> rA'TA 000# 000, 000, 000, OCC. cee 
I> I ~3 DA'TA oDe, OOC. ODD. 000, 000, 000 
11> ~4 rAjA 000. Dec, CCC, OCC. 000, 000 
I I ~>!' tAiA 000. DOC, 000. 000. OCC, cec 
1 I ~> f rATA 000,000. OCC. DOC. OCC, 000 
1>1~7 rA'!A 000#000.000.01;0,0(:1.083 
I > I ~8 rA TA 102. I 2 f# I 47, I ~ I, 1 ~ I. 1 ~ I 
1:.1~9 rATA 137,100,063,026,000.00C 
II fO r>ATA 000,000,000. OOC, OOC. 000 
1 :.161 tAiA 000,000. OCO. 000, coo, OCC 
1>lf2 rATA 000.000,04 7,101, 133. l~~ 
II>f3 tATA 178.199.201.207.cI9,231 
I> 164 rAjA 231, 22f. 232, 213. 211. 2C3 
1>1t-~ DA1A P09,224.21'l.19c,l~c,ln 

II>ft tATA 071;.029. C'1'l. C'"7!-



Table 10.8 Surface 
after 5 minutes wear 

profile data 
(MJ20IA) 

0>02 CA~A JJ~.:J:.J2:'::~.1~J'~~1 , 
U~3 DA;A 1'35.2~':'.23c.'9'j.-:-~3.23~ 
\>QOll CA'!"'-, ~33.233'?II'I<I~oIr-7'IOI 
1>005 [.I,":";; 1:''::oIC::.j·:,:;.)j:.CZ-J''::JI 
I > 00 6 r:.A TA ') 0 IJ. 0 ~ 0 • .::' 0:;. J:J D. '),~ : • Q C c-
1'>007 DA7A ·JO.J. OOG. Q'J.]. ,:;-:;0. :'::J. :'00 
1>008 DATA JJ:.ooo.QO:.J:C.J:O.JJJ 
1>009 DA':'A OOJ.OD:.G31'1i;1.139'13~ 
1>010 DA7A 151.210.?33.?JS."2':.1'33 
1>01.1 ~':'A 116.068.Ci:J.').')i,u8JO.JJe 
1>011 DA':'A OOO.~2J.OOO.oc:.ooo.JJO 
'I>O~~ eATn 00J.000.0JO.000.J02.JO: 
'p''O.I~ DA-A 000.000.019.124.212.238 
,1!(>,l.5 DATA. 2?3.157.098.031.00Q.OOO 
l)o.()16 DATA'OOO.iOOQ.ooo.ooo.QOO.OOO 
1>01'" DATA 000.000.000.00.2.000.000 
I>.q). DA-A OO:'O')':'.O:').·')')O.J:):).OOO 
1>019 tA-~ ~~~ ~~~ ~-~ rJ~ 1JO 0"0 
\>~20 r~-.:, ~'JJ';::' J_'~~~'~r_'o:' 

_ ...,1 .J ,I J ... ,JI __ .,I_; ..... .J1·....;J'-'1 ~J 

1 > Cl2 1 CA T Ii 0:) '). :') J Q. C Co J. ,,-: -:.. '):.:;. O:J O. 
1.0"'22 DA'rA ooo.ooo.o:~.~:.':·.:':::.::: 
1>0,3 DATA JOO.OOO.OOO.J~.; •. ;·)~,·~.~,':· 
1>02~ DA':'~ ')Co.ooo.OOo.ooo.OOO.:~: 
1>025 LAT~ JO:.:OO.~oo.~oo.ooo.ooo 
I>OZ6 :~":"A :::.:a-.J~J.J~J.~oo.OOO 
1>027 
1>028 
I ~029: 

JJJ" ~I ... "~" :::" J:;:,8')~'ID:J: 
JOO·J::·~:C.D:~·::J·O:: 
JOo.JOJ.~JJ.JJ~.:JJ.JJC 

::).ooo.:JJ.a~c·JJ:·)G: I~030 
I >~ 31 
I>D32 
1 >O.:J~ 
1'0r'3A 
I>03!-

~,,-, 'JJ.:)JO.D.:;,').J~'::'J~-J.JJO 

~A7~ JOJ.OOC.Oil.:45.J33.::: 

1>036 
1>037 
1 >038 
I >Q3'9 
1>040 
1 >~ 41 
I>OL.l? 
1>043 
I>OL,jL.l 
1>0~5 

1>046 

BATA 000. OOC. 000. ~':J':: :J. OOC 
DA':'~ 0:·::1. ::;O~" 0"''''. ~')·1. JOO. 00:) 
L', -;. - ~"""''':'''': J:';" ~ .~I ",,, '~.' ~.: " .J J:> 
:...:..; -:'p, J 0:;" ::.: J" ".:'. J 'J" ~: :: " :J.; C , ~I J 0 
LATA 000. OJ,). O'JO. 00:' OOJ. JOO 
DATA 000.000.000.JOO.000.:80 
DA"'A :00.000.OJ:.000.000.00J 
CATn GJJ.JG2.:J~.1J~.JOJ.JJJ 

CAT~ SOJ.J02.000.:0J.~JJ.oo: 

CAT~ 000.::;::.000.::0.000.0:: 
C~T~ JOJ.J:o.~J').:~J.JJJ.ooc 

CA ; '" J :)J. J J :::l .-:: :. J. ::::,. -:. ':<j. J J () 
I,~ ; ~ J::; C· • D:J J' J:; J. : '} ). ) ') :. :..) 0'; . 
:c,;;, ,)00. ClJ). ::JO. :>::. -:':;O.):'J 

1>047 uA-:-;, 
I > 0 43 :'A ~ i. 
I >OL.l9 :lA":"" 
>1050 ;)~ ... ~ 
I >051 ~,~ -:-., 
1 >052 DA":"', 
1>053 :'AT,\ 
1 >05~ 1.;r. ':'A 
1 >055 CA'r1-; 
I>J56 -r-
1 >057 ::'i-\ -.:, 

1 >ose DA 7A 
>IO~9 DATA 
I >060 LA-A 
1>:161 
1>062 
10>63 
1>06L.1 
1>665 
1>066 
1>067 
1>068 
1>069 
1>07Q 
1·~7.j~ 
1 >Q:72. 
1 >&13 

~-:-;. 

DA -::, 
en TA 
LA:f!I 
DATA 
LA ":'101 
LATA 
L~TA 
!:A -,,,\ 
DATA 
DA7A 
DATA 
OA":"A 

1 >074 :ATA 
1>075 L,\':'A 
1 >076 U,'rr, 
~ r;A":".~ 

j>'O ""S DA ':' t\ 
1>':)7' ~ .... T.'.\ 
I ~03Q DA TA 
j'''OCj r .. "" 

OOO.J:'J.JJJ.O~J.:':J.~JJ 

OJ:).OjO.80Q.OOJ.CJ:.JI7 
J57.J6:.:'~5.0uJ.JJ~.JI~ 

'"' _I ,-' I - .... : I - .': ~ ~ : ~ "'I ~ ~ J:'" :; J 1 
1 :'7. I JI. ~1\,J. ~ ~I' ::-"'::>.,jJI 
::;.)Q.,J,JC,.:JJJ.OJI':"·121 
1 55. ~31. 222.1 ::9. ~J':'. 234 
15~.1 1.4.0~9.00J.OOO.J~0 

JJ~.JSO.JOO.JOC.OOO.OJJ 

=''''12" ~J~I JC"~)" ")::!":::'I :: .... 
lJ:.~r~.-:'J,::~.:;00.0J: 

o 0 O. J 'J :' • -:- ~ - • J : :-. : - : • 0 J 0 
OOO.0J:.~'~·:OJ.G:-.000 
OOO.OOJ.O::,]o:.OOO.JOO 
-OO.OOO.OOO.OOO.ooo.oeo 
GJO.JOD.OOO.OOO.~JO.O:'O 
OO).OOO.OOO.ooo.':~J·J:'O 
COO. 000. J 1 t.. 1 1 5. -: II. <' J'? 
~~?~32.rJ?'~~~·~'?·~:4 
I 'f:! 5. I 0 3. J 1 .:... J ~ O. ::;~, - • .:; ,J :J 
JOO.ojO.~:-:.CJO.OOJ.OG:J 

OJJ.JOC.J~~.OOO.OOO.OOO 
DOC. 000. 000, 000. 000. 00,0 
OOO.OOO,OOO.OO).O::;:;.JO) 
000.000.000.000.000,0001 
JOO,JJ,)·,)OJ.:~J.JOO.:~o 
OOO,CJJ.JJJ.O::;J.J':::·~~c 
00:.':0.:'0).0::;0.:.)0.000 
'" 0 :: • J 0). ') ,~O. 1 J J, ~ J 0 • ? 3 .. 
:' I ':?' 141.01;>4. ')0). :00'). :o~ 
169 • .,":-' ""3~."33, :'33. ~I:: 
157.149.136.095.IIJQ.091 
~~9.00J.)5~,0~3.0~~.QJ~ 
~~~I~~~I-~-,~~~,~:OIQ~~ 

for a grinding wheel 

> 1':) A ~ ;';1', -; 1'\ 000. '):) J. :::- :;, -: ~: , ~.': - • .:. ' 
1>:;~3 ~ATA OOC.~oo.or:'~~_'J~~.- _ 
1 > Oil I< ;,.:\: t, ') ') J. ")"~" J ') :::' :' - : , - :: : • : 
J ,. ~ ~ 5 ~~ ~ ~ :J J:~ , .:).J :. , ;:1 ~ :: I 0: ~" - :.: , ~ ~ -
1>:;,,:, :-.~:-I- J00.::l')).~J':;.J~:.JJ~.::--
1>027 ~A7A JJ~.:00':2~.::::;~.~::.~~: 
>1068 LATA OOO.OOO.JC~.C~-.J:'~,~~, 
1>099 LATA O~J.OGO.:)~').S;~.);;.;~~ 
1>·J90 LI,TA OOO.JOC.C'),).JOJ.~',l~ • .J;:: 
1 > 'J 9 " L.'> • ,,,\ J ') O. ::: 0 0 • 0 ') :). :: ) J. :; :: :. : J ; 
>1092 :~:~ ')')0.J:J.J00.JJO.C"~.~~~ 
I >') 9 3 ::'A -:- h <j.o o. } 0 ~. 0 :; 0 • 00') • :; ; ;. J ~ ~ 
1>09~ ~ATA OOO.OOO.OOJ.OO~,~OO.O:;O 
1>095 CATA OOO~OOO.OOO.OO').OOO.O,)J 
1>096 DATA OOO.OOO.OOO.OOO.OOJ.OJJ 
1 >097 DATA 000.000.000.000. Jr'jC,.;: J ,-) 
1>091' CATI:\ ')O:).O,)J.:;OO.OOJ.O~-:.'j:j 
I>OQg -'., 1",~.~~J.::Jn.JJ:::.JO::.C0< 
I>I,)~ ~I':"'- .... --J.::J.:J;':J-
I )0 I -: J - ~ 2 , -: ~ .... , ...... :" - ~I" .., :1 :':" ~ C 
J > ) ") ~ :!',"T""1 J J ~" (1:.,:" :! c:;" .:" .... " - -
I > J ') 3 J4:- ;, C ~ ~ , 0 Q C, J:. 'j" :' } : , _ .. , 
1>104 CnTI< OOO.'O~C.f)OO.;)o').;,r. 
1>105 :.,,\-,r; 000.J,JC"OO:).O~').OO~'II. 
J > I; J i .. /'\ 7.- ?: I, '):':'.1 "3?" :,,;,~, "::'33, 2'.:; 
I > 1 J 7 ;: " ":' . \ ? 3 I • ~ =' l.;. ~:t.:.. ~ :') :'. ? :J",. ~ I ' 
I > 1 :: D .... : • - \ 1 7 0;.. I ~ J' ~ 1 -:,. I 1.7 • ::" '-" ,I 1 
J > J .... ) ~ ~, - :', : ~ ,~'" :; .~. ~ " ~. -, ... 1 ':' .... ! :. 1 :-:;. : 1 

1 > I J'" - -" _: ~' .~ ~ ):,. J 1 ~:~, -; 1 _ ~ .", .I , 1 

I > 1 1 I ~., -:-" j 0 c· • 0 0 O. :J :: J. j: ;. 
1>112 LATA 000,000,,000.008.:.:':.:.:,: 
1>113 rATA OOO.OGD.JOO.OOO.OOO.OOC: 
1>11i; Cc,Tn OJ.J.J~<;'G,J~.;O:;'OJ:.~): 
1>115 Cr._A :'JO.J·')').O:,:,.JJ:'.~Y,.J)~ 

J> I 1 6 =1\ '7' A 0 J J. pO J. J:; J. ,~. J:" J ~.' , : :: 
1»17 rt;~!'l J':~.I1::~I~:JI"J~"~'-'II:j~ 
1 > 1 1 0 [..~ -:- \ .., 1 J. ~ -:! :' 1 99. 1 1 I • J 4 r, , :' : ::-

,1>119 Dr-.-,; ')')~.:;5J.,J39.127.1C;L.'''':!1 
1 > I ~ 0 CA Tn 1 R? ~ '24. ? I 701 ,:, -:!. I 4:: 01 I ~ 
1 > 'I ? 1 cr. - A 1 "\". ':' U 9. :J I (). ') -.7. J :: ~. : 'j" 
I > I ~., -., -,. =- 0:: ~ 1 C l.:, 6 1 'J ., c:: 1 'J ~ 5.1 ,; :! '7 1 :' J !.. 

I>I~" ~.;-:- .. -:''''.::,::.-,::.OO:.J:::.~·~~. 

1>1';1< r,_ l-,:J.::-:::.'::"':JJ.J::-:.~,:-

1>125 CA7~ ~JJ.JJO.OJO.21J.0'):.~:: 
1>126 ~A-:A ~,)J.J~~.J'J.Q:~,JJ:.::~ 
,. I ) t; 7 _., '.. ~ -: ... 1 -: J: 1 ~:::., :::': ~ 1 : :.:., ~ - ~ 

1>17: _ ,,". ~~~.::~: .. :J:;.'JJ~. :::..',."': 
1>1r'~' 
I> 1 3:: 
I> 1 ; I 
I> I::;' 
I> 1 

.J ::; : 1 :, :; : 1 .' -' :. 1 ~ :1 : 1 ~ ~ • I J .. 

·:1':'JI J,),], :'~j, J:: 1· ... ' __ I.,,"; ... 

'JJ.J~J.OJ:.JJJ.OOJ.J~: 

. ,.~OJ·05~,J45.J3~.:~~ 
I > 1 ~'':' _, 
1>135 
II> 36 
I> 137 
I > I 3-' 
I> 139 
1>ILlj 
I > Il.l 

I I 
DATA 061.0<;3.12:.11::.11':',1.:.1 
~T;; 097.023.000.000.000.000 
=A-A JOO.OOO.OOO.OOO.OOO.~O: 

:JJ.::O.:::.:):,.~-:.·~-
1 ,., "): ~ 1 ., - .. ., ,- ~ ':t 1 - ~ I .... ~ - .. 

1>1~" ... j :-:-:-':1:"'::" ___ 1,." IJ:J:I:J~,~ 

lil~; C~-:~ :J:.JJ~,::J~.,)OD.OOO.OJO 
1>1~4 CATA 000.OOO.000.OOO.0~:·~0J 
I>I~~ 8AT~ OOQ.OOO.QOO.OOO.-:-,J:-
1>146 CATA OOO.OOO.OOO.O)Q.JJ:. -
J>1L.l7 OAT.; OC<l.JOO.OOO."--:'."J"", 
1 > 1 4 0 [,.,\. :\ () 0 D. 0') O. 0:: J. : :. : •• , ~ - • - : ::: ' 
1 > 1 49 D.'; - ,; ,1 0 J. 0::: o. :' ., -:- • -: ~ ::. ~. ~ : • :- c ;:, 
1 > 1 ') Cl C.; - ,,,\ :J ~ J. J Q:) • ~, ": '; .'. J :~ • :' -: ,J, J:' :-
1>151 !,;ATA aoo.ooo.;J~.:lOO. :JO.OJ: 
1>152 CA7A OOO.OOO.JOO,OOO.OOO.OO~ 
1>153 DA'rA OOO.OOO.OOO;OOO~~ 
1 > 1 ~ 4 L:. - .- j:, -:. J: :,. :: OJ· 0 J:). J ::: '). : 
1155 >[,A~I; :,J:i.;OC· ::IOJ.-]:::O. ::::;J. ~:~ 
1 1>~6 :~T~ OOJ.~OD.JOJ.OJ::l.:J:·~~ 
I I > 5 -: :f:.. -:'. ':!>!l. 0 56. (\ ::! ':' • J I ~, ') J '. J:' -
1>158 ij."\-:. :;OO.O::·O.JJ~·J::;~,::-.·::': 
II>~~ :~-~ ·:'),ooo.oJe.ooo.o,)Q·J:~ 
116>0 DA7A OOO.OOO.000,QOj.000.JOO 
1.161 [A;A OOO.OOO.OOJ.~OO.JOO.J~~ 
116>2 ~A-.'; 11J.O~9,:~J.;~:·:J:,~1::; 
.t'6&A1.1000~0~OiOQOiO~Oi~~0'OQO--



Table 10.9 Profile data for a ground surf ace corresronding 
with 5 minutes grinding wheel wear (MJ40IA) 

1..0GI:-.I ::;TrlUMI-' 
STH~~ (4) 1..0GGEU IN AT 1~'21 ~1~~~ 
wELCOME !iTKUMP 

OK, I..BASI C 
GO 
>1..0AD • MACJOll' 
>1'J'J'J DATA 15~, 161,16'J, 161, 14ti,14'J 
1'J'J'J DATA 150,161,16'J,161,140.14'J 
fAD 
> 1 'J'J 1 DA TA 1 2;;, 1 63, 1 45, 1 6 1, 1 15, 1 0 1 
1>'J'J2 DATA ld~d64d13.161,161.170 
1>'J'J3 DATA 1~'J,ldo.164.167.171,156 

1>'J'J4 DATA 1~ld76d95dd4.179.1~4 
1>'J'J5 DATA 215.2'J1. 106.2'J9,I~d,l~~ 
1>'J'J6 DATA ldl,2'J'J.191,106.101,16~ 

1>'J'J1 DATA 1~1.1~6.1~~,1~4,112,154 

1>'J'J8 DATA 195.2'J7,194.187.1d4,l~0 

1>'J'J9 DATA 163d45.179~184,15Y.17~ 
1>01'J DATA ld'J.196,ld7,216.201,10~ 

1>'Jl1 DATA lddd62d99,2'J6,221"~6 
1>'J12 DATA 1~6d63d75.1dd,173.105 
1>'J13 DATA 166.16'J,114.140.1d5d02 
1 > 'J 1 4 DA TA 1 64, 1 43 d 76.1 8 1 .I In .I 00 
1>015 DATA 117.l6'Jd61.l76,106,lY~ 

1>'J16 DATA 155,ltD,157,171.173.1~2 

1>'Jl1 UATA 2'J1,2'J2d94.1~4.107.170 
1>'J10 DATA 17'J.189, 191, 194,1~1:S, 193 
1>'J19 DATA 2~3,173,191,161,loo,loo 
1>'J2'J DATA 196.1d6,170"~7.11:S7.20~ 

1>021 DATA 212.1~l,2'J5,IY~,202.201 
1>'J22 OATA 104,205.221,191,101$, 1~'J 
1 'J> 2 3 DA T A 2 2 ~ d '.n, 1 ~ I:S, 1 1 3 d '" 1, 1 45 
1 >024 DATA 11$4, 1'J~.J# 1~3. 213, 2'J9, 211 
1>'J25 OATA 216,2'J3,211.211,220,221 
1>026 DATA 193,2'J3,2'J4,209.1~1,2'Jd 

1>'J21 DATA 2'J2,2'J~,212,2'J3,223,2'J5 

1>'J20 DATA 190, lli7.161. 112.174.170 
1>'J2~ DATA 185,2'J5,loti,I~'J,219,219 

1>'J3'J OATA 165,192,21I:S,l~d,2'J2,211 

1>'J31 DATA 216,2'J5,2'J4,213,162,l06 
1>032 OATA 225.213,ld4,101.1til,18d 
1>033 DATA 2'J5,23'J.1~5,l01,2'J4,163 
1>034 DATA 196,161.153,162.157.156 
1>035 DATA 176,209,2'J1,2'Jl,195,2'J2 
1036 DATA 159d>12,2~5,146.111d46 
1>'J31 DATA 151, ldo.loo, 101,183.180 
1>'J38 DATA 189,195,223,209,2'Jl,224 
1>039 DATA 198,213,195,221,111,2'J3 
1>04'J DATA 'J52,165.197,'J13,1'J2,'J'J'J 
1>'J41 DATA 'J~9,123,148,15'J,162,191 
1>'J42 DATA 1~5,2'J6,191,19~,1"'8,l06 

1>043 DATA 199,192,2'JiS,19'J.193,216 
1>'J44 OATA 197,2'J3,156,217,2'J4,167 
1>'J45 DATA 2'J1,213.176,211.1"'~,164 
1>'J46 OATA 202.1~5,170d~'J.11~.1d'J 
1>041 DATA l-i6,ld8ddddYldd1,167 
1>040 DA1A 1~1, 1~1, 1~~.I'J'J,2'Jl,l~'J 
1>'J49 DATA 175,2'J~.1,}4,ld'J,18~,ld4 

1>'J50 DATA 201,ld4,216,2'J'J,15~,173 
1>'J51 DATA 18dd86.111.1'.14.1d2,ld3 
1 > 'J 52 DA TAl 9 'J d 02, 114.1 6 d d 0 1, 11 '" 
1>'J53 DATA ltH,216.1o'Jdd4.17",,2'J3 
1 >'J54 DATA 202,191, 189,176.168,117 
1 >'J55 DATA 1 d-J, 11$7, loti, llU, 182, 115 
1 >056 OATA 161,186,116. 191, 16~, 2'J0 
1>051 DATA 189,182,196,191,181,116 
1 > 0 51$ DA TAl 1 5, 1 9 6, 0 5 Y.1 ., 7 .1 7 0, 11 3 
1>'J5~ OATA 1'I6.1~7.141,1"'I,173.11'J 
1>060 DATA 10'J,ld3,187,194,ld5,173 
1 > 06 1 DA TAl 1 6.1 9 2 .. 64" 1 0.1 9 4 .1 9 4 
1>'J62 OATA 203,206,1~1,~05,1"'6,2'J'J 
1>063 DATA 17'J, 184, 187, 180, 177, 1':10 
1>064 DATA 186, ld2, 190, ltH,162, 170 
1>065 DATA 149,191.1d'J,ldl, 199, 194 
1 > 'J 6 6 Oil 1 ,1 1 d 'J .1 6'J, 1 3'J .I ':I 1 , 202" ~ :.; 
1>067 OATA 180, ltn, 184,175,112,156 
1 > 0 6d OI\T A 2'J 2, 18'01, 1':1 1, 160, 11$4, 11$0 
1>069 DATA 101$,195,189,186,100,13'" 
> 1 0 7 0 DATA 18 'J, 1 d 5, 11 d, 1 9 1, I'} 1, 200 
1>071 DATA ld3,2'Jl,ld6,20d, 194,186 
1>012 OATA 182,191,187,199,101,174 
1>013 DATA ld4,19d,193,204, l~':I, 1':11 
1>074 DATA 189,ldl,212,10~,15d,1~6 
1>'J75 DATA 165, 161:S, 17d,183, 10d,191 
1>'J76 DATA 11$3,173,185,191,191,191 
1> 0 17 DATA 10 S.l ':I 9, 191 .I 89, 11':1 .I '/2 
1 > 'J 7 d DA TAl 'oJ 3, 1 'i 7, 1 'oJ 1 , 1 '" 1 • 1 ~ 1 , 1 7 7 
1>07", DATA 176, 1'i0.ld6.115d~4.160 

1>'J~'J DATA 'J40,'J19,'J0~,146,211'G'JI 
1>001 DATA 197,181.197, 1d6,21~"2'J~ 
1>'J02 DATA 213,215,2~2,ld1"93,213 
1>'J!S3 DATA 109, 192,ly5,208,23'J, l~c 
1>'J8l< DATA 211,216.1ln,2~3.1o~.1~3 
1>'JtS5 DATA 181, 1!:S3, 181.ld1,l06, 10J 
1>'J06 DATA 1~6,157.155,114,11d'167 
1>'Jt:S1 DATA 17~,2':i!:s,ld9'166,2'Jl<,110 
1>'Jd8 DATA 191.191.2'J1,181,2'J'J,193 
1>'J1:S9 DATA 2'Jl,218,2'J3,192,'J'J0,14~ 
1 >'J9'J DATA 154,117, 1 y4, 2'J3, 1 ~ 1,202 
1>':191 DATA 186.199.181.195,211,211 
1>092 DATA 11~do'i"'I5,2'Jl,20~.1'J1 
1>':193 DATA 1d9.195,2'J2.1S9dd6.170 
1>'J94 DATA 186.191.115.1ts9.177.1o':l 
1>':195 DATA 195.19d,2'J5.11d.11dd5:S 
1>096 DATA 117dtS9.1d4.1d3.l07.106 
1>'J91 DATA 117,2'J4.173.190,21!:S,2'J7 
1>'J98 DATA 156d94,2':11.lo'J.1d8,1l<5 
1>'J99 OATA 112,1~3'193,2'J'J,192,2'J2 
1>1'J':I DATA 21'J,2'J9,2'J1. 187, 10:', 1'15 
1>1~1 OATA 15'J,195, ldo, ld~, 11:S3,161 
1>102 DATA 196,189,153,103, 1'J3, l'n 
1>1'J3 DATA 192,197,219,2'J~,19d,2'J7 
1>1':14 DATA 195,105,195,1138, 1d2, 113 
1 > 1 'J 5 DA TAl 66.1 88.1 9 1, 2 1 0.1 1 3'} 17 
1> 1 06 DATA 189,116,119, 2'Jd, 1 ~6, 19:' 
1>1':11 OATA 199.182.100.173.116,1",1 
l>l'Jo DATA ldl<, 101, 19d, 193,204, 193 
1>1'J'J DATA 197,198,205,208,217,227 
1>11'J DATA 225,22'J,213,221,209,227 
1>111 DATA 2'J3,2':17,216,212,lts3,l07 
I> 112 DATA 193.1 79.188, 219, 2'J1'} 'Id 
1>113 DATA 191, 1d9, 190, ld2, 107,2'Jlt 
1>114 DATA 208,210,212,202,203,207 
1>115 DATA 218,216,2'Jd,ld0,199,1",3 
>1116 DATA 221,199,181,189,2'J4,212 
1>117 DATA 2'J1,191.101,~14.19I:S.1'N 
1 > 1 1!:S DA TA 2':1 'J, 19~" 1 9 3, 1 d 9. 1 1'1, 1 d 'J 
1 > 1 1 9 DA TAl 18'} 61.1 d 6.1 t:S ~, 1d 3.1 0 7 
1>12':1 DATA 191,2'J1,194,212,201,216 
1>121 DATA 100, 199,2'J5,2'J5, 197,2'J3 
1>122 DATA 2'Jl, 186, ld7, 195, 190,21'J 
1>123 DATA 211,215,219,1'oJ~,212,1~7 
1>124 DATA 179,156'}d'J,2'J9'}95,2~~ 

1 > 1 25 DA T A 2 1 2'} 8 1 , 1 94.1 78. 196'} 5 'J 
1> 126 DATA 176'}15.181.117.1 96.1d5 
1>127 DATA 191,189,211,loS, 1<J6,2'J3 
1>12!:S DATA 2'J'J,18'J,1-.13, 191,192, 11~ 
1>129 DATA 110,2'J9,211,2~6'}9c3.1YI 

1>13'J DATA 195,2'J6,2'J3,2'J2,20'J,2'J0 
1>131 DATA 2'J2, 181, 1d'J, 163,~53, 113 
1>132 DATA 173,lo'J,lcn, 1~'J,2'J1, 1':13 
1>133 DATA 196,21'J,~~6,2'J2,2'J2,21~ 

1>134 DATA 19-.1,2':14,195,199,ldS,201 
1>135 DATA 2'J2,2'JI,liS1,112,223,21~ 
1>136 DATA 183,}d8,2'Jl.1-.11'}13,'J~~ 

1>137 DATA 161,171.191.199,204,2'J5 
1>138 DATA 197'}97,2'J5.119.181ddo 
1>139 DATA 196,196,118,181,167,162 
1>14'J DATA 'Jd9.113,}",7.101,2'Jlt,}do 
1>141 DATA 167, 174,}75.147.1dl.195 
1>142 DATA 182,171, 177, 16'J,2'J2,l",5 
1>143 DATA 191,196,212,2'J7,2'J'J,211 
1>144 OATA 1':i5,2'J4, I-)J,2~':I, l':lC)ll~'> 
1>145 DATA 183,191'199,1!6;1~~,179 
1>146 DATA 1':..7.139.184.111.171.113 
1 > 1 41 DA TAl 62.1 1 1 ,} -, '" .1 7 4 dol .I '" 3 
1 > 1 413 DA TAl 1 5.1 ti 1 , 1 6 d .I 0 -i .1 6 S.1 6 5 
1>149 DATA 164,117,191.181,l",7,19'i 
1>15'J DATA 214,2'J4,2'Jl,209,2'J3,1~7 
1 > 1 51 DA TAl 0 1 .I 0 0.1 do .I 94.1 6 1 .I ~ I 
1>152 DATA 14d,ldl,156,223,2'J'J,222 
1>153 DATA 190,211,223,214.1~':I,2l:.! 
1>154 DATA 196,2'J3.1d~.l14d14')"'7 
1>155 DATA 195,}d5.101,}11.170.172 
1>156 DATA 11'J.lSl,111.1d7.ldS,}<J3 
1>151 DATA 191,2'J4,211,191,ld6,ld6 
1> 158 DATA 16d.191.l 77.l8'J.1d6.l '17 
1>159 OATA 1I:Sd.lo'J,21~.l46,212.l77 
1>16'J DATA 164,196,162,1-.11,160, 1tSi 
1>161 DATA 152,145,132.147.145.161 
1>162 DATA 159,161.153.l3d,'J72,'J06 
1>163 DATA 13'J.l4~.l'Jlt.1'J3.l'J2')'J2 
1>164 DATA 1'Jl,I'JI,l'J1,1'J1,1~1,1'J1 
1 > 1 65 IJA TAl':.. 1 , 1'J 1 , 10 1 , 1 'J~, 1 ~ '-" 1 'J 1 
1>166 llATA 1'J1,1'J'J,I'J'J,I'J~ 
> 1 'J 'J 'J DA TA 1 SS, 1 6 1, 1 60, 1 6 1, 1 4d, 1 4 '-, 



Table 10.10 Surface profile data for a grinding wheel 
after 10 minutes wear (MJ26IA) 

> 1000 rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
IDOl> rATA 000.000.00~00~01~020 
10> 02 rATA 03~. O~~. 0 ~8. 067. OS 2. 09 a 
1003> tATA 09f. 12~. 137.13S.13~.121 
I OO>~ rATA I f:~. 223. 239. 2~~. 211. 208 
I>OO~ rATA 180.1~7.112.07~.03f:.000 
100> f tATA 000. DOD. 000. DOD. ODD. 000 
I> 007 rAiA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
100>13 rA'rA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
10>09 rArA ODD. ODD. ODD. DOD. 000. 000 
1010> rATA 000.000.000.003.011.018 
10> II rATA 026.026.026.026.000.000 
101> 2 DATA 000.000.000.000. OOC. 000 
101>3 tATA aDO. 000. 000. 000. 000. 000 
1>0 1 ~ tATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
10> 1 ~ rATA 000.000.000.000.000. DOC 
101 f rA> TA 000.000.000.000. 000. 000 
10> 17 rATA 000. 000. 000. 000. DOD. 000 
101>13 DATA 000. 000. 000. 000. 000. 000 
1>019 rATA 000.000.000.039.03~.0~7 
102>0 rATA 078. 080. 078. 074. 070.078 
1>021 rATA 08~.04f.031.011.000.000 
102> 2 rATA 000.000.000. 000. 000. 000 
I> 023 tATA 000.000. DOD. DOD. DOD. 000 
1 0> 2~ rATA 000.000.000.000. OOC. COO 
I 02~> rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
102> f tATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I> 027 rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
1028> rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
10> 29 rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I> 030 rATA 000.000.000.000. 000. 000 
103>1 rA'fA 029.07~.083.IOI.110.10~ 
1>032 DATA 097.091.13~.191.182.148 
103>3 rATA 110.083.050.011.000.000 
I >03~ tATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I 03> ~ rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I> 036 rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I >037 rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
1038 rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I> 039> ~ATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
10> 40 rATA 000. ODD. ODD. 000. 000. 000 
1041> rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
10> 42 rATA 000.000.000.013. 028. O~O 
I 04> 3 DA TAO ~ 2. 08 I. I 03. I 2 I. I 33. I 54 
I >O~~ DATA 162. I f-9. 183.204.208.221 
10~>5 rATA 221.211.169.121.07f.029 
I 0~6> rATA 000.000.000. 000. 03~. 08 I 
I 0>~7 rATA 0~5. 009. 000.000.000.000 
104>13 rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
1>0~9 DATA OO~OO~OO~OOO.OOO.OOO 
105>0 r,ATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I> 0 51 DATA 000.000.000. 000. 000. 000 
105>2 rATA 000.000.000. 000. 000. 000 
I >0~3 tATA 000.000.000.000.000. 000 
I 05>~ DATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I >055 DATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
10>~f: DATA OOO.OOO.OO~OOO.OOO.OOO 
I 0> ~7 DATA 000.000.000.000.000. 000 

105>8 DATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
1>0~9 rATA 000.000.000.000.000. 000 

1060 DATA 058.101.125.144.172. 202 
> 1061 >DATA 211.19~.173.149.130.0S7 
I Of> 2 DA:A 0 ~ I. 0 I O. 000. 000.000. 000 
I >063 rATA 000.000.000.00 0• 0 I~. 020 
I 06~> rATA 033.021.000.000.000.000 
I 06~> DATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
10> f6 DATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I >067 DATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
10>f8 DATA 000.000.060.116.172.206 
I >069 DATA 208.208. 196. I 6~. 127.095 
10> 70 DATA 085.08 3. 0~4. 031. 020. 000 
10>71 DATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
107> 2 DATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
1073 >DATA OOO.OOO.OO~OOO.OO~OOO 
101> 4 DATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I> 07 5 DATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
1076> DA'TA COO. 000. 000. 000. 0 I 7.076 
1077> DA'TA 111.136.127.109.092.0132 
I > 078 DA TAO 7 6. 0 5 6, 052. 03;. 0 If. 0 I 2 
10> 79 DA'TA 023.040. 041. 04~. 0~2. 042 
1080 D>A'TA 042.035.017.011.011.010 
108 I> DATA 0 11.011.000.000.000.000 
1>082 DATA OOO.OOO.OO~OOO.OO~OOO 

I> 08 3 rATA 000.000.000.000. ODD. 000 
1084 DA> TA 000.000.000.000. ODD. 000 
108> 5 DATA 000. ODD. 000. 000. 000. 000 
108>f: rATA OOo.OOo.OOo.OOO.OOO.coo 
1087 > rATA 000. 000. 000. 000. 000. 000 
1>088 tA'TA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
1>089 tATA 000. 000. 000. 000. OOC. 000 
1>090 tATA 000. 000. DOD. 000. COO. DOC 
10>91 DATA 000.00~00~00~000.000 
1092 > DATA 000.000.000.000.000. DOC 
10>93 DATA 000. 000. OOO~ 000. 000, 000 
1>094 tATA 000.000.032. OioL 0~5. 021 
1 09 ~ rA> TA 002.000.000.000. OCO. OOC 
1> 096 rATA 000. 000. 000. 000. 000, OOC 
1097> tATA 000. 000. 000. 000. 000. DOC 
I >098 DATA 000.000. 000. 000. 000. 000 
1099> DATA 000.000.000.000. 000. CDC 
11>00 DArA 000. 056. 082.101. 079, O~~ 
11>01 tATA 046. 045. 038. 031. 022. 000 
110>2 DATA 000. 000. 000. 000. 000. OCO 
I> 103 DATA 000.000.000. 000. 000. 000 
I 10> 4 DATA 000.000.000. 000. ODD, 000 
I> 105 DATA 000.000.000. OCO. 000. 000 
I I> 0 f DATA 000. 000. 000. 000. 000. 000 
I 10> 7 DATA 000. 000. 000. 000. 000. 000 
I> 108 rATA 000.000. 000. 000. DOD, 000 
I I> 09 DATA 000.000.000.000. 000. 000 
I> 110 DATA 000. 000. 000. 000, ODD. 000 
I I> I I DATA 000. 000. 000. 000, DOD, 000 
11>12 DATA 051.091.130.188,209.212 
I 113> DATA 179. 135. 09 I. 0~9. 023. 00 I 
I I I > ~ rATA 000.000.000. 000. 000. 000 
I> II ~ rATA 000. 000. 000. DOD. 023. O~O 
111>( DATA Of5.07~.0~6.037.031.0~~ 
111>7 rATA 122.1~9.171.19f.208.19~ 
1>118 DATA 181.151.104.0~8.014.000 
I I> 19 DATA 000.000.000.000. 000. 000 
I 12> a rA1A 000.000.000.000.000. oeo 
I> 121 tATA 000.000. 000. 000. DOC. 000 
I 12> 2 rATA 000. 000. 000. 000. 000. 000 
I> I 23 DATA 000. 000. 000. 000. 000.000 
I I> 24 DATA 000. 000. 000. 000.000.000 
1 12~> DATA 000.000.000.000.000. 000 
11>2( rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
112>7 rATA 000.000. 000. 000. 000. 000 
11>28 tArA 000.000.000.000.000. oeD 
1129> r.o,TA 000. 000. 000. 000. 000. 000 
I I> 30 DATA DOD. 000. 000. 000. 000. 000 
1131> rATA 000.000.000.000.03~.OLl3 
113>2 DATA 042.027. 009. 000. 000. DOC 
I> 133 tATA 000. 000.000.000.000.000 
113> 4 rA'1'A COO. 000. 000. DOC. 000. OOC 
1 13~> rATA 000.000. 000. 000. OOC. 000 
I> 1 36 DA:A 000.000. 000. COt. Ots. 089 
1 I 3 7 DA TAl I 8. I ~ 7. I 9 ~. 2 I 2. :2 1 2. 2 a f 
1138 DATA 184.I>f~.I>~1.127.090.048 
1139 rATA 007.000.000.000. ODD. 000;0 
I I~O DATA OOO.OO~OOO.OOO.OOO.OOO 
> 1141 DATA 000.000.000.000. 000. DOC 
I I> 42 DATA 000.000. 000. 028. 052. 07L1 
1143 rA"A> 097.104.110. II c, lOS. 097 
IILILI 'CA"A C>81.0~~.0~L"OOI.000.000 
1 I ~~ rATA 000. > 000. 000. 000. 000. 00(' 
I 1 ~f DATA 000. 000. > 000>. DOC. OCO. OOC 
1147 tArA 000.000. 000. 00>0. 000. OOC 
1 1>~8 tArA 000.000. 000. 000. 000. 000 
1149> rATA OOO.OO~OOO.OOO.OOO.OOO 
I I~O> DATA OOO.OO~OOO.OOO.OOO.OOO 
1 I ~I tATA 000.000.000.000. 000. 000 
I I> 52> DATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I 15> 3 DATA 000.000.000.000. 000. 000 
I> I ~~ rATA 000.000.000. 000. 000. 000 
I I ~~> DATA 000.000.000.000. 000. 000 
I I~f rA>TA OO~OOO.OO~OOO.OOO.OOO 
I I ~> 7 rATA 000. ooe. 000. 000. 000. 000 
1 I> 56 rATA 000.000.000. DOC. OOC. 000 
11 ~>9 DATA DOC. 000. 000. 000. 000. OOC 
I I> 60 DATA 000.000.000.000. oeo. OCC 
1161> DATA 000.000.000. DOD. 000. OOC 
II> 62 DATA 000.013. 07'7. III I. 190. 19 ( 
1>163 DATA 202.181.177.188.193.193 
II f>.Q DATA 200. 20~. 21~, 21~. 21~. 21 LI 
I > I f: 5 DA T A 2 I 5. 2 I 5. 2 I II. I 6 I. I til.l ~ 1 
II>H DATA 108.06~.020.000 



Table 10.11 Surface profile data for a grinding wheel 
after 10 minutes wear (¥.J32IA) 

> 1000 tATA 
1>001 DATA 
1>002 tATA 
1>003 DATA 
1>004 DATA 
> 100~ DATA 
1>006 DATA 
I> 007 DATA 
I> 008 DATA 
1>009 DATA 
l>oio tATA 
1>011 DATA 
1>012 DATA 
1>013 tATA 
1 >014 DATA 
1> 0 15 DATA 
1>01~ tATA 
1>017 rATA 
1>018 DATA 
1>019 DATA 
I >020 DATA 
1>021 DATA 
1>022 DATA 
1>023 tATA 
1>02Ll DATA 
I > 02~ rATA 
I> 026 DATA 
I> 027 DATA 
I >028 DATA 
1 >029 DATA 
I> 030 DATA 
I> 031 DATA 
1>032 DATA 
1>033 DATA 
1>03Ll DATA 
1>035 DATA 
I >036 DATA 
1> 037 DATA 
1 >038 DATA 
1039> DATA 
I> 040 DATA 
I> OLl I DATA 
I> 0112 DATA 
> 1043 DATA 
I >OLl4 CATA 
I >045 DATA 
I> 04~ tATA 
1 >047 DATA 
1> 048 rATA 
1>049 DATA 
I >050 DATA 
I>O~I rATA 
1>052 DATA 
1>053 DATA 
1>0511 DATA 
10> 55 DATA 
1>05~ rATA 
I >057 DATA 
I >058 rATA 
1>0~9 rATA 
1> 0 fO rATA 
I >061 DATA 
1 >Ot2 DATA 
1>063 DATA 
1 >0~4 DATA 
1>065 DA"fA 
1 >066 rATA 
I> 067 DATA 
I> 0 f-8 DATA 
1 >069 rATA 
> 1070 DA"fA 
1 >071 DATA 
1>072 DATA 
> 1073 DATA 
> 10711 tATA 
> 1075 r·ATA 
1 >07~ DATA 
107> 7 DA"fA 
10>78 tATA 
107>9 DA"fA 
1>080 tA"fA 
1>08 I DATA 
1>082 DATA 
1>083 rATA 

000, 0 II 5, I 3 3, I 32, I 46. I 33 
120.109,101.090.078.0f.7 
057, OLl7. 039. 03~. 036" 051 
077. OLlI. 003. 000. 000. 000 
OO~OOO.OOO,OOO.OO~OOO 
000.000.000.000.000.000 
OOO,OOO,OOO,OO~OOO,OOO 
095.188, 19L1, 19L1, 160.122 
091,067,050,033,018,001 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,001,058, 13~ 177.172 
I 7 I, I 3 I, 08 7, 0 Ll9, 0 I 6, 000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000.000,000,000,000,000 
OOO,OOO,OOO.OO~OOO,OOO 
000.000,000,000, 000,000 
OO~OO~OOO,OOO,OOO,OOO 
000,000,000,000.000.000 
000,000,000, OLl5. OLl3. 072 
10f., 176.199. 179, 111,031 
000, 000.000, 000, OLlLl, OLl3 
036, OLlLl, 138, I~ Ll, 203, 20Ll 
205.20~203,20~ 19~ ILjLl 
086,021,000,000,000,oeo 
000,000.000,000,000,000 
000.000.000,000,000,000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000,000,000.000.000 
000, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000 
000,000,000,000,000.000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000.000,000.000,000 
000.000,000,000,000.000 
000,000,000,000.000,000 
000,000,000.000,000.000 
000,000.000,000.000,000 
000,000.000.000.000. 000 
000. 000. 000. 000, 000. 000 
000,000, 000. 000. 000, 000 
000.000,000.000,000,000 
000.000,000.000,000,000 
000,000.000.000,000.000 
000.000,000,000,000,000 
000,000,000,000,000, 000 
000,000,000,000,000, 000 
000,000, 000, 000, 000, 000 
000,000,061,092,107, 112 
I~I, 12~,079,035,000,000 

000,000,000, 000, 000, 000 
000,000, 000, 000, 000, 000 
000.000, 000, 000. 000, 000 
000, 000. 000,000,000.000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000,000.023,036, 03 f 
033,010,000,015.081.172 
20 I, 163, 130,052,000,000 
OO~OOO,OOO.OOO,OOO,OOO 

000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000.000.000,000,000 
000. 000, 000. 000. 000, 000 
000,000, 000, 000. 000, 000 
000,000,000,000.000,000 
000.000.000.000,000,000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000, 000, 000, 000, 000, 000 
OOO,OOO.OO~OOO,OOO,OOO 

000,000,000, 000, 000. 000 
000,000,000,000,000.000 
0:2 I, 0 55, 09 I, 09 I, 08 5, 0 ~ 5 
023,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,032, OLl2, 068.127,131 
09 I, 0413, 003, 000, 000, 000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000,000,000,000,000 
000,000,000.000,000.000 
000,000. 000, 009, 015.018 
007,000.000,000,000.000 

1> 08 4 DATA 000.000.000.002.071. I 5~ 
1>085 rATA 202.187,154, 102.073,03i1 
1>086 tATA 0313, Oill, 033, 02~, COO, coc 
1>087 tATA 000.000.000.000,000, OJ3 
1>088 DATA 109. 145~ 179, 197,196, 2C'c 
10>89 rATA 20Lj. 199.204,205.204. 19 I 
1>090 DATA 177"60.117.0~6.oco,ooe 
I >09 I rATA 000,000.000.000.000, ooe 
1>092 DA"fA 000,000,00~000,000.000 
1>093 DATA 000.000,000.000.000.000 
1 >094 DATA 000.000.000,000. oDe, ooe 
1>095 rATA 000,000,000, oce, ooe, DOC 
1>09 f DATA 000, OCO, 000. oDe, oeo. CCC 
I >097 DATA OOC, oeD. 000, DOC, OOC, 000 
1>098 tATA oDe, oeD. OCC. oce. 000. oee 
I> C99 DATA 000, oee. 000, 000, oDe. oeo 
1>100 DATA OOO,OOo.OOo.ooo,ooo,ooe 
I> 101 DATA 000.000.000.000,000. oeD 
I> 102 DATA 000,000.000. oeo. 000. 000 
I> 103 rA TA 000,000.000,000. oee. oeD 
I> 104 DATA 043.096, 109. 120. OB9. 094 
1>10~ rATA 101.116,117.0B~,oc~,oec 
I> 10f rATA 000.000.000,000. DOC. oDe 
I> 107 rATA oDe. ooe. 000. oco. oeo. oeo 
I> 108 rATA 000, DOC. 000, DOC. 000, DOC 
> I 109 DATA DOC. 000, 000, 000. 000. 000 
1>110 tATA 000.000.012.021.021.000 
I> III DATA 000.000.000,000.000, OOC 
I> 112 rATA 000.000.000.000,000.000 
1>113 DATA 073.145.17~,204.203,203 
I> 114 DATA' 202. 169, 12.7, Oi9. 012.000 
I> II ~ DATA 000,000,000, ooe, 000, oee 
I> II 6 DATA 000.000, 000, oeo, 000. 000 
I> 117 rATA 000,000,000,000.000.000 
I> 118 DATA 000,000,000,000,000,000 
I> 119 tATA 000,000,000.000,000, ooe 
1>120 tATA 000.000,000.000.000,000 
I> 121 DATA 000,000.000.000,000.000 
I> 122 rATA 000,000.000, ODD. 000. 000 
I> 123 DATA 000.000.000,000,000,000 
I> 12Ll CATA 000.000,000.000.000.000 
I> 125 DA"fA 000,000,000,000,000,000 
I> 126 DATA 000,000,000.000, ODD. 000 
1>127 DATA 000,000,000,000.000.000 
1>128 rATA 000.020,050.074, 100,OBc 
1>129 rATA 09~,091,097.115.100.CIJ 
I> 130 rATA 000,000,000.000.000.000 
1> 131 rATA 000.000.000.000. 000, 000 
I> 132 rATA 000,000,000.000,000.000 
1> 133 DATA 000,000,000.000, OOc, OCO 
1> 134 tATA 000.000.000.000.000,000 
1>135 tATA 000.000,000.000.000.000 
1> I 36 DATA 000.000, 000. 000. 000, 000 
1> 137 DATA 000.000. 000. 000,000,000 
I> 138 rATA 000,000,000.000.000.000 
1>139 DATA 000,000,000.0ILj.087, 139 
1>ILlO DATA 201.205. 193.13f. 108.031 
I> 1 Lll tA"fA 000.000,000. OOQ, 000. 000 
1>142 rATA 000.000.000.000.000.000 
I> 143 !'ATA 000,000,000.000.000.000 
1> I LlLl tATA 000.000,000.000.000.000 
I> I 45 rArA 000,000, 000. 000, 000. 000 
1>146 tATA 000.000.000.000,000.000 
I> 147 rA iA 000,000. 000.000.000.000 
1 I Ll>8 DATA 000,000,000.000.000.000 
I> 149 CArA 000,000,000.000.000,000 
I> 150 rATA 000,000,000,019, Of3. Ot I 
I> 151 DATA 053.044,000,000,000.000 
I> I 52 DATA 000,000,000.000, DOD. 000 
1>153 rATA 000,000,000,013,014,011 
1> I ~4 rATA 002,017.009,002.000.000 
1>155 DATA 000,000,000,000.000,000 
1 1St> DATA 000,000,000,000,000.000 
I> 1 ~7 rATA 000.000. 000. COO, 000. 000 
115>6 DATA 000.000,000,000. ODD. 000 
I> 159 DATA 000,000.000.000. oeo. OCC' 
1>160 tATA 000,000,000.000.000,000 
1>lfl DATA 000,000,000, 000, 000, ooe 
I> I 62 DATA 000.000,000.000.000.000 
1>163 DATA 000,000.000.000.000,000 
1>164 rATA 000,000,000.000,000.000 
1>165 rATA 000.000.000.000,000,000 
1> I H tA'TA 000. 000. 000, 000 
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Fig lO~9 Power spectrum for the surface profile of a grinding wheel after 30 seconds wear 
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Fig 10.12 Power spectrum for the surface profile of a grinding wheel after 5 minutes wear 
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LOGI~ PLEASE. 
LOGIN STHlMP 
STHlMF (5) LOGGED IN AT 15'08 0(:260 
WELCOME STHlMF 

OK, LEASI C 
GO 
:.LOAD '11ACJ04' 
:. Pl~ 
SAl1PL E POWEP SPECTFAL DEN SI 'YY FlNCTION Fon 
(22)N(SA.'1'PLE SIZE):a 1000 
GIVE LAG ~O M 
134 
G I \' E \'AL l' E FO F L 
I 100 
( 1220) LAG NO. '1= 34 
( 1225) HANG. F?EC.INTEPVAL: PII( 10.n)::I 10 
(4130) H"EPTICAL SCALI FACror-:PA."JGE 50.E)= 
MAX.FO'). 15955.8 MI~.FO'):a 0 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 
* * * * * * 

319.116 

\'ALt'ES OF F(V> 
it... 159 55.~ 25. 89.029 50. 8.25135 75. 3.92043 
I 15504. 5 26. 72.89 I 51. ' 7.957:i276: 3.72709 
2 14259 27. 61·121 5-271 7.43894 77.' 3.42059 
3 12499.1 28:- 52.3096 53. 6.80978 11h _..h.QllU. 
4 10562.9 29. 45.0098 54. 6.29144 79. 2.73237 
5 8726. 5 30. 39. 1 336 ss:- ~.-(i9955 80, 2.42976 
.t.---:LU_2. 37 31: 35:0965(:. r;.85423 81.' _W-ll~ 
7 5792. (:9 32. 32.9752 ~h 5. 67471 -B2~ 1.9798 
8 4648.39 33. 32. 1544 56. 5.33713 83. 1.8(:308 
9 3639.69 3~ -31:6777 59. 4.90267 84!. I· ~ HHJ 
10 2748.58 35. 30.8746 §_O. _4. 5.A~,:t 85. 1.84551 
11 1994.88 36. _g~. ~462_ fl. 4.38904 86. 1.91872 
J ~~1~ 76. 37:' 27.7346 62. 4.40256 ,87 .. 1.geQU 
13 994.018 38. 25.3994 ~3. 4.42432 88. 2.02627 
14 727.856 .3.~..!_ 22.4133 64. 4~32796" 89. 2.07368 
15 563.007 40. '-1'8.8-5113' 65. 4. II 099 ,2.~ ~.!J~ 
16 4~4. 228 41. 15. 1747 ~~, -.!J. 8 6_5~L 9 I. 2.12419 
17 372.474 42.! ~65. 67.' 3.70983 92. 2.11036 
18 306.522 43. 10.0049 68. 3.67595 93. 2.059 (:9 
19 254.776 44. 9.02738 ~~.!... 3,.! _1J.2ll 9 4. a."ffB5J 
20 216.155 ~5 .. ~.1~ 70. 3. 78382 95. 1.93551 
21 186.429 46. 8.66897 71. 3.84303 ,9.fu . .1 ._9. ?_~ 6J 
22 160.246 47. 6. 57976 7~ _3.9~s... 97. 1.95447 
23 134.614 ~~ ~~J 73. 3.97048 96. 2.01897 
24 I 10. 0?J3. 49. 6. 37568 74. 3.99 28 69~-!.... _g. 07523 

ENt AT LINE 9999 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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t--t-t--t--UlUlUlUlUlUlUlUlUlUlo-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

* * * • * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * • * • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * • * * 
o - (\/ M "1 III '4) t- CD 0- 0 - l\I M "1 II. '4) t- Ul 0- 0 - l\I M "1 II. o(.l t-- Ul 0- 0 - N M "1 II. "" t- Ul 0- 0 - (\/ M "1 II. '4) t- Ul 0- 0 - (U c--) '" II) "" t- Ul 0- 0 - (\/ M "1 II. 
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~(,U,2... 5 R ; 

62- .c.:-? 59-
57.,:,75 60· 
149· :;523 .~ 
~.,; slj~ 62-
37.7 J:?4 63· 
~7':'.!2 64· 
;JI·:JI765 • 
29·~~65 66· 
~t cJ..L 67-' 
29.7 ') ~9 68· 
Jt).'39/~? 69· 
32'· 3 -:.5i.L 70· 
"l3·67 c 9 71' 
31l·.I.j'((.c:. 72. 
3 14. 5 (, c,, J 7j': 
33. 69 I I 74' 

32~O¢.q.t~,'~ ,7: 
e9. 690'8 )1 _,~ 
,~6.9521'" li;~ 
24.0745 '78~,; 

.21.JIS,L We 
~~-5-62 60· 
16·';?2,1l 61· 
15.2618.. 8"2:' 
14·1474 63; 
13.40:' L.. 84' 
12·927 L "5-
12.5~C7!36· 

12.282 87· 
I I .9076-83-, 
I I • 4 I 6 5. 8 9 • 
100/3\ 13~. 
1~.'19L91· 
9'41175~2' 
8.76192 ~·'3· 
5·23339 911. 
7.36263 95· 
7·61l9 ~ 
7·5624;3 97. 
7·S5978 98.· 
7·59359 99· 

* * *. IJ ...................... * •• ,-
~~~~O_~Mq~~~~dO-~~q~~~~~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ r(' co c() IX' aJ IX' CD If' II) a) 0> 0> ~ ~ 0> ()< 0> 0> (»..oCJI!=/ 

.. (, . . . . .. . n~ .................................. ~, •••• ' ••••••••• t •• 

'- _ (\ M q .ro ~ ~ tr'I 0- () _ C\I ("'> q ~ .co r- ;::' 0- 0 _ (\1 M ... II. ~ r- a 0- c> - (\. M q u' .co r- ('f c" 0 - ('J M q II ... r- [f' 0, 0 - < n ~ If) ~ ,- c:: (J\ 0 - (' 1")." 
o _ (' n 7 II, ..::' ~ cr, (J\ __________ (\ ~ (\, (\' ( .. C\I (\. ('~ CII CII M M I'" (") M M C? M M CO) q q q q q q q q ~ q III II II' ~ III II, III .ro II, u' ..... " v" ~..o .() <, -:> .() ..0 ~ r- r- r- ~ ~ 

~iC 11.5 ;;1"rctrIP' f'(:>r11r~~fnt.i n,cr . '-' 
the> Sllrfr.l('p of :) ~""i nrl irtj -.. :, et:'>l ;1 :t0r ') ",1 '11'lC~ "('\~r 



D.g t a : ~ ~T4 0 I A ~RUN 

SAMPLE POWEH SPECTkAL DENSITY FUNCTION FeW) 
(22)N(SAMPLE SIZE). 1~~~ 

T"""I ~ " 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• • • • 
• • • 

• 

~., . 

GIVE LAG NO M 
13~ 
GIVE VALUE FOR L 
11~~ 
(122~) LAG NO. M. 3~ 

eI225)F(ANG.FREQ.INTEHVAL.PI'(I~.F»· 1~ 
e~13~)E(VERTICAL SCALE FACTOH.HANGE 5~.E). 1~.dd~7 
MAX.FeW)· 99~.28~ MIN.F(W). ~ 

VALUES OF FeW) 
~ 99~.28~ 25.25 1~2.91~ 5~.5 ~2.~ld5 75.75 51.1312 
1 962.185 26.25 1~~.8~ 51.5 ~2.~5d2 16.15 51.~3~3 
2 ~1~.222 21.25 99.3~Y6 52.5 ~J.2~d6 11.1~ ~d.~~dl 
3 152.~d2 2d.25 91.66~2 53.5 ~3.1161 1d.1~ ~J.6526 
4 622.~d9 29.25 95.2~11 54.~ ~J.15Y2 1~.1~ 3d.7266 
5 5~1.9d9 3~.25 91.1221 5~.5 43.1~23 d~.1~ 35.1651 
6 ~2~.~16 31.25 d1.2~7 56.5 ~2.1591 dl.1~ 36.4225 
1 362.211 32.25 81.11~7 57.5 41.4863 d2.75 ~~.6~11 
8 325.415 33.2~~.42~~5d.5 ~1.4~32 d3.15 ~1.~~d1 
9 3~~.9dd 34.25 6d.-j726 5~.5 42.1771 ~4.75 53.3533 
1 ~ 2d~. 556 ·-3~.25 62. 546 6~. 5 43.l1d6 6507~ 57.323 
11 259.~5~ 36.25 57.626 61.5 ~3.7~9 ~6.15 51.~169 
12 234.515 37.25 54.6~5 62.5 43.1113 d1.75 55.22~~ 
13 2~7.3dl 3d.25 53.45~1 63.5 43.~67e dd.75 5~.62Yd 
14 l1Y.113 39.25 53.5165 64.5 42.2~~6 d~.75 45.76~9 
15 154.454 ~~.25 53.643 65.5 41.54d3 9~.7~ 41.~351 
16 134.523 ~1.25 53.662d 66.5 41.2~J4 ~1.7~ 3~.6663 
17 121.721 ~2.25 52.6d5 67.5 4~.~49d 92.75 3d.7151 
Id 115.9~2 43.25 51.~d29 6d.~ ~~.4664 Y3.75 Jd.4J~3 
19 114.964 44.25 ~9.229 6~.5 JY.1165 ~4.7~ 3d.2356 
2~ 115.dl 45.25 41.416~ 7~.5 J~.161 95.7~ 37.d64~ 
21 115.177 46.25 4~.7542 71.~ 3~.5d71 96.7~ J7.4~64 
22 113.7~1 47.25 ~4.2571 72.5 ~1.6~16 97.75 37.~6~ 
23 11~.~33 46.25 43.~~66 73.5 45.~dd4 ~d.75 36.95~J 
24 1~6.~7 ~9.25 ~2.IY75 74.5 49.~~53 ~~.75 J7.~~J3 

END AT LINE 9999 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
~ 

~~~~~-WMq~~~~~~-WMq~~~~~~ 
~~~~~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

~_WMq~~~~~~_WMq~~~~~~_~M~~~~~~~_~M~~~~~~~_WMq~~~~~~_~M~~~~n~~-~M~~ 
~_NMq~~~~~ __________ WW~N~NWWW~MMMMMMMMMM~q~~~~q~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

11.6 ~>- e c ~ ;' 11 r~ ~rnrA~pnt:n~ ~ 
~ . . 0 

~ l' -r f"':-- ro f> r' 'r I) I' n ' 1 .' ...... . - .......... - for ') r- ~ n 1 . +. (' ~ 



o. 

• • • 
• 

• 
• 

• 

D8t8 ?<~T?6IA 

~ ~!~ 

~A'1P1..E ro,"'EP SPECTrAL r~SITY FtNCTION Fe\l) 
(22)NeSA"1P1..E SIzn- 1000 
G I "E LAG ~O M 
, 22. 
G I "E "AL t'E FO F L 
I 100 
(1220) LAG NO. :1- 22 
(1225)F(A."'G.F~EC.INTEP"ALt~I/(10.f»· 10 
(1I1;10)EC"EPTICAL SCALE FAC~!'lrA'lGt !-o.n
~A:"':.F(',')- ~279-.92 ~IN.F(\I)· 0 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

« 

• 
• • • • • • • • • 

I O!:. ~8 

"AL ns 0 F Fe \I) 
0 ~279. 92 2 !:. 70.8 I!>!- ~O.· !-. 8 !-O 19 7 !-. 2. 2 ~30~ 
I ~231.92 26. 61.06M ~ _!~)~ 7(;;- T.18038 
2 ~089. 37 27. ~3.88(~ !'2. ~. fO 19 7 77. 2.07299 
,3 ~9 56. 8!: 29. ~8. 0879 !-3. 4.23999 .7!,..!.. ' 1.96006 
~ ~5~2. 5~ 29. 42. 8 3 53!:~. ~. 01 !-79_ 79. ~I'76 
5 ~ 158.8 ~~ 37.77.1:L !:5. 3.8~3!: 80. 1.7908 
6 3722.2~ 31. 3'2.9f88 56. 3.639711 81. J.!.. I~~~ f 
7 3253. 19 32. 28.6726 57. 3. 3616e 92~' 1.71426 
8 2774.2~ 33. ~~,!,J,~ !:9.- J. 0 'I I ~ I 83. \.6803 
9 2308. 16 311;- 22.491!: 59. 2.63632 84. -' .. _(30~", 
10 187 5. ~ I 35. 20. 578 7 ~o._ . ?!..;J0_t92 85. 1.56629 
I I 1 ~9 1.87 ),6" J.2..L.U~ 61. 2. 0636~ 86. I. ~98!:3 
12 1167.26 37. 17.8324 62 • 1.94607 87. !-..!'~,¢'t 

-13 9011. 5 I ~ 39. 16.II~18 63.' .J !,~~9.fa 88 • 1.37201 
14 700.406 ,3~!. ~142.. 64. 1.97288 89. 1.33199 
15 ~47.03S 40. 13.3038 65. 2.0293 90. 1.3004i1. 
TT 433.942 41. 11.7926 66. 2. 0 ~.c?.l(fi: '1~2708 3 
17 3 ~O. 273 42. ~2.J.. 67. '2.' 0 5713 92. 1.23742 
J'~~,!..542 43; 9.67201 69 • 2.037 ~3. _!~l,~-~~ 
19 235.695 ~4. 9. I 183 69. 2. (),2~U, 94. I. 1499 I 
20 193.367 45. 8.76ll.a. 70. 2. 04 ~7 9!o. I. 101114 

.. ?J_ .. ~~~~U. 4f. 8.43ftl 71 • 2.10127 96., _l!..Q.C2-
22 127.409 47. 7.99746 72. 2 .... ~.i. 97. 1.03 78 ~ 
23 103.126 118. 7.38 H4 73 • 2.24426 98. 1.02433 
~~, 84.4713 4Q~- --i.-~j6rr 74. 2.27363 99. 1.018o.~ 

[Nt' AT LIN E 9999 
~ Q l'I T 

OK~ LO 
STHP1P (5) LI)GGEr Ol'T AT IltlO 26060 
TIME "SEr- 1'03 13'36 0' I I 
GI)O rpv E 
NO "Ft ATTACH U;. 
[PI • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

0 
"" ..... crl 0- 0 _ (\j n ., II, '" ..... en & 0 - (\j M ., ", '" ..... crl 0- 0 
..... ............... enen~crlcncrlencrlencno-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o--

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
0- (\j M ;;Z "' '" ..... If' 0- 0 - (\j n q II, '" ..... CIt 0- 0 - (\j '"' q II, '" ..... crl 0- 0 - ~\j M q II, '" ..... CIt & 0 - (\j M ., II. '" ..... en 0- 0 - (\j '"' q II. "" ..... crl 0- 0 - ('. M q III 

CJ _ ('U M Q' tI, ..., ,... U"'I 0- - - - - - - - - - - N '" C\I '" '" C\I '" C\I N N M n M M M M M M M M .q q 'l q q q q q .., q .,. ", w, .,~ w, .. , tI, tI, tI, W, "" ""' ~ ~ "" "" "" 0iU " "" r- ..... t r- f""- ,.. 

T" i f1 11. 7 ..... 
~T'\ct.r·I}~T1 l''?1'1'\.spnt1ne th~ Sl1rf':cl=' of rl ~rjn,-l:l.nG ""'['('1 ;:>f~f'r 10 rn i nl1t0: "0.'1r 



l' ~ cr 

• • 
• 

• 
• 

o· 

Da ta J.'iJ32IA ,. 
LOGIN STHtMP 

STHtl"lP (5) LOGGH IN AT 11'11260fO 
\In-COME STHlMP 

OK, LEASIC 
GO 
,. LOA t' '~A CJ:J 4 ' 
,. PtN 
SAMF1..E POIo'Er. 5~ECT?AL [P.-JSI'r:' Ft'JCTION Fe\') 
(22)NCSAMPL£ Sl!£)'" 1000 
Gl VE LAG ~O ~ 
134 
Gin \'AL1'F FO: L 
1100 
C 1220' LAG ~'). '1= 34 
C 1~~5)FeANG. F:fC.I~TFP\'AL:rll( 10-,»'" 10 

• C4(30)E(\'EPTICAL SCALE FACToe:"A.'JGf so.!)-
• MAX. Fe \').. 310 I • 51 '11 N. Fe y,.. 0 

• • 
• 

.. 
• 

• 
.. 

.. 
.. 

• .. 
.. .. 

.. .. .. .. . . • * 4 •••• 

t2.0301 

\'AL l'ES 0 r Fe \') 
0 3101. 51 25. 141. 109 50. 10.8689 7S. 2.98392 
1 3059.33 26. 125.244 51. 9.57137 76. 2.67338 
2 2941.23 27. 119.898 52. ' 8.27318 77. 2.39121 
3 2770.67 28. 119.865 53. 7.21249 78. 2.15901 
4 2580.28 29. 119.432 54. f. 47873 79. 1.99239 
5 2l102.35 30. 114.443 55. 6.0ll7S 80. 1.898l14 
6 2257. f9 31. 103. 526 ~ f. 5.8415f 8 I. I. !H79 
7 2147.47 32. 86.0364 57. 5. 7f19 1 82. 1.8f595 
8 20~2. 3f 33. 70.8999 58. 5. 6939 I 83. 1.8567 
9 1941. 14 34. 55.0816 59. 5.53444 84 • 1.82329 
10 1785. 57 35. 42.4668 60 • 5.23476 85. 1.78016 
11 1574.f5 3 f • 33.5425 61. 4.93441 86. 1.76337 
12 1320.99 37. 27.7441 62. 4.4l1305 87. 1. 79 f79 
13 1055.98 39. 24.0513 f.3 • 4.17152 98. 1.86647 
14 81 f. 59 39. 21.4632 64. 4.0f3H 89. 2.01501 
15 630. 598 40. 19. 25 III 65.' 4.08 I (: I 90 • 2.15341 
If 507.374 41. 17.0461 6 f. 4.13749 91. 2.28 187 
17 437.703 42. IlI.9432 0. lI. I Hf3 92. 2. 39 I 52 
19 401.0fl 43. 12.921 fB. 4. 15101 93. 2.47498 
19 37 5. ~9 f 44 • I I. 641 f 69. 4. 107 I 94. 2. 5227 
20 345.933 45. I 1. 20 I 4 70. 4.04f5f 95. 2.52472 
21 30f.259 46. 11.4561 71 • 3.95517 96. 2.47879 
22 259.005 47 • 11.9f13 7~. 3.80503 97. 2.39929 
23 21 101 33 4B. 12.1953 73. 3. 5827 98. 2.31124 
24 170. 14 49 • 11.8311 74. 3. 29757 99. 2.24379 

E:'oI CAT LIN E 9999 
,. ~l'l T 

OK, L'J 
S TH !''iF (~) LOGGH 'Jl'T AT II' 37 2fO fO 
TPU l'S F[= 0'2f 9'27 0' 0 I 
GOO CFV F . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

0 
~~~~o_~nq~~~m~o-~nq~~~~~O 
~~~~mmmmmmmmmm~~~~~~~~~~-

.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 
o - '" n .;z ", '" r-- CIl ~ 0 '" n .;z ", "" t- CIl ~ 0 - ~ n .;z ". '" r- CIl ~ 0 - (\j M.;z '" r- m ~ CJ - (\j n .;z ", .... r- CIl ~ CJ - (\j M q ", '" ~ m ~ 0 - '" n q 011 

a _ ('''' M q "f ""'-J ,... tt"" C" - - - - - ('\J C\J l\J (\J C\I (\J C\I C\I C\I N M r1 M M M M M M M n q .q ~ .q .;:z .;:z .q .q ::z ~ U I U I U I U, '" U j W J ", u. """ 'IJ \() ..u ~ 0() "'" 'II(.) 10() ~ ,... t'- ,... t'- ,... ,... 
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0'l!3 

,~.~ 

• 
• 

• 

• 

.. 

:-. 

• 

Da ta JIJ48IA 
VALUE!: O~ Fe \i). , 

...... 5~1 .. ~!'6' 8$ •• &,"&1.29..,5 !J~.S't9 .. 31&3 'n,'&'15.SCJII 
I "15'.251 26.,) 63.511 &.,5 Ji.l!,4t:I .76;.1') 1~r{,9IihS 
• 3ge~989 21 ... & 58~ I ~81 '~a.~· Ils.'i6511':,1015"14.d426 
tla~3 .. iSdij iH .,.~ !).2. 2~2 'I" 53.5 ,I d. S93'a.' 7$'. 7 ~ 14.IS~a9 
.II 1~4.363 29;151 ~1.1~3 5".~ 17.'d~62 19.75'15d~67 
~ 1l<hlS~3 3~.85r. 43.56 55.5 16. 7a3Stf~. 7& lS.74dJ 
6 7tJo2619, 3h,.!1'41.5119. 56.5 15 .. 7149 dl.15 16.r,~lw, 
7 64 •. 6139 32;e54!1.6!112 ~1.5 u.a~tt. tUIo15 17.7246 
8 4)6o'}'~15 Y!.t5.J9.1~l6. SiI.S 1~.1I63a'd3.7~'ld"1Y411 
9 73.6~d4 S4~~~ ~o.3~36 5~.5 16.4e7~ HII.7S 1~.5YSd 
1~ ·".V632 35.15 36.11d6 6~.S .7.1sad d~.15 1~.i!l~d 
II ls.d5d~ ~6.e5 3~.4!1S9 61.~ Id.~514 ij6.'S~19.~266 
12 1H.16~5 37'15 J~.664S 6~.5 1~.6513 H7.15 11S.dl~J 
13 77. 1~19 36.25 2d.316 6J.~ '~.7~S4 dd~1S 11.661J7 
14 1d.~1~5 39.S5 ~6.5~~4 64.5 1~.2d~S d~.15 16.J~5V 
IS 77.d7~ 4~.Q5 25.5526 65.5 Id.7221 ~~.,s 15.1572 
16 16.35ijl 41.25 25.1~9d 66.5 Id.3521 ~1.1S 14~~ld 
17 7J.341d 42.25 25.2~1~ 61.5 Id.3~S1 1J2.J5 12.~17~ 
16 69.1553 43.SS 25.4745 6d.S 11S.566BvJ.75 19.~369 
19 66.d593 44.95 2S.6!114 69.S Id.d41 9q.7b 11.~4~J 
2!1 6~.~5~6 45.25 25.2716 1~.5 Id;~155 ~5.15 1~.111 
21 65.9~d3 46.25 e4.32~3 11,~ 16.6214 96.15 l!1.~6q 
22 61.3462 41.25.82.d8dq 72.5 17.~~6 ~1,'5 1!1.6e7~ 
23,6d.1319 ~.25..el.343~ ·1:J.S 11.1611 ~d07~ 1~.1J!)~2 
211 6ti.9775 1&~.2~ ·2!1.~"'6d 14.S 16.3~9a. 9\1.1:» 1l.a1!1~ 

END AT LINE 9999 
·LIST I!'!I~ 
I~!I~ ~tA il.lg5.8~.la7.13H.J39 
~, 

• •••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• ' ..... 

."'IWtl 
'SAKPl.S. POWER SPi:CTHAL DtNSl n Fi.J~C flON 'F( W; 
<~~N( SAMPLE Sltt). 1('!lC,' 
'cJt Vt LA" NO ,., . , 3' 
o.rVl:; VALUE; foa t 
'·1~~ 
Cla2!1) LAG NO. M. 34 
( 12aS)F'( A:40.FREQoI,'HEIIVALtl'lI'( 1 !I.;'"". 1 ~ 
e "13~) Ee VEHTI CAl. seAL!:: .'ACTOitt 1t,\NGI:: 5'J.E). 1!I.~~~1 
t'!AX.F'(\i). !:l!l4.S!l6 :"IN.FeW). !I 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
G_~~~~~~q~~~~~~_N~~~~~~~~ ......... ~ .... ~ fa'" ~ 1) IJ) "0 ::10 ::10 "0 ~ ~ 00 01\ (Jo '" ,. (Jo ,. 0- ... 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
~~~M~~~-~~~-Nriq~~""~~~-~M.~~""~~~-NMq~~""~~~_~Mq~~~"O",~_~~~~~"""O"'~-~M~~ 

~-NMq~~""~~----------~NNN~N~~NNMMMMMMMMM~qqqqqqq.~q~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ........ _~_~ 

11.9 '3r,(;ct.T'tl';, T'rI'!'<?:.cnti'lf3 ~ ~'lrf~ce erolHi 'l fill' JO minl~t(l2 



Table 11.3 Transfer Coefficients (y2) relating 

Spectral DEnsities of Variance at"Frequency X 

Frequency 
-1 y2 y2 y2 y2 y2 mm 

X (F1 / A1) (M2/Q1) (G1 /K1) (G1 /F1) (K1 / A~ 

0.0 0.007 0.002 0.003 0.132 0.331 
0.5 0.008 0.002 0.003 0.132 0.389 1.0 0.012 0.003 o.o~ 0.133 0.522 
1.5 0.017 0.000 0.0 0.1~5 0.634 2.0 0.028 0.016 0.005 0.1 0 0.829 
2.5 0.039 0.030 0.006 0.156 0.972 
3.0 0.036 0.034 0.008 0.198 0.~5 
~.5 0.0~4 0.058 0.012 0.292 o. 5 

.0 0.0 7 0.107 0.022 0.367 0.767 
4.5 0.087 0.146 0.039 0.~92 0.881 
5.0 0.141 0.181 0.058 o. 00 0.966 
5.5 0.165 0.212 0.090 0.426 0.781 
6.0 0.169 0.326 0.115 0.442 0.647 
6.5 0.213 0.359 0.148 0.462 0.665 
7.0 0.400 0.~99 0.208 0.457 0.874 
7.5 0.560 o. 32 0.251 0.452 1.006 
8.0 0.565 0.49~ 0.291 0.451 0.876 
8.5 0.565 0.52 0.408 0.465 0.644 
9.0 0.658 0.759 0.494 0.481 0.642 
9.5 0.667 0.765 0.563 0.500 0.593 

10.0 0.971 0.900 0.795 0.515 0.500 
10.5 0.786 1.033 0.973 0.545 0.440 
11.0 0.865 1.~5o 0.923 0.56~ 0.527 
11.5 0.901 1.~9 0.949 0.57 0.549 
12.0 0.878 1. 1 0.902 0.569 0.554 
12.5 0.907 1.302 0.837 0.529 0.573 
13.0 1.220 1.500 0.919 0.472 0.627 
1~.5 1.851+ 1.350 0.939 0.408 0.805 
1 .0 2.200 1.514 0.903 0.364 0.886 
14.5 2.000 1.821 0.920 0.328 0.711 
15.0 1.775 2.000 0.960 0.338 0.625 
15.5 1.667 1.620 0.957 0.3~8 0.590 
16.0 1.541 1.419 1.100 o.~ 6 0.541 
16.5 1.275 1.414 1.105 o. 12 0.475 

Iy2= 23.258 25.063 15.919 12.958 23.208 



Table 11.4 VTransfer Coefficient of Variance Density 

(see Table 7,3 ) 

~ F1 / A1 No: 2 1 ~ G1 /K1 ~G IF 1 1 ~ K1 I A1 

X Y Y Y Y Y 

0.0 0.082 0.041 0.052 0.3~ 0.575 0.5 0.090 0.046 0.053 0·3 0.623 1.0 0.109 0.058 0.055 0.364 0.722 1.5 0.131 0.076 0.060 0.367 0.796 2.0 0.167 0.126 0.069 0.374 0.911 2.5 0.197 0.172 0.079 o.~ 0.986 
3·0 0.191 0.183 0.088 o. 5 0.967 
~.5 0.184 0.241 0.108 0.540 0.919 .0 0.216 0.327 0.150 0.606 0.876 
4.5 0.296 0·a82 0.197 0.626 0.9~9 5.0 0.~75 o. 26 0.242 0.632 0.9 ~ 5.5 o. 06 0.461 0.300 0.652 0.88 
6.0 0.411 0.571 0.340 0.665 0.804 
6.5 0.462 0.,99 0.~85 0.679 0.816 
7.0 0.6~2 0.6~2 o. 57 0.676 0.935 
7.5 0.7 8 0.657 0.501 0.672 1.003 
8.0 0.752 0.702 0.539 0.671 0.936 
8.5 0.752 0.734 0.639 0.682 0.803 
9.0 0.811 0.871 0.703 0.694 0.801 
9.5 0.816 0.875 0.750 0.707 0.770 

10.0 0.986 0.949 0.892 0.717 0.711 
10.5 0.886 1.016 0.986 0.739 0.664 
11.0 0.~0 1.164 0.961 0.750 0.726 
11.5 o. 9 1.200 0.974 0.760 0.741 
12.0 0.937 1.241 0.950 0.754- 0.744 
12.5 0.952 1.141 0.915 0.728 0.757 
13.0 1.105 1.225 0.958 0.687 0.792 
1~.5 1.~61 1.162 0.969 0.639 0.897 
1 .0 1. 8~ 1.231 0.950 0.60~ 0.941 
14.5 1.41 1.~50 0.962 0.57 0.843 
15.0 1.332 1. 14 0.980 0.581 0.791 
15.5 1.291 1.273 0.978 0.582 0.768 
16.0 1.241 1.191 1.048 0.621 0.7~5 
16.5 1.129 1.189 1.051 0.642 0.6 9 

IY = 23.824 24.926 19.341 20.550 27.848 

Y = 0.7007 0.733 0.569 0.604 0.819 



Table 11.5 Frequency x Transfer Coefficient 

(see T~ hIe 7,4 ) 

X Xxy Xxy Xxy xxy xxy 

0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.5 0.045 0.02~ 0.027 0.182 0·312 1.0 0.109 0.05 0.055 0.364 0.722 1.5 0.197 0.114 0.090 0.550 1.194 2.0 0.~34 0.252 0.138 0.747 1.821 2.5 o. 93 o.~o 0.198 0.986 2.464-3.0 o.ru. o. 9 0.264 1·335 2.901 
~.5 o. 0.844 0.378 1.890 3.217 .0 0.864 1.308 0.600 2.424 ~.504 4.5 1.~32 3.690 0.887 2.818 .223 5.0 1. 75 2.130 1.210 3.162 4.915 
5.5 2.233 2.536 1.650 3.589 4.862 
6.0 2.4(50 3.426 2.040 ~.989 4.824 
6.5 ~ .OO~ ~.894 2.503 .416 5.301 
7.0 .42 .424 - 3.199 4.~0 6.544 
7.5 5.610 4.928 3.758 5. 0 7.523 
8.0 6.016 5.616 J+.~12 5.370 7.487 
8.5 6.392 6.239 5. 32 5.797 6.825 
9.0 7.299 7.839 6.327 6.242 7.209 
9.5 7.752 8.~13 7.125 6.718 7.313 

10.0 9.860 9. 90 8.920 7.174 7.111 
10.5 9.303 10.668 10.353 7.755 6.969 
11.0 10.230 12.804 10.571 8.250 7.986 
11.5 10.914 1~.800 11.201 8.744 8.523 
12.0 11.244 1 .892 11.400 9.054 8.932 
12.5 11.900 14.263 11.438 9.095 9.405 
13.0 14.36~ 15.925 12.454 8.933 10.295 
1~ .5 18.37 15.687 13.082 8.622 12.112 
1 .0 20.762 17.234 13.300 8.442 13.176 
14.5 20.503 19.575 1~ .949 8.316 12.222 
15.0 19.980 21.210 1 .700 8.721 11.859 
15.5 20.011 19.732 15.159 9.018 11.903 
16.0 19.856 19.056 16.768 9.940 11.763 
16.5 18.629 19.619 17.342 10.588 11·372 

[XxY = 267.592 280.568 220.830 183. 001 226.849 



Table 11.6 

Spectrum Iy2 (IY) 2 (Iy)~n Syy Ixy Ix Iy/n S x y 

..J F1/A1 23.258 567.583 16.694 6.564 267.592 196.548 71.044 

..J M2 /Q1 25.063 621.3°5 18.274 6.789 280.568 205.640 74.929 

~ G1 /K1 15.919 374.074 11.002 4.917 220.830 159.563 61.267 

V G1 /F1 12.958 422.303 12.421 0.537 183.001 169.538 13.464 

{K; /A1 23.208 775.511 22.809 0.399 226.849 229.746 -2.897 



Table 11.7 

Spectrum A A A 
Y (X=O) y (x=16) 

2 
b Y bx a SY/x 

~F1 / A1 0.086 0.7007 0.713 -0.01~ -0.012 1.364 0.0133 

~ M2 /Q1 0.091 0.733 0.751 -0.018 -0.018 1.438 -0.0012 

.J G 1 /K1 0.075 0.569 0.619 -0.050 -0.050 1.150 0.0110 

~/F1 0.016 0.604 0.135 0.469 0.469 0.725 0.0099 

~/A1 -0.0035 0.819 -0.029 0.848 0.848 0.792 0.0120 



Table 11.8 

Column 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Frequency 95% Confidence Limits 

x 8
2 

Y'x S:" (1+ * + (XS~:2 ) ~Co1.3 t
n

_
2 

(Co1.4) y y ± (Column 5) 

~ F1 / A1 0.0 0.0133 0.015 0.122 0.248 -0.012 0.236 -0.260 

4.0 0.0133 0.014 0.118 0.241 0.332 0.573 0.091 

8.0 0.0133 0.014 0.117 0.237 0.676 0.915 0.439 

16.0 0.0133 0.015 0.121 0.247 1.364- 1.611 1.117 

~ G1 /K1 1.0 0.0110 0.012 0.110 0.224 0.025 0.249 -0.199 

8.0 0.0110 0.011 0.106 0.217 0.550 0.767 0.333 

16.0 0.0110 0.012 0.110 0.225 1.150 1.375 0.925 

M 0.0 0.0099 0.011 0.105 0.214 0.469 0.683 0.255 1 1 

8.0 0.0099 0.010 0.101 0.206 0.597 0.803 0.391 

16.0 0.0099 0.010 0.101 0.206 0.725 0.931 0.519 

~ K1 / A1 0.0 0.0120 0.013 0.116 0.236 0.848 1.084 0.612 

8.0 0.0120 0.012 0.111 0.227 0.820 1.047 0.593 

16.0 0.0120 0.013 0.115 0.235 0.792 1.027 0.557 



APPENDIX 12 



T8.b l e 12·3 

Frequency 

( min-') 

y2 2 y2 y2 y2 X 
FA YMQ GK GF KA 

0.0 0.001 0.0003 0.0004 0.067 0.229 
0.5 0.002 o.oo~ 0.0004 0.067 0.284 
1.0 o.oo~ 0.00 0.0004 0.068 0.420 
1.5 0.00 0.001 0.001 0.069 0.545 
2.0 0. 009 0.004 0.001 o.o~ 0.779 
2.5 0.013 0.009 0.001 0.0 0.96~ 3.0 0.012 0.011 0.002 0.115 0.91 
~.5 0.011 0.022 0. 003 0.194 0.799 

.0 0.017 0.051 0. 006 0.263 0.702 
4.5 0.039 0.077 0.013 0.287 0.845 
5.0 0.073 0.102 0.022 0.295 0.955 
5.5 0.090 0.126 0.040 0-321 0.719 
6.0 0.093 0.224 0.056 0.337 0.560 
6.5 0.127 0.255 0.078 0.357 0.580 
7.0 0.295 0.294 0.12~ 0.352 0.836 
7.5 0.462 0.327 0.15 0.347 1.008 
8.0 0.467 0.~89 0.193 0.346 0.83 8 
8.5 0.467 O. 22 0.3 03 0.360 0.556 
9.0 0.572 0.692 0.~91 0.377 0.554 
9.5 0.583 0.700 o. 65 0.~97 0.498 

10.0 0.962 0.869 0.736 o. 13 0.403 
10.5 0.725 1.044 0.904 0.445 0.~35 11.0 0.824 1.501 0.899 0.465 o. 26 
11.5 0.870 1.625 0.933 0.481 0.450 
12.0 0.841 1.780 0.872 0.472 0.455 
12.5 0.878 1.422 0.789 0.428 0. 476 
13. 0 1.304 1.717 0.893 0.367 0.5~7 
1~.5 2.278 1.492 0.920 0.303 0.7 9 
1 .0 2.861 1.738 0.873 0.260 0.851 
14.5 2.520 2.224 0.903 0.226 0.635 
15.0 2.149 2.520 0.947 0.235 0.534 
15.5 1.977 1.903 0.943 0.2~5 0.495 
16.0 1.780 1.595 1.1~6 0.2 1 0.441 
16.5 1.383 1.587 1.1 2 0.3 07 0-371 

ly2 = 24.692 26.724 14. 807 9.694 20.742 



rr' ~ hIe 12.4 

Frequency Frequency x Transfer Coefficient 
(mm -I ) 

yl 
KA 

X Ai XY XY J..-y 'YV 
FA MO "' .. ~ GK GF KA 

O,~~~ 
O,2~ 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O,42~ 0.5 0.020 0.008 0.011 0.130 0.267 
O.~) 1.0 0.052 0.025 0.021 0.261 r', 64 Q 

O,m 
v. 'J 

1.5 0.099 0.050 0.038 0.395 1.107 
O,%~ 2.0 0.184- 0.126 0.058 0.540 1.764 o,n 2.5 0.288 0.243 0.083 0.725 2.45~ 0, (~~ 3.0 0·327 0.315 0.120 1.020 2.S6 
0, (02 I ~.5 0.368 0.525 0.182 1.540 3.129 
O,~) .0 0.520 0.900 0.316 2.052 3.352 
0, ~)) 4.5 0.882 1.247 0.518 2.412 4 .136 
c,n~ 5.0 1.355 1.600 0.750 2.715 4.885 
O.)C~ 5.5 1.~55 1.600 0.750 2.715 4.885 
o. )~~ I 6.0 1. 36 2.844 1.416 3.480 4.488 
O,~Jo 6.5 2.~21 3.2~ 1.820 ~ .RS7 4.95~ 
1. OO~ i 7.0 3. 01 ~.7 2.457 .151 6.39 
o. ~J~ 7.5 5.0~ .283 2.985 4.418 7.530 
0,))0 8.0 5.4 4.992 ~ .512 4.704 7.328 
O,)~ 8.5 5.806 5.525 .675 5.100 6.341 
0.4~~ 9.0 6.813 7.488 5.625 5.526 6.696 
0.4oJ 9.5 7.249 7.942 6.479 5.985 6.707 
O,~j~ 10.0 9.810 9.320 8.580 6.420 6.350 
0, ~b 10.5 8.946 10.731 10.~11 7.004 6.069 
0.4)~ 11.0 9.988 1~.475 10. 28 7.502 7.172 
0,4)) 11.5 10.730 1 .66~ 11.109 7.981 7.705 
0.410 12.0 11.004 16.00 11.208 8.244 8.100 

O.'~I 
12.5 11.713 14.900 11.100 8.175 8.625 
13.0 14.84b 17.0~ 12.285 7.878 9.529 O,n 13.5 20. '73 16.4 ' 12.947 7.425 11.678 

O,~)l 14.0 23.688 18.466 13.076 7.140 12.908 
o.O)~ 14.5 23·012 21.620 1~.775 6.902 11.557 
0,,) 15.0 21.990 23.805 7.275 10.965 
o,4~' 

1, .595 
15.5 21.7~ 21.375 15.051 7.518 10.897 

0,441 16.0 21.~ 20.208 17.056 8.480 10.624 
0.)11 16.5 19. 04 20.790 17.639 9.141 10.049 

20'14~ IXY = 272.774 286.038 211.332 159.239 211.942 



Table 12.5 

Transfer Iy2 (IY/ ({y)2/n 
C;; y y IXY IXI Yin C;; xy 

Function 

Y 24.692 534.719 15.727 8.965 272.774 190.773 82.001 
FA 

Y 26.724 601.328 17.686 9.038 286.038 202.3 07 83.731 
MQ 

Y 14.807 316.520 9.309 5.498 211.332 146.776 64.556 
GK 

Y GF 9.694 308.143 9.063 0.631 159.239 144.821 14 .~-18 

Y 20.742 684.136 20.122 
KA 

0.620 211.94-2 215.787 - 3.845 



Table 12.6 

A A- A ~2 Transfer b Y bX a Y Y 
Function (X=O) (x=16) ·X 

Y
FA 

0.100 0.680 0.825 -0.145 -0.145 1.455 0.0233 

Y 0.102 0.721 0.842 -0.121 -0.121 1.511 0.0146 
MQ 

Y
GK 0.079 0.523 0.652 -0.129 -0.129 1.135 0.0126 

v 0.018 0.516 0.149 0.367 0.367 0.655 0.0118 
~ GF 

Y
KA 

-0.005 0.769 -0.041 0.810 0.810 0.730 0.0188 



Tc: ble 12.7 

- 2 -2 

X (X-X) 1 1 (X-X) +-+ 
(frequency) Z; xx n Z; x x 

0.0 0.0827 1.1117 

4.0 0.0220 1.051 

8.0 0.000077 1.029 

16.0 0.073 1.1C2 



· ~ 

Table 12.8 

Column 1 2 3 

Z;~ (l+k (X-X/) 
Vx n z;. 

xx 

4 5 

~c 01. 3 t n _ 2 (Co 1. 4 ) 

6 95% Confidence Limits 
2 

Transfer X Z; 
Function (frequency) ~ 

y Y ± (Column 5) 

Y FA 0.0 0.0233 0.0259 0.161 0.328 -0.145 0.183 -0.473 
4.0 0.0233 0.0245 0.157 0.320 0.255 0.575 -0.065 
8.0 0.0233 0.0240 0.155 0.316 0.655 0.971 0.339 

16.0 0.0233 0.0257 0.160 0.327 1.455 1.782 1.128 
Y

MQ 
0.0 0.0146 0.0162 0.127 0.259 -0.121 0.138 -0.380 
4.0 0.0146 0.0153 0.124 0.253 0.287 0.540 0.034 
8.0 0.0146 0.0150 0.123 0.251 0.695 0.946 0.444 

16.0 0.0146 0.0161 0.127 0.259 1.511 1.770 1.252 
Y 0.0 0.0126 0.0140 0.118 0.241 -0.129 0.112 -0.370 GK 

8.0 0.01~6 0.0130 0.114 0.233 0.503 0.736 0.270 
16.0 0.0126 0.0139 0.118 0.241 1.135 1.376 0.894 

Y
GF 

0.0 0.0118 0.0131 0.114 0.233 0.367 0.600 0.]34 
8.0 0.]18 0.0121 0.110 0.?24 0.511 0.735 0.287 

16.0 0.118 0.0130 0.] 14 0.233 0.655 0.888 0.422 
Y 0.0 0.0188 0.0209 0.145 0.296 0.810 1.] 06 0.514 

KA 

R.O 0.0188 0.0193 0.139 0.284 0.770 1.054 0.486 
16.0 0.01R8 0.0207 0.144 0.?94 0.730 1.024 0.436 
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